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gold.::eofi{missioner is ,expected" the sold commissi0ner, s.office. " 
tos~n;~. iease 'adec is ion  affec- " What c0mpanies* c.~ do  is TOK 1 and 2 were really 1.600 are no longer touching, says 
ting~'tbe ().Wnership of a block of * assemhle a block, o f  i:laims, do 
mining/c[dims',~v0rdi millionsof • .'work-"on !' some ./of, them . but 
doli~rs.i*i{'0ieE'skay creel[.dt.ea. '~}/Spreadl that dollar"~,alue out to 
• At*~takeisa'30:rnetregap.bet.'.!ithewhbleblbck;"/:, ~ . i,:. 
wee#:a:blockof'~laimson ~vhich '.!/~Bbt hat'.;is:.onlY effective if 
coi6hd~!corPOrafiOh.'wants to": the cla~ims.'~fouch: eachother, 
News of. that .gap .was acted 
upon by a company called 
Tagish Resources Ltd., which 
has asked the gold commis- 
sioner to find that ownership is:: 
in question. 
Tagish is asking the go!~ 
commissioner to declare that 
notices o f  work • filed on the 
claims are false because the•gap 
means that dollar value for the 
work done could not have been 
build a mine in the area north of says Rick Canto from the gold The upper boundaries~i of: 
Stewart. :.~ -.  ~: commissioner's office. 
:That :gap';. i~':!isigt~ifica~t" :~..: inlthis pa'rticular/cas'e, Canto 
because :of.:.pi:ovirtcjal:.~. r~gfii~=.;-:i c0~tinues, the Chdms, Called the 
ti0fi.~ ~vhich* r~'qfiiie wb~k i0  be" ': .TOK :group,*~ver'e first staked iii 
done on claims 'bY 'C6mpanicS .49.72tinder regulations in effect 
that' have' sta~e.d th,m.tokeep :: atthat, time, ~.. : i.. .... ' ':. 
TOK I and 2 become the bot- 
tom border for TOK3.and 4: 
and the ,upper- bouttd~!~s~ of  
those two become the bottom: 
border for TOK 5 and'6~ i:." .• 
But what was. disdovered in: 
feet from their bottom •to the 
top, says Conte, A• 
An&because provincial staff- 
ing regulations tate that the 
distance is measured from the 
bottom, there was now a gap,of 
30 metres, or. 100 feet, from 
where TOK 1 and 2 ended at 
their upper boundary to where 
TOK 3 and 4 begin at their bot- 
tom boundary. 
And that affects the abilities 
of companies to spread the 
Canto. 
or-igih~--st-ak-ing:-to-sul~que~t ~! - "  
work to the 1989 survey which".~ .,•. 
found the gap was done in good :- .... 
faith. 
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TERRACE - Although an in- 
formation pamphlet produced by 
the federal GST Consumer In- 
Formation Office claimed in- 
troduction of the Goods and 
Services Tax would mean a drop 
in the price of a case of beer, the 
manager of a local hotel says 
prices have instead gone up. 
Noting the seven per cent 
GST replaced the old 19 per cent 
federal sales tax, the pamphlet 
had suggested thenet result 
would be a 23 cent decrease per 
gas0 .  
Not so, says the Inn of the 
West's Dcbbie McIntyre. As of 
Jan. 1, the hotel is now paying 
10 cents more. There have also 
been increases of as much as 55 
cents, a boule on some wines. 
shcadds. 
Asked about he contradiction, 
the GST project manager with 
the provincial liquor distribution 
introduction 0fthe GST., •., ,- ~'~,~: 
While :ihe, taxrate figures. 
cited by the Consumer Informa- 
tion Office were correct, Thee 
Keliner said GgT had been part 
of a larger piece of legis,lation 
which had also included changes 
to abe excise tax rates levied on 
alcohol by the federal gay- 
eminent. 
Jan. I had also been the date a 
number of changes both under 
the General Agreement on Trade 
and Tariffs (GATD and the Frcc 
Trade Agreement had come into 
effect. 
Kellner said the LCB had 
calculated the effect of all these 
changes and then told their sup- 
pliers (breweries and wineries) 
*'what would happen to the price 
of their products in the liquor 
stores if their unit price to us 
remained the same." 
That prompted a flurry of ac- 
tivity which.saw suppliers 
:change the prices on more dum 
.:,,,2.000 of the 5.000 oroducts car- 
dropped and the remainder = 
slaycd the same., , 
Patrons of local bars are 
discovering the price of drinks 
have gone up substantially more 
than tha extra the establishment 
is now having to pay for the 
i~veragcs. 
That. says Mclntyre, is 
because "the beer is 'goods' and 
we're providing a 'service' so 
we have to pay GST on each 
drink we sell." 
The additional seven per cent 
means a beer costing $3 before 
the tax now costs $3.20. Al- 
though the increase has 
prompted angry reactions from 
some customers, she adds, 
"They seem to understand it's a 
price increase because of GST 
and not becaas¢ of us." 
Also raising, the ire of those 
not drinking-and-driving h the 
~B': ~'S,a~IL'he ...... .e~Ira-th~y ,nowhave to pay 
we. ihi~ls':" of the cab farc.~. It begins to ad -up.; 
Up, 20 pel: cent Mclntyrei:ointsout. 
Missing money remains 
mystery to blind club 
TER~CE -- Terrace's White away at the door. Similar shows the money collected, they said, 
Cane Club has no idea where that McDonald was involved in and he would be responsible for 
the money is that was raised for 
the local 'blind support group 
through sales of tickets to a 
Christmas variety show that 
never .went ahead. 
Club president Felix Goyette 
said last weakthe money raised: 
by promoter John McDonald-- 
who wes in charge of selfing the 
tickets.--, is all gone and the 
RCMP have seized all the books 
and records relating to the 
ticket-selling drive. 
Nearly a month has ~ passed 
since the newly organized club's 
variety shookwas cancelled, but 
McDonald remains unavailable 
for comment and the money 
raised remains unaccounted for. 
When ticket holders showed 
up at the,R~E.M. Lee Theatre 
on Dec. 15, they were turned 
that ,plecei:'now known/aSArea 
That r~tlleSt reflects.concerns 
raised b~t l~,  Prg, vincial: and 
*ag cles abo t 
the eff~'~bf:rfle~,~.~,pment on 
fish hab|~a~t~i~i this~pdrcel, 
Ya~di~:i'~,iast week that 
studyh~./l i~ t.been carried 
out and"thei'efore~/the fate of 
t ,  Area B '  reniidhs essentially in 
Limbo at this point." 
organizing for community 
groups in Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert either didn't go ahead or 
were hastily reorganized at the 
last minute, 
R~VlP say they are in- 
vestigating McDonald's ac- 
tivities, but have laid no 
charges. 
Goyette was greatly upset •hy 
the show's failure, prompting 
him to go to vancouver When it 
became-apparent the sho~:/ 
wasn't going to go ahead. 
"When it fell apart, I had to 
leave town," he said. "I just 
couldn't take it anymore," 
Neither .Goyette nor anyone 
else within the club knows if 
McDonald ever actually booked 
performers for the show. And 
the absence of any monitoring 
of the sales by the club means 
they - don't even know how 
much was collected. 
" I  don't know •how many 
tickets were sold and I don't 
know how much money came 
in," he said. *'Everything's at 
the RCMP. The tickets, the 
books -- everything." 
Goyette and White Cane vice- 
president' Elizabeth Hong sai.'d 
McDonald Was hired to sell tile 
tickets for the concert.  
McDonald would receive half of 
_paying all the bills out of that. 
McDonald was also supposed 
to give the club weekly status 
reports on how many tickets 
had'been sold and how much 
money,.-.had been collected, 
Goyette~i:~said, but. that never 
happened. :. 
Goyette~aid hehad to co-sign 
Coh£d A2 
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smooth transition," he said 
of activity at the site this 
month. 
"Construction is finishing 
right about on schedule and 
we don't have the final costs 
in yet, but it should be under 
budget," said Royea of the 
estimated $65 million pro- 
ject. 
Production efforts this 
month end four years of con- 
centrated evelopment a the 
site. Construction of milling 
facilities began in the middle 
of last year. 
Miners have already been 
stockpiling ore in anticipa- 
tion of operation of the con- 
cent ra tor  and mi l l ing 
facilities. 
The workforce was once 
estimated to be 150 people 
but that has changed to bet- 
ween 135 and 140, said 
Royea. 
The concentrator will run 
24 hours a day on shifts of I0 
hours each while there will be 
two 10-hour shifts each day 
in the mine. 
Workers will spend four 
weeks at the site and two 
weeks out. They're being 
flown in from Vancouver 
and from Smithers to a near- 
by airstrip. 
The mine is the second one 
to open in the precious] 
"mifi~ral rich Iskut area. 
i Skylind Gold opened its mine 
in 1988 but closed it last year 
when reserves didn't match 
anticipated projections. 
Cominco owns 60 per cent 
of the property and Prime 
"Resources the remaining 40 
per cent. 
Material for the mine was 
f lown in from nearby 
Wrangell, Alaska, or shipped 
in on a large hovercraft from 
Wrangell, 
McDonald's ,,vithdrawals from 
the account the ticket money 
was deposited into, and he con- 
tinued signing: although he. 
didn't know where the money 
was going. 
Dave Sh i rey ,  a 1990 
Caledoniagraduate who work- 
ed withMcDonald from beginn- 
ing to end, said McDonald tried 
to book performers for the Ter- 
race show right up until a few 
days before Dec. 15. 
Randy Charach, of Fun Time 
Express in Vancouver, said 
McDonald tried to book three 
performers from his company. 
Charach said the cheque 
McDonald sent bounced and 
therefore the company refused 
to do the show. He said his per- 
formers did one show in Prince 
i l.i!:/ii!- . .... 
Rupert, but  that i one was ar- 
ranged by the ~Community 
Enrichment Society - -  aot by 
McDonald. 
Both Shirey and Charach 
have been interviewed by the 
RCMP. 
Mickey Bromley, a local clay 
care teacher who sold around 
'$2,500 wor th  of tickets for 
McDonald, says he quit selling 
near the end of November as it 
became more and more difficult 
to collect his commission from 
McDonald, 
Although he said McDonald 
had told him he wasn't sure how 
he was going to pay for the per- 
formers, Bromley said he never 
found out the show was cancell- 
ed until he tried to take his 
daughter .to it. and was turned 
away at the door. 
He says the whole fiasco has 
tainted local charities and given 
a lot of good PeOPle badnames. 
" It  never o¢curred't0/~e:tsat: 
sometfiing, like:.this Could hap- 
pen,Y'; Brofiddy ~'d,.]~l:ve'done 
everything I can:?t~i.~elp,.,but I 
don,t ! thihkl aiiY0nO!g].igoi~g to 
get their mbney!b~k.Yi'..,~ ~, 
"And I think pebpl~,li~:re~i will 
be less. inclined: t0), d0~ate to 
local : Charitieg ~iibW'~: It. really 
hurts "a- l o i /o f  pmple."' -i .. ' 
Goyette .said'.'?t.he i club ~ will 
issue :an apology; If.the:¢lub 
ever gets the money it could still 
try tohold 'the Show, sometime 
in the :future~iiiie ' Said;~., ;... 
"We' ;don;{~know:  exactly 
whar]~we'r~:gOit/g to be~doing 
, , t  ' • ' • yet, =he stud. "Everything's on 
hold~right now. We don't know 
what to do right now." 
Impaired numbers,rise 
TERRACE-  RCMP statistics 
over the holiday season show 
drivers aren't  getting the 
message about drinking and 
driving. 
Police stopped nearly 2,800 
vehicles at roadblocks and 
charged a ,total of 19 drivers 
with-impaired driving during 
the Dec. 8 to"J/hi.'3 Christmas 
Counterattack. 
That brought the 1990 total 
of drunk driving charges to 238 
- -  a substantial increase over 
the previous year's total. Last 
year's Counterattack netted 16 
impaired drivers. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl. Gary 
Moritz said local drivers' New 
Year's Eve performance are 
also discouraging. In the first 
hours of the new year, police ar- 
rested three local men and 
charged them with impaired 
driving. 
"That ' s  significantly high 
There were no deaths in 
motor vehicle accidents, but I l 
people were injured in seven ac- 
cidents. There were 72 Other 
collisions in which no one was 
injured. 
-~,~o 
cons ider ing  the Chr is tmas -~':;q~i~'> : : ' t : , :  :!~ " '  "!' 
Counterattack cempaign. i s . in  ,:i ~,'~'J~.~ ~{ 0~ 1! ~ ~ 1 ; . . . . . . . .  " " ' 
fu l l : sw ing  and the media  
coverage encouraging people 
not to dr ink and dr ive,"  Mor i t z  
said, "We' re  hoping this is not 
going to be the trend for tSe 
year.,' 
More  than 500 Motor Vehicle 
Act charges were laid during 
this year's holiday blitz, with 
157 written warnings being writ- 
ten. 
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:::,~;.:~:TERRACE'::-;. Thd Ocelot and expertise we were looking 
..... i~ :i', pctro-chemical p ant in Kit•mat for," said Wish in adding Van- 
: ' :  ~ will b(come the storage and ex- couver and Prince Rupert were 
i._ r port  shipping point for a also looked at possible export 
..: gasolinei additive produced in locations for the American west 
Alberta.", ' . . :  . .  ' coast. ' " 
: .... An':.::ai~houneehaent .:whereby . .  Wish.said the project is not 
Ocelot,'.:.it ''~n.0w ,manufactures tied to the provincial govern- 
mellia ml:from::natutal gas, will ment initiative to expand port 
take the additive produced facilities at Kit•mat and that •m- 
through ajointventure between provements to the CN line bet- 
~:P~ir6 canilda"and a Fin~lish Teen Terrace and Kit•mat are 
!company isexpected next week. not needed. - ..... 
TheTMTBE (methyl tertiary The project is subject to en- 
butyl ether):product replaces vironmental reviews standard 
:lead as an additive to gas to give for all major developments and 
'a high octane burn. public information sessions are 
~lt's described, as an en-:planned. • 
vironmentally friendly octane The quantity to be shipped to 
booster to meFt Io~"harmful  
emission regulations from vehi. 
cle engines now ineffect, 
,.Petro Canada spokesman 
Judy Wish said last week it and 
its Finnish partner, Neste Oy, 
already have a lette~: of inteni 
with Ocelot. 
Ocelot ,will spend approx- 
imately $15 million on increased 
storage tank capacity and shipp-. 
ing facilities. Construction Will 
result in 25 employment years 
and 15 full time jobs are ex- 
pected when the projei:t is com- 
plete. 
Wish said discussions are 
underway with CN for it to be 
the shipper, in tanker cars, of 
MTBE from Alberta to Kit•mat 
for,shipping by sea to eventual 
markets on the American west 
coast, 
She said Ocelot was chosen 
because it already has facilities 
to handle the kind of product 
Petro Canada and Neste will 
pi'oduce. 
"They have the experience 
- ~ . ~ t" . : ? . 
:imonton OCelOt ..... Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 9,, 199.1 = ngo A3 
,umat site of fuel export project', 
Kit•mat isn't yet known, Wish 
continued, because sales con- 
tracts aren't yet signed. 
MTBE will be produced at an 
'Edmont0n plant now under 
construction and scheduled to 
be' finished next year. The pro- 
duction cap:~city is listed at 
530,000 tonnes a year and the 
plant will cost $350 million, 
The joint venture between 
Petro Canada and Neste Oy, a 
F inn ish-s tate  owned 
petrochemical nd oil company, 
arises.from the former's ability 
to provide raw material and the 
latter's expertise in MTBE. 
Neste spokesman Risto Nasi 
said last week the company pro- 
duces the product in Saudi 
Arabia, :Finland and Portugal 
and is developing a plant in 
Malaysia. 
"Our initiative is to involve 
ourselves with strong, local 
~partners. Here in Alberta, there 
is a lot of reasonably priced raw 
material," said Nasi. 
M P Fu gets 
pay increase 
TERRACE - -  Skeena NDP At the same time, Revenue 
Canada has said MPs won't be 
paying the new Goods and Ser- 
vices Tax on office supplies. 
A spokesman for the govern- 
ment department said charging 
Member of Parliament received 
a raise Jan. !. 
He now makes $91,700 a 
year, a 3.78 per cent increase 
over 1990. 
.. That figure includes a tax- the GST would simply have 
free expense allowanee'-of'"meanttransferring"g overnment 
$21,300 and $6,000 housing money from one account to 
allowance. - . . . . . .  another. 
; i L~gIY , ,  ~ ; . ,  - :  "q  
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NIGHT CRAWLER. A frequent sight on city streets this winter 
has been this self-loading scraper, used to clear snow banks 
piled up in the middle of the road. Although not a new piece of 
equipment, many residents may not have seen it in action 
before because it usually worked only the graveyard shift last 
year. However, this sea'son's heavy snowfalls have forced it 
out into the light of day. The operating cost of the machine is 
less than half that of using a loader and dump trucks. 
Snow clearing is costly 
overall. 
In a report to council, 
Stew Christensen said only 
one of the six projects carried 
out last year cost more than 
original estimates, that being 
the Hall•well Ave. upgrade. 
However, at $417,712, the 
final figure was only $351 
over budget. 
On the plus side, the 
Keefer ($144), Braun 
($1,794) and Lazel le 
($15,282) road projects all 
came in under projections 
and installation of a sewer on 
Griffith cost nearly $5,000 
less than anticipated. 
The overall result for the 
city was to reduce projected 
'c~'pjta.I .budget." *e~pendit uies 
by almost $17,000. 
Although the savings also 
benef i ted some local 
residents --  land owners pay 
a share of  the cost based on 
property f rontage-  Lazelle 
property owners' contribu- 
tions remained unchanged. 
Explaining why all the sav- 
ings on that project accrued 
to the city, Christensen said 
it reflected a council decision 
to cap the charge to owners 
at $50 per frontage foot with 
the city picking up the rest. 
The reasoning behind that 
decision, he said, was the 
Lazelle upgrade benefitted 
the whole community and in- 
volved making the street 
wider, and therefore more 
expensive,  than was  
• necessary simply to meet the ~ 
property owners' needs. " :' :; 
TERRACE-  The final 
figures for the city's 1990 
snow clearing costs are now 
in and they show even the ad- 
ditional $60,000 thrown into 
the budget hite last year was 
not enough to cover expen- 
ditures, says its engineering 
director. 
Stew Christensen said the 
original Budget had been set 
at $229,000. That figure ;,vas 
topped up twice - -  $50,000 
was added following heavy 
snowfalls last January and 
February and $60,000 after 
December's nowstorms -- 
for a total of $339,000. 
However,  Christensen 
confirmed last week, that 
still fell short of the approx- 
imately $345,000 it cost to 
clear city streets in 1990. 
.Re said the original budget 
figure of $229,000 had been 
based on 1989 snow removal 
costs "plus a bit" and was in 
line with costs for the 
previous three years. 
With preparations of the 
1991 budget now underway, 
Christensen cbnceded the 
problem now was to assess 
whether 1990 was an anoma- 
ly or signalled a longer term 
change in winter weather pat- 
terns. 
Although unable to tackle 
all the local improvement 
projects planned for 1990, 
the director of engineering 
has confirmed those corn, 
• pleted'came in under.budget '  
STEWING 
BEEF 
Try a hearty 198 Stew tonight 
4.37/kg Q B 
BACK TO SCHO0 "J " ' 
SUPPLIES i,,7 
SUPPLIES I M,=um ,4 Al l  eta , , , . - ,  l U.S. Grown ~L"  n [ ]  IN•  EmJ 
While Supplies Last u l.lo/~N°, 1 Grade mS~ B m ~ V . ' V _ . : [ ]  - -  M M I  
"WE HONOUR ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS" 
,Wm. .~=.m ' ~  
VIVA 
PAPER TOWELS 
FACIAL 
TISSUE 
Settles 
9 boxes Of 200's 7.68. .  
Case of 12 
Scott, Purex 
4 ROilS Caseo,12 9 99 Scott 2 Roll I EA. 
' "WE,ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS" 
i 
[TOMATO "~ 
,PASTE . | 
O¢;.ep, , 
2 .99 
r ~ % 
" LARGE " 
EGGS 
Lucerne. Grade A White. 
Family size 1~,~ dozen 
1.99.. 
MIRACLE 
WHIP  
Kraft. Reg or Light. 1 L 
' Limit 1 with family 
purchase. Over limit price 
3.48 each 
2.98 , 
BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
~ m l m m ~ m ,  
15.88. 
FRESH BAKED .]' 
FRUIT FILLED 
BISMARKS 
Jam, Lemon, Bavarian 
Blueberry or Apple" 
f OCEANS 
l TUNA 
| Chunk, tllg;n~ln water 
"L .,a,. 6!1 .88  
Fleetwooa with or.wlthout.I 
• 
¢ " V ;%"  " * ~ A . : . . ,  ' , '~ ' , '  ]. 
h ?: . 
Mond!y --'Friday 0 =.m.- 9 p;m. 
Saturday 9 a,m.- 6 p.m. 
Sale price effective Sun, 
Jan, 6 to Sat, Jan,: 12 
~ ~h ~P r ~ ~ ' 'WE ACCEPT ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS" 
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i  ing it all t gether 
• , , "  
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Safeway 
Chime , 
Home Deiiveryl ~ 
Service Available 
7 Days a'Week 
1 - 5 ;  8 P.M, . 
FREE TO SENIORS 
" r "  
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government's position 
mains as :elusi~,e as try- 
a pile o f  je l loby  ham- 
mering a nail through the middle. 
It's a perplexing :situation giYen that  
the province is now happily beavering 
away as  a participant in 4and claims 
negotiations with the federal  government 
and the Nisga'a Tribal Council.  
TO date, there have been two meetings 
between the two parties and  a third is 
planned later this month in Prince 
Rupert. After each o f  the two sessions, 
cheerful press rdeases were issued saying 
progress was being made. But, progress 
in what  areas? 
Granted, the province is now par- 
ticipating and that's a big change 
because it once denied the existence of 
land claims. Yet  what theprov ince  will 
negotiate and what i twon ' t  remains a 
mystery. 
About all we know is that the province 
won ' t  negotiate separate, sovereign 
government arrangements. No surprise 
there, And we've been told by native af- 
fairs minister Jack Weisgerber-that i
• . !~ 
• ~Pub l l sha  
Editor: - :" 
Rod Link 
Product ion Manoger: 
Edouard Credgeur. 
. . . .  " DITORIAL___  
. 
they m ' - - , -  ' re issing - -  
• .- - .-- :' " .  ~i-  " , 
To its. credit tl~e province wants to 
negot iate what it: calls fa i r  settlements 
• fo r  finality, and  certainty. Some of  that 
may come f rom a sense of  social justice, 
Mgre realistically, it comes from prod- 
ding by majo~ resource corporations and 
• the  need to take action before the courts 
order it to./There's, also the need for a 
nice warm issue with which to go to the 
polls. 
The province's terms for dealing with 
land claims is principles for negotiation. 
They were promised in tbe summer, then • 
in early fall, then in late fall, then in ear. 
ly winter, then before 1990 ran out. Now 
we're told perhaps they'l l  be released 
later this month.  
That ' s  little comfort for residents in 
areas where land claims settlements will 
have an effect. These missing principles 
are very important fo r ' the  northwest 
because  o f  the  pend ing  
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en court decision 
and of the negotiations on the Nisga'a 
claim. 
The meeting between the Nisga'a and 
,% 
- ---y :. 
,=  Circulation 
:  i:ir • 
" .  ? .• .  , L•  : "  
" ) 4"  * J  q 
nks to all 
- " ;  " • . . .  
New rules for l 
at least a star1 
, ,or = con, . . . . . .  • 
~ asH°w ~s that p°ss~b!e' Y°U delcndtur~itheibU~u~tntra~s c ign ;iaolo ~;e;~or tl~P ~ s~o n ~ r o ~[ ~ r, f r :mh~! ~ ~fe~i!ii~an g ii~Mt~ii! a~ t o~1~ w :dt~t i :O's i ic~fir ~a~!Pr%ti~ 
''~ When the motlaermoved each route A48-passengerbuS • P g p fluous.'hlleg i . ' ' stand . . . ._ . ' . . .  : .i ! i ' p 
i ,i!om aosswood to Terrace, the (ol"72-passenger, if the kids are tripS) arid refunded mileage ['equires' MLAs i0 disclose their. :egrl~tsSui~n~f~e?o~fio~ts~C;ioV~.d. a~lta, ring a member 
: :~hoo l .~hon ld  havebeen told Of " elementary age) seems a mite charges. , ' financial interests. ' P . " . , 
"~er  n w ddress sii 0se her oveisizedf0rone5.year.old in- - . - - .  ,. !~ ' - )~ ' " " ' ": : :,:h e :.a . PP " ' " ~'~ :~'' ''' '" ': "F " '''':~J ~ wtSl~ "/o0 60'/5 ) LlSfEW, 140SKIES E¢oI.vSD 1"o . ACT'tlALLV I.tuHA~50Nl:'l"J-'- 
' ed ur ent medical surance, safety regulattons or , , ) ~ vo ~:u~ A~ ~,  u A ~ ~ L¢~ 
, school have reached her? " " " ' ...... ~> ~: : [ I ~ S  " ~  ' '" 
;,:,.~:! Principals' know • which bus so akspr0P0~ionate to !t,S !cad. :~i~:ii .;~:.::~!~!~ , ~ , 
.ii'/outes their stiidents take.Had ..School! Distriei1.88'~pays "|~:~:!~i~:i'~:i;J : ] [ " ...,,~2..~ J[ ! " : ~ ' ~",L~/.. "r,~rT~. 
I t  , ,  L.~ I /  • • i:ihe school•been otif ied of, the ab0Ut ': $1.45 per kilometer ' ]~ ~:r~'.~ 1 ~J'(.[~"" / I ~ ' [ : ' ~k~'~ [ ~ ~ '  :" 
~•,:~.df.s:¢haiige,surely th Prin,:,i'for bUs!.hg[S0 each Rosswood ' ]i~!!~ i '/ ] , ', I I 
'~:~i~:~duld/<ha~/e had the!~bus ',:"trip~ 'i:ost taxpayers - about, |~l~i~i . '~ /  i [ I I I~[s~--'Ve~.~ I ,/ff:~,,t? K-.z~.",,,J~'~L~I~ 
~:,rvicesevered,'Fo~hwith'.,':.?,:: !$72,$0, o r  $1,500 fo r five i~;i' i~ii:>::!l I , / 
!::, Abo ,  adybusdr ,ver  able ,to :';w(~ksL . . . .  - ' I I / , . ,  ),,.-* ' ) 
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secretary-treasurer. Both must: sooner or later,, the govern- 
have been painfully aware of ment would have to replace 
this expensive route with its lone them with something better, 
passenger, They had to know The best way to deal with 
the public would react badly if it politicians' conflicts of interest 
learned so much budget was be- would be to refer them to the 
ing spent on One hapless Ci~ild.i ~¢~urts, Leta real judge decide 
As luck would.have it,. at what's right or wrong. Unfor- 
roughly the same time the tunately, the government . 
parent moved, so dio the didn't go quite that far. 
maintenance superintendent, ~• The new law defines tan ..... 
to Hazeltou. No doubt it would dfirdsO'f 0i'fl¢ia[~Co'ndu~t for 
have .' taken .the. incoming-, Members:of the.Legislative .,i 
maintenance superintendent Assembly, and :proVides a
some time to become familiar mechanism for the early ,den- 
with all aspects of the bus run, tificationand resolution of 
Luckily forhim -- and tax. potential conflicts of interest. 
the paucity of passengers on his 
overtime run ~ if not the first 
week, certainly during ensuing 
days. •Or was he accustomed to
making the run for nothing 
because the bus company 
wasn't notified when the child 
was sick-or otherwise not in 
need o f  a ride to school? 
Kindergarteners (now called 
Year One students under the 
Year 2000 curriculum must at- 
tend school. ,Similarly, the 
school district is obliged to sup- 
ply student transportation,. 
though it may choose how to 
provide it. • 
Zaim shortly•after hetook of- 
fice in 1986. 
The guidelines were a monu- 
ment o political naivete, a
manifest of the premier's belief 
that with a little bit of 
g0idanceand goodwill, 
everything will turn out just 
fine, apiece Of Cake. as it 
were. 
One of the fatal flaws of the 
guidelines was that the premier 
himself and only the premier 
decided What was a conflict of 
interes[, what wasn't and what 
to do about it. When it came 
to alleged conflicts of interest, 
the premier was judge, jury 
and executioner, 
WeE, as it turned out, the 
guidelines were spectacularly 
unsuccessful in keeping MLAs 
on the Straight and narrow, 
and it became obvious that, 
legislature during last year's 
session, replaces the so-called 
conflict of interest guidelines 
laid down by Premier Vander 
Even before the GsT, we 
grumbled about being overtax- 
ed. Yet, given a chance to blow 
thewhistle on government 
waste, how many of us woulcl 
do it? 
/.~G0vernment waste happens 
~when everyone ."goes along". 
, :ilTake the case of the Terrace 
i~school bus that rambled some 
ii~50 km every noon fetching one 
i! il~ifidergarten student from ~i~R6sswood~'i 
"i'.!i 'fA few. Weeks into the school 
~:.year, the student and her 
~iniothermoved to Terrace. Still, 
:fbr! mo/e than a month after- 
~iward~ -the ~chool bus continued 
~iO make ";the daily trip. 
.~Passengerless." , .: 
?..~i If it hadn't been for perplex- 
~:.i:"~d' Rosswbod;residents repor- 
' ~.!(ing the phantom bus to school 
~!~i~listrict'offlcials, thi  fe~lundant 
• ~i:i:bUte ~ might never have been 
~i~.:ganCeiled., 
not the only law governing the 
conduct of elected officials. 
The Financial Disclosure Act 
requires all candidates running 
m provincial elections to 
disclose their assets. 
The Constitution Act pro- 
hibits MLAs from receiving 
money other than their normal 
salaries and stipends, while the 
Criminal Code of Canada pret- 
ty well covers all other 
criminal activity. 
The legislation prohibits 
members of the legislature 
from furthering their private 
interests: by'using information 
gained in the execution of 
public office, unlessthat infor-. 
marion is,also available to the 
general public. 
According the the new law, 
the term "private interest" 
isn't restricted to the MLAs; it 
can include spouses, minor 
children and relatives. 
Because they are in a unique 
position to acquire information 
and influence, notavailable to 
other MLAs, let:al0ne the 
general public, cabinet 
ministers are subject o 
esPeci~ly stringent regulation. 
Cabinet ministers are, for in- 
stance prohibited under the 
act, from carrying on a 
business, :engage in employ. 
merit,, practice a profession or 
hold an Office or directorship 
• where any bf th0se.activlties 
are iik~ely.t0 !cofiflict ~ith:' ;" 
public duties. Social clubs, 
religious organizations and 
po l i t i ca l  par t ies  a re  exempted  
, Keeping on track 
Bltooals I 
c ou e.e 
elude plaques or lapel pins. At 
any rate, it sounds close tO the 
rule most reporters live by: ifi.i~: : .  
you can eat it or drink it in i:'i .... : 
two hours, it's not a bribe. 
The whole thing is watche 
over by Ted Hughes, fofmel 
deputy attorney general. Th( 
act calls for a conflict, of In. 
terest commissioner, and 
retiring from his former 
tion as chief law enforce 
officer of the province, 
Hughes agreed to serve 
conflict of interest watc[ 
1 said at the outset h~ 
would be preferable if the !-i.i:'. 
courts dealt with confficts of.: 
interest, but failing that, !-i.:.. : 
Hughes would have been myi :  '~ 
next choice, too. ~:•~ 
Hughes is a former jtldge~'i~:i/:, 
but equally importa,, ~-'~ " 
distinguished himsel 
of utmost integrity. 
justice system was u 
during the Bill Reid. 
Smith-Moe Sihoia s, 
Hughes held things !toget heri ~':!:/,, : :~ > 
And if the system s.urvived the : -:: 
onslaught rather unharmed,~ii ~ : : .:':' 
was largely thanks to .Ted ;::!iil : ': 
Hughes. ::.:'• !i~:: ": : :~•  H>• 
• Hughes will now ride herd!i ;!> 
on our MLAs. Like the om-i I~ 
budsman and the auditor, i~ i~ i":ill: 
general, the confliCt 0 f in ter~t  " 
commissioner isanemploye~ii,~ ~ : '  : :!, 
of the-legislatureand do~n,lt:i!~. ' , ' / :  
answer to the g0verninent: 
When the"commi:ssiohet ~"~ii:.~,~: ,: , .:
finds that ah MLA has C~ii-ii~i 
travened theact, hecan?!:i'/,i:~ ! 
recommend a penalty tO"ihei;i '` ~ 
Legislature, Possible l~nalti~ 
Then again, governments are suppos: 
ed to make decisions, especially those 
that involve tax money, for the benefit 
of  all. Good business is also good 
politics. But, is good politics also good 
business? 
What makes this interesting is the pro- 
spect that some kinds o f  development 
are tied to political fortunes. If you've 
got the right kind of  guys on your side, 
you can do things you  might otherwise 
not be able to accomplish. 
: :;Pssst~ Wanna buy a port? Prospects 
for  theprovincial government to develop. 
expanded port facilities at Kit,mat took 
an interest ing turn last week when 
Kit ,mat mayor  Rick Wozney introduced 
the 'p"worci into the equation. 
The : ,p '  word is politics. Mayor 
Wozney seems to suggestthat since the 
port  isbeing backed by the Social Credit 
gO~/ernment and since the Socreds aren't 
popular, an election defeat might not see 
the development:greeted favourably by 
an NDP administration. 
doesn't want privately held land, corn- the two governments in Prince Rupert 
monly held under fee simple title, i f -  later this month could be one of the last 
fected. Big deal. The Gitksan and before they sign what 's  called a VICTORIA--For a couple of ..... 
Wet'suwet'en said as much seven years framework agreement  upon which to weeks now, members of the |~.,'~z~: ~ : ~ • : "<: 
ago when they first filed suit against he negotiate a settlement. B.C. Legislature have been I : ~ i  
subject o a new law governing F ro [~ th~ ~' : ........ 
province for 54,000 square kilometres of It would be nice to know what is going conflicts of interest which Capital 
northwestern B.C. on before it's a done deal. • although better than what we 
had before, is still only a half- by Huboff Bayer 
i~, . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . .  1, . : . !  ' The Members Con ffii~..,.~,f In~ I l ~  ~, "~di- 
" ' : terest Act, introduced' hy'~e. ~. . . . . . ,  
government and pas~ed by the'"~ The new act is, of course, , fici~(iut'ies. Thai might in!' ', 
A• '  • . 
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,nd route cancelled to  ND  OUT 
ish, trees key line :I,:: 
:. ! TERRACE: - -  Skeena Broad -~ .A New Westminster company 
. -: : ; :TERRACE-  Strong lobbying 
• :~i..'!by~:~forestry and fisheries in- 
.i ::~teiestsconvineed B.C. Hydroto 
.. ~i,.:itwinits:existing Terrace-Kitimat 
power.: linei -instead of building 
:ahientirelynew corridor on the 
, , :::.'wes[ern: '~ side .of. the Kitimat 
" "~ :Theannouncement last week 
1 
• ~c~ime-after m~pths of' specula- 
/ r ! i t [~n !as . tO  thei.'p!anned !ocation. ~ 
of,he new line;,Wliich the power.. 
• itfiility"wants to bui ld to 
.i'.t~'amport surplus power from: 
iKemano. 
' i Hydro says it needs the.•new 
~287-kiloVoit line So it-Can:buy '! 
and.transfer to the provincial 
g r id  up to  800 megawatts of 
surplus hydroelectric power-  
from:Aican's Kemano comple- 
t ion project when it comes on 
linein 1994. " , .~  ~.'~: .:.. 
:Project manager Mike 
Gwilliam said the decision to go 
• ~,ith the eastern route -- follow- 
ing the existing line -- was made 
because most people at public 
meetings last year seemed tO op- 
: .: pose carving out a new right-of- 
'ay for another set of lines. 
,"1' think the message we.got  
'as quite clear - -  keep it in a 
common corridor," he explain- 
ae of the :en- 
adies carried out :  
astern route over 
L 
rstry study was the 
at strongly favoured 
route r It opposed the 
te because the power 
• educe logging access 
leys in the western 
and would remove a
of productive 
the right.of-way. 
id the forestry 
equent lobbying 
Department of 
3ceans were the 
ts  were in- 
O f  the 
md that's 
ultimate 
additional 
f the new 
to $28 
original 
es t i inate  o f  $18 mill ion. 
iGwilliam attributed the change 
: : to  id~reased prices, a decision to 
~, iu~e different'c0nduct0rs, and a 
:~seriesof changes in the design 
' (o~ the support.structure. .
~)iThe,0riginal eastern route op- 
-"ion envisioned aseparate right- 
. :,6f-way ~cut adjacent o the. ex- 
: ;'isiingohe. But the new planin- 
::/:v01ves',using specializ~l pole 
systems to place the new line on 
ii:ithe, existing right-of-way for 
(much o f  its length, and to 
:'minimize the damage to fish 
: hdbitat~where the line crosses 
:i Siilmon.bearing streams, 
~ ..... " w ......~ Porttons o f  the ne line will 
:u'~e'"~the Standard wooden 
, . . . , : . . . :  ,~. . . . . .  Ter race  / / , , f  
. . . . . .  D i s t r i c t :  Municipalily oo2~. / - -  i,i ~--, 
Skeena SUi 
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:...:~! .;: ,: CHBC-TV in Kelowna. Schu buckhand Creek ~ * dr * * dr * 
casters has a new news director. 
• Roger Millions arrived from 
Edr.~onton last week tO take - 
charge of the .company's AM,...:. 
FM and television news services 
i n  Terrace,  Prince Rupert .... 
Kit imat and  Smithers.  He - 
: replaces'Blaine Gaff ,  e~' who is 
now working at CHBC-TV in 
Kelowna,;, 
Millioiis has been in broad- 
casting since 1977, working in 
Regina,: Saskatoon, Prince 
Albert, Calgary and High 
Ri~;er, .Alberta. 
• : Millions says he likes smaller 
i:areas; having been born in 
:~i Waskada, Manitoba• That's a 
small town of 240 people. 
:! ; ****dr ,  
i Still with broadcast ing, 
former Skeena Broadcasters 
news director and television 
news anchorman Rick W.ebber 
: hasa new job. 
He left here last spring for a 
radio anchor job in Kamioops. 
He's now anchoring the late 
for 
and one owned by the 
Moricetown band near Smithers 
have become partners with West 
Fraser to build -a wood 
manufacturing plant, 
Forstar Trading i spar to f  the 
arrangement with West Fraser 
and Kyah Forest Products L td .  
through a five-year timber sale 
agreement wah the provmctal 
' I t  ~ , : ,~  - : , , :  . . . .  . 
government . to  cut ' 120,000r , 
cubi¢,tnetres, of wood a year in 
the Smithers area: It'll invest 
$I.I million. " .. 
The plant, to i~e .called 
Forewest Wood Specialities 
Inc., will produce clear door, 
closet and moulding cut' com- 
ponents and clear finger-jointed 
stock for Japanese markets. 
It will employ 27 people. 
'dr'dr • dr '# 'k 
There are 6,951 practising 
lawyers in B.C., indicate figures 
from the provincial govern- 
ment. 
Considering that the pro- 
vince's population is now 3. I 
million, that's one lawyer for 
every 446 people. 
Orenda submits 
I ::: :' 
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,an Route A for its powe r line frorn~Tei;ia~ thai'H cant .electricity 
from Alcan's Kemano Completion- Project, It generally .foiloWS t h~ existing)ir:~e. The route was 
chosen over another a ternat re, Route B, to lessen impacts on fish andforestry values. 
H'.poles, thatmark the existing 
line, whi leother  areas will 
employ taller steel structures to 
bridge key creek crossings and 
ensure stability in m~shyter -  
rain. 
Gwiiliam said B.C. Hydro 
has submitted its application to 
build the line to the B.C. 
Utilities Commission, and ex- 
pects approval prior to beginn- 
ing initial fieldwork this spring. 
Clearing is slated for-1992, 
with construction to take place 
in 1993 and 1994. 
"Once the project is. approv- 
ed, we plan to work with DFO, 
fish'and wildlife, and forestry 
throughout he project to iron 
out some of the remaining 
details," Gwilliam said• 
The existing Terrace-Kitimat 
line will have to be shut down: 
for up to a day at a time at 
several stages of the construc- 
tion, :he added. 
But he said that won't affect 
power service to either Terrace 
or Kitimat, because Kitimat will 
be supplied by Alcan, while Ter- 
race can still be supplied from 
Prince George, 
i; approval paper 
" TERRACE - -  Orenda Forest tonnes of magazine quality 
Products has filed a formal 
document asking for govern- 
':: ment approvals to construct a 
: $365 million pulp and paper 
mil!south of  Meziadin. 
The  prospectus marks the 
start o f  an environmental and 
socio-economic review process 
which involves public informa- 
tion meetings and several stages 
=:of reports. 
" Orenda wants  to use 
stock a year. 
Orenda will use fibre from a 
forest licence it already has in 
the area. 
It'll also have to  buy fibre 
from kraft pulp mills because its 
grinding process for its own 
pulp won't produce fibres of 
sufficient length to provide pro- 
per bonding for the kind of 
paper Orenda wants to produce, 
The company now has ap- 
~,~iS.~bn "-:..~'r~O~il:le :.'~a~.'~th*f"::l~roximately 150 people 
~ehi~g p'~c~s~ fir ~t '~  K,~mployed in the logging end of 
act, doing away with chlorine its forest licence and says 
se in traditional kraft pulp'mflf another 143 jobs Will be~added 
aerations, when the mill goes into produc. 
!~::i ltsays the hydrogen peroxide 
!!:,l~rocess, developed by a Finnish 
:company,  will mean a zero li- 
: ',quid effluent production. 
!i " The paper mill portion of the 
facility would produce 173,000 
tion. - -, 
Copies of the prospectus are 
available at the library. 
The filing follows a review of 
an earlier prospectus by govern- 
ment agencies. ": 
y ponders site 
TERRACE -- Safeway is look- 
ing at a number of locations 
here, including land just across 
the street from its current store, 
for future expansion, says the 
company's spokesman. 
Don Bell said it has had 
discussions with Okanagan- 
Skeena Group, the owners of a 
large parcel of land on the other 
side of Ottawa St. 
"But we're looking at a 
number of options. We're con- 
stantly •looking at ways to im- 
prove service and not only in 
Terrace," said Bell. 
"Terrace is one of those areas 
in which we would like to make 
improvements," he added. 
Bell said it was too early to 
say when any kind of change 
could take place. 
Safeway is about to start a 
major project in Prince Rupert 
which sees the closure o f  one ci- 
ty street and construction of a 
large store. 
criticism intended 
critical a 
l iebare on the page without 
yi background information 
.cushion their effect. 
,am referring to the article, 
.he;,Dee,.:19 The Terrace 
~a/ard:Which qtloted me as 
[n'g"~,ithii/' iwe - - the  
:iiet%ithe board and ad- 
tidti'~Hbn.i:::Of.: School 
trict 88 - are still work- 
in(the "old ways" and 
:notcoming to.grips with 
Vioadjust~to what we will 
:loJdg'inthe future,;  i 
"hi.~ cbilime'nt' was pait of 
!interview that I had with 
me;o f  the '  Standard's  : 
e~hers  about ~ my percep 
ii~h<~:: of*: what the .scho01 
board, my. plans 
::tO meet .!the 
results. Students are more in- 
quisitive, more confident, 
more gregarious, more ac- 
tive, more demanding and 
noisierl 
What l was trying to com- 
municate was the reality of 
the problems,we face and.the 
• pressing need l to challenge 
some of the ';old ways,  such 
: as . long "established ~ Com- 
inunicationpatterns that are 
no longer appropriate, union 
contracts that protect past 
practices, budget priorities 
that ~ should .be. be ,changed 
and' Other Structures wtihin 
"the system;: tha't i~ye'idon't 
even notice because we are so 
Used to them that am bl~K- 
I.ETTER  ;"", 
911 needed here 
Dear Sir: 
Why don't we have an 
emergency "911"  phone 
number in t h~Terrace area? 
As a motlier of two young 
children, 1 feel ~ that this ser- 
vice is imperative to every 
• . .  saver.. In Terrace, however, 
:grips, with the new: ways7 1 , ,  ) J  
th ink ; the  most/'Im~it;tant;" when 911 is dialed - -  a 
step of all is to recognize that - recorded, message 
form you to "he we selves if 
we  itiietices " ~:'~ dial' the .emergel 
,,), 
n'~ to ~,:': !:mkl~respectful of 
d i rect  or dia l  O for  
assistance", it's a response 
that a child or panicking per- 
son may not be able to deal 
with; 
i f  "91 I "  saved one person 
it would be worth whatever 
community, little extra I had to pay on my 
The user.friendly simplici- phone bill, 
ty of this system has already 
proven itself to be a life- ' So; ~_as 1991 begins,  
perhaps implementing "911" 
should(be our new year's 
will in- reso!ution, as i t  is mine. 
{ " , . 
• - . . ,¶ .  
t " 
{: 
Ski road cost 
draws comment 
Dear Sir: 
There is a subject hat a lot 
of people are mumbling and 
grumbling about, but they 
are reluctant o say anything 
out loud'. 
The Shames Mountain ski 
hill is now open and l wish 
the corporation well in its 
endeavours, but it must be 
noted that a great amount of 
_public money has been 
poured into support for that 
private enterprise• 
The road to the mountain 
ate up $4,9 million of that 
money and it is not yet 
finished. The shame of that 
is the fact that the road was 
If the province wants to 
spend tax money it should 
consider spending it on ser- 
vices vital to tax payers .not 
on private companies engag- 
ed in recreation~ 
The hospital board would 
surely enjoy a blank govern- 
ment cheque, but they have 
to prove, at great length, the 
absolute neceesity of every 
nickel they spend. This has 
resulted in the Dr. R.E,M, 
Lee Foundation having to 
raise Community dollars fo r  
the C.T, scanner so needed in 
our local hospital, 
The Queensway Drive sec- 
tion of Thornhill with its 
health concerns related to a 
funded by a blank cheque.- lack of a sewer System would 
That concept is contrary to make good use of a govern- 
all Sensible financial dealings mentblank chequeinstead of
and to the rules that apply to/ what iwe got; "~.  MLA ~who ' 
all other government depart-! seems' t0 I le)m~re apar t  of.i 
men,s, The road was built i, the pf6blein th~it ali part 0f 
with all equipment paid byl ~ the soluti6f i . '  .... i, ~' i~.~i i,:.~ 
the hour, no matter how YoUrstruly,). ~i,:~.~ "
.much or, how little wu ac-i 
i mmplished in those hours, :!i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' r I , .  
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. . . . .  They ' re  miss ing  
!)):Theil/rbvincial government's position : To its •'credit ile province w~nts to 
*'~ , . . . . .  ~. .~.  . . , 
on:,land' clmms remamsas'elustve as try, negotiate what :it calls fair settlements 
• ingli0:pin, down a pile of jel lo by ham- . .  ' f0fflnalit~'i and certainty, some of that 
merinO; a nail through the middle, may come from a sense of.social justice. 
. . . .  More'realistically, itLcomes from prod- It, s a perplexing'situation given that, 
the province is now happily beavering 
away:as a participant in 4and claims 
negotiations with the federal government . . . .  
and the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
To date, •there have been two meetings 
between the two parties'and a third is 
planned laterthis month in Prince 
Rupert. After each of the two sessions, 
cheerful press releases were issued saying 
progress was being made. But, progress 
in what m'eas? 
Granted. the province is now par- 
ticipating and that's a big change 
because .it Once denied the existence of 
land claims. Yet what the province will 
negotiate and what it won't.remains a 
mystery. 
About all we know is that the province 
won't negotiate separate, sovereign 
government arrangements. No surprise 
there. And we've been told by native af- 
fairs minister Jack Weisgerber-that i  
ding by major.resource corporations and 
the nee~ to takeaction before the courts 
order it to./there's, also the need for a 
nice warm issue with which to go to the 
polls. 
Theprovince's terms for dealing with 
land claims is principles for negotiation. 
. • 
They were prom~sed m the summer, then 
in early fall, then in late fall, then in ear- 
ly winter, then before 1990 ran out. Now 
we're told perhaps they'll be released 
later this month. 
That's little comfort for residents in 
areas where land claims settlements will 
have an effect. These missing principles 
are very important for'the northwest 
because o f  the pending 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en court decision 
and of the negotiations on the Nisga'a 
claim• 
The meeting between the Nisga'a and 
New rules for 
: .'i 
doesn't want privately held land, corn- the two governments in Prince Rupert 
mealy held under fee simple title, af- later this month could be one of the last 
before they sign what's called a VICTORIA-- For a coup le  of :fected. Big deal. The Gitksan and ~:~ 
- rs framework agreement upon which to weeks now, members  o f  the i~: , ,~i :  I' 
Wet'suwet'en said as much seven yea " l " ~  ~ii~ J ~:~ 4)' ~.,_., _. : . . . .  : . . . .  ,.~ negotiate a settlement, a.c• Legislature have been 
ago when they first men su ,  aSam.~t t , lZ  . . subject o a new law governing From tho 
province for54,000squarekilometresof It wouldbenicetoknowwl3atisgoing conflicts ofinterestwhich pJta|  i : ~ ~  ' [ / 
northwestern B.C. on before it's a done deal; although better.than what we Oa 
_ * had before, is st.ill only a half- b Y ~ ~  ,- ~ " YL.~........._ 
Stormy . . . . .  , ~measu) 'e•  :~v , . :~ /  :.~ ~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  port  , • % ;,: . . . .  ; ............ * ;, :" . . . .  q i . The Members Con..ffi¢~.,~f ln : t .... ~ ' "~ ' ~' '~ '#"  
• " ~ terest Act, introduced' by't~e. ,, ": . . . . .  . ,,: *' - - *, 
• . ~ The new act is, of course, ~ ficial duties. That mighi in~ 
• '.IPssst~. Wanna buy a port?"Pr0spects What makes this interesting isthe pro- - government and pas.~ed bY the ~ legislature during last year's not the only law governing the 
f0r;the provincial government to develop, spect tha~ some kinds o f  development session, replaces the so-cailed conduct of elected officials. 
'expanded port facilities at Kitimat took are tied to political fortunes. If you've conflict of interest guidelines The Financial Disclosure Act 
hn interesting turn last week when got the right kind of guys on your side, laid down by Premier Vander requires all candidates running 
in provincial elections to Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney introduced you can do things you might otherwise Zalm shortly after, he took of- disclose their assets. 
the 'p, word into the equation, not be able to accomplish, rice in 1986. 
The "p '  word is pol i t ics.  Mayor  The guidelines were a menu- The Constitution Act pro- 
' • merit to political naivete, a : hibits MLAs fcom receiving 
Wozney seems to suggest hat since the Then again, governments are suppos: manifest of the premier's belief money other than their normal 
Port is being backed by the SocialCredit ed to make decisions, especially those that with a little bit of salaries and stipends, while the 
goverr[ment and since the Socreds aren't that involve tax money, for the benefit guidance and goodwill, Criminal Code of Canada pret, 
popular, an election defeat might not see of all. Good business is also good O,;erything will turn out just ty well covers all other 
• the development, greeted favourably by. politics. But, is good politics also good fine, a piece Of Cake, as it criminal activity. 
were. The legislation prohibits 
an NDP admin is t rat ion . . :  business? One of the fatal flaws of the members of the legislature Keeping on track guidelines was that the premier from furthering their private ii!ii himself and only the premier interestsby'using i formation 
: decided what was a conflict of gained in the execution of 
interes[, what wasn't and what public office, unlessthat infor- 
] i ~ ~  .~ '  to do about it. When it came mation is.also available to the Even before the GST, we to alleged conflicts o f  interest, general public. grumbled about being overtax- 
ed. Yet, given a chance to blow Throu~h the premierwas judge, jury According the the new law, 
the  whistle on government a l~ ~ ~ ~  f and executioner, the term"privateinterest" 
waste, how many of us would B I~oo Well, as it turned out, the isn't restricted to the MLAs; it 
guidelines were spectacularly can include spouses, minor :do it? 
unsuccessful in keeping MLAs children and relatives. :::~*;i Government waste happens 
:when everyone "goes along", on the Straight and narrow, Because they are in a unique 
and it became obvious that, position to.acquire information .~i~ake the case of the Terrace the paucity of passengers on his secretary-treasurer. Both musf sooner or later, the govern- 
= and influence, notavailable to ~sehool bus that rambled some overtime run -- if not the first have been painfully aware:Of :meat would haveto replace other MLAs, let:alone the 
iiiiSO km every noon fetching one week, certainly during ensuing this expensive route with its lone them with something better, general public, cabinet 
~i~k'indergarten student from days. Or was he accustomed to passenger. They had to know The best way to deal with ministers are subject o 
~:!R0sswood.'~> ~. . making the run for nothing the public would react badly if it politicians' conflicts of interest especially stringent regulation. ~;~ A fewweeks nnto the school because the bus company learned so muc h budget was he~ would be to refer them to the 
~: year ,  the student and her wasn't notified when the child .ing spent on one hnpldss child.'~ courts. Let a real judge decide - Cabinet ministers are, for in- 
' !ii:~othermoved to Terrace. Still, was sick or otherwise not in As iuck would ,have it,. at what's right or wrong, Unfor- stance prohibited under the 
;:fOr more than a month after- act, from carrying on a ~ard i  the school bus continued nee d o fa  ride to school? roughly the .. same time the tunately, the government . 
; to make: the daily trip. Kindergarteners (now called parent moved, so did the didn't go quite that far. business, engage in emplo~,. 
il PassengerlesS, - Year One students under the maintenance Superintendent ilr-- :~:The new. lawclef'rues stan-, ment,, practice a profession or 
io Hazelton. No doubt it would datds:of offi¢ia[conduct for hoidan office or directorship 
':"~:i I f i t  hadn't been for perplex- Year 2000 currmulum must at- where any bf those activities' 
ed' Rosswi3odi~residents rope r ' ~  tend school. Similarly, the have  taken i:the incoming, Members,oftheLegislative'; 
ii maintenance superintendent Assembly, and provides a~!:;:dng the phantom bus to school school  district iS obliged to sup- are likely ;tO conflici With" ":" 
~i:~fstrictl/~fficials, this ie~lundant ply student transportation, some time to b~ome familiar mechanism for the early ldefi- public duties. Social clubs, 
. religious organizations and .'<:~ ' • .. . .  • . . . .  , though it may choose how to with all aspects of the bus run. tification and resolution of. political parties are exempted 
~route m=ght never have been provide it. Luckily for him -- andtax, potential conflicts of interest. 
!::cancelled. ~'i; Hog;  is that  possible, you In turn,, the bus contractor payers --  the bus contractor The law also provides a from this rule. 
,'ask? decides which size bus to assign shouldered responsibility, framework for Investigating MLAs aren't allowed tO ac- 
., ?~ When the mother moved each route. A 48-passenger bus apologized for the superfluous :alleged conflicts of interest, and cept gifts, The only exceptions 
:-: f~om Rosswood to Terrace, the (or72-passenger, if thekids are trips, and refunded mileagd ~iequires MLAs to dlsciose their "are gifts,and benefits received 
elementary age) seems a mite charges; financial interests, as a result of protocol or of- ~, school should have been told of 
'~" Su ose her . . . . .  ::!:~i)r new add/()Ss; *pp : oversized for oneS. :[ to,S, VoO 6u~K' ~ ~ LISI"~pJ!:I~0SXI~$ EV0t.uEI:) To :~=~=~:A~¢ALL¥ HOHAp. 
: ,:!i:i~hlldhad needed urgent medical surance;:safety re tooot.C) C.'e')q' ~-I ~!i::> I 
ii~ttention.. How Would. the union.constraints O~uN wRDS!'! ../..~ ~:~'  / :~0~e~ saovet,:~,D d0 , / "n ; '> ' / ,  I ,..~.~ ="  "~: , "~7:~_- ,4 ,~ 
!~sehool have reached her? using a veh|¢le wit' ~ ~  ~'~0~7,  . '~  ' 
::~:~? Principals 'know which bus so ¢ii,i)roPor~iona*, ~/  1' / ~ "~.~f~Z.~-~ 
' 'dutes thdr st,dents take~ Had ,,ab.tSvho°l%$l.'45Disiric ! .  ~ '~r~ ~ ~ ) ) : i~<!~ i ~ ~  ~ ] " ~" 
i ~:~he'schoolbeen notified of the per '~'~k-,~ ' ~ ~ " ' ~ ~ ~'~" 
i t  
.~~d.dfesS !~h~ge,: surelythe Prim~ ~; .f0r:':.b~s!.ng 2=* SO eac 
!~M.would=:havelhad the.bus:::..triP ~ic rst taxpa  
~ ,rvl¢¢ s ,e~l :  Fo~hwlt,.~:',i, i •,,,,~,o, ~or $1,5c . . .~__, .~m~ii , ,  I [ [ i t - ~[  " i ! l  ' ] j i~
!':':< Algal)any ~iffdriver: able t()'-/.w~ks'.. " ; '~ (: 
~,.M~te:th~i, galUm,LakerO~/i'~i. B}~s!ng ' cent 
• :., ~,:i~i~i'~;¢ondltlons~..should~.,~.~n otiated-by,the ' . . . . . .  ": " ~.i', 
• ' , ~:::i: 
at least a star 
elude plaques or lapel pins. At 
any rate, it sounds close to the 
rule most reporters live by: if ~ 
you can eat it or drink it in 
two hours, it's not a bribe. . 
The whole thing is watchedi~ 
over by Ted Hughes, former 
deputy attorney general, The ~. 
act calls for a conflict' of In-: 
terest commissioner, and after 
retiring from his former posi-./ 
tion as chief law enforcemenr: 
officer of the province, :.~ 
Hughes agreed to serve as the 
conflict of interest watchdog. 
1 said at the outset hat it. • 
would be preferable if the 
courts dealt with conficts el 
interest, but failing that, 
Hughes would have been my: ' 
next choice, too. " 'd i:ii ~ i
Hughes is a. former ju go, !:i i 
but equally important, he's 
distinguished himself as a man, ..... 
of utmost integrity. When the 
justice system was under siege 
duringthe Bill Reid=Bud : 
Smith-Moo Sihota scandal, , 
Hughesheld things together~' 
And if the system survived the 
onslaught rather unharmed,.it : 
was largely thanksto Ted i 
Hughes. " 
Hughes will now ride herd 
on our MLAs. Like the ore- /  
budsman and the auditor• " 
general, the (:earlier 0f interest 
commissioner is anempl0yee!), 
of the legislature and doesn'ti~il 
answer to the g0vernment.,'**, ::>!!ii 
Wh( 
finds I 
traven 
recom 
Legisll 
includ 
sion f, 
time,, 
declar 
cant. 
SIS i REV IE  
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route cancelled 
sh, trees key L to line 
~ERRACE .-- Strong lobbying 
b~:;!f0festry: and fisheries in- 
terestsconvinced B.C. Hydro to 
twinits existing Terrace-Kitimat 
i~bWer;line; instead of building 
anientirelynew corridor on the 
western ~side of :  the Kitimat • 
lay',-;i'*-:'.;" . " ...... . 
v~-lThe announcement ,last week,- 
came after mepths of~specula-, 
it!~nias to the:,i~ianned locat ion  
Which the power 0 f the  new line, " ' 
'utility wants to. ,build to 
t~a] nsport surplus Power f rom: 
" . ~Kemano, : . " . i :  / 
: :  ! i H~,dro .says it  needs the/~new : 
: :  - ~287.kiim, bit: linel so it can ,'buy -'~ 
and:transfer to  the provincial- 
.::: grid':!Up to 1800 mega~/atts of: 
:surplus hydroelectric power : 
• ~fr0m Alcan's Kemano Comple-.~ 
tion project when it comes on 
, ' line in 1994, r ,  T . , .  : . . . . .  
' : 'Project' manager  Mike 
Gwilliam said the decision to go 
with the eastern route - -  follow- 
ing the existing line - -  was made. 
because most people at public 
: meetings last year seemed to op-  
~ pose carving out a new right:of- 
Way 'for another set of lines. 
i: ,: ..... " l : th ink  the message we goi 
:::i, . was quite clear - -  keep it in a 
:common corridor," he explain- 
: ed. - 
-~ All but one of the en: 
vironmental studies carried out " 
favoured the western route over 
theeastern one, 
The  forestry study was the 
:only one that strongly favoured 
i the eastern route. It opposed the 
: ..... : western route because the power 
:::::i'i line would reduce logging access 
to side valleys in the western 
'!• : :  :mountains, and would remove a 
: ' - -  larger-amount of productive 
- forekt land for the right-of-way. 
Gwilliam said the forestry 
studyand subsequent lobbying 
bY the federal Department of 
: Fisheries and Oceans were the 
',., . ,,:dec~dmg.faclprs . . . . . .  ~ .  
:/i :: :] " (They wdre._,quitm_,f0r~e~l 
" 4 : L --:--"'A '--" L i r  arguments as were in- 
l members  ~of the  
he said. "And that's 
• is~ered our ultimate 
- -  at some additional 
co : t : , ,  . . .  
= ~ ,:~=. ..... ,, :.;. ~;,~.:~. Terrace _ 
• ~¢(( 
::=..: ' : : -  , . . . .  Distr ictMunicipal i ly 
' ,-', .,.;,~ ,:~'~',::~.'<~.,,<~:i,.,~-'~,: ', •- / /~  ~ " - "x '~"" ,  ..... .. . . .  ' ,  J~  
. ' .|  
L I 
• :.~ : ~: .:: .. 
e 
r . - -  • II. 
| 
| 
" .  -!~cilr l .~|~ .r I ' l '  
,, ~..* ~.:~- 
• H ,  . ) .  
Kitimat :' ' " "  ":~ "~L 
District ~ i / ! :  
Municipal!ty. ii-:i!,,/:":_ !~. 
: . /~...,/."!" Kitimat Substation " " 
h 's c"osen ,oute for ,s power ,ne from T err ,ce' to'Kitimat ihat,, carry eiectric=  
from Alcan's Kemano Completion Project, It generally follows the.existingline. The route was 
chosen over another alternative, Route B, to lessen impacts on fish and,forestry Values~ 
ins initial fieldwork this spring. 
Clearing is slated for'1992, 
with construction to take place 
in 1993 and 1994. 
"Once the project is, approv- 
ed, we plan to work with DFO, 
fish and wildlife, and forestry 
throughout he project to iron 
out some of the remaining 
details," Gwilliam said. 
The existing Terrace-Kitimat 
.... : AND : ,  A OU T 
: TERRACE - -  Skeena Broad f~ :A New Westminster company 
.......... : casters hasanewnewsdirector, and one owned'  "by the 
: : :~  " ; .:.Ro~er Millions arrived from Moricetown band nearSmithers 
i charge of the .company's ~ AM;. ,, Fraser •to'"bui id a wood 
~/i'/!.,i',i :i:~::= FM and television ews services manufacturing plant. 
' • in Terrace, Prince Rupert,~i. ForstarTradingispart.of.the 
i Kitimat and 'Smithers. He .  arrangement with West Fraser 
- replaces' Blaine Gaffney who is and Kyah Forest Products Ltd. 
now working at CHBC-TV in througha fiw.-Year timber salel 
- Kelowna~L agreemefft wi/h lt he " i~r0vincial i
Millions has been in broad- " " ' ' ' ~' . . . . . . . . .  government o  cut " 120,000., 
casting; since 1977, working in cubic, metres of wood a year in 
Regina;.  Saskatoon, Prince the.smithers area, It'll in~'est 
Albert, .Calgary and High $1.1million. 
River, Alberta. The plant, to be' .called 
:: ~, Millions says he likes smaller Forewest Wood Specialities 
:~ areas, having been born - in Inc.,' will produce clear door, 
i. Waskada, Manitoba. That's a closet and moulding cut corn- 
: smalLtown of 240 people, ponents and clear finger-jointed 
* ~" * • • • stock for Japanese markets. 
Still with broadcasting, It will employ 27 people. 
former Skeena Broadcasters 
news director and television There.are 6,951 practising 
. . . . . . . . .  ~" : :  news anchorman Rick W,¢bber lawyersin B.C., indicate figures I has a new job. from the provincial govern- 
. ~x  I radio anchor job in Kamloops. 
Schubu kli-:d'":'!'~k ''I '- " He's an Cree now anchoring the late Considering that the pro- 
" :: night television news for vince's population is now 3,1 
c CHBC-TV in Kelowna. " million, that's one lawyer for 
. . . . . .  every 446 people. 
Orenda submits 
! ,,approval paper 
-'~':)i ~' .-' TERRACE - -  Orenda Forest tonnes of magazine quality 
' iiii-ii~ , Products has filed a formal stock a year. 
• , document asking for govern- Orenda will use fibre from a 
".~;::~" ,: ment• approvals to construct a forest licence it already has in 
!9"~.~! iil/i $365 million pulp and paper the area. 
~:•!%o -: - mill south of Meziadin. It'll also have to buy fibre 
The prospectus marks the froth kraft pulp mills because its 
start of an environmental nd grinding process for its own 
socio-economic review process pulp won't produce fibres of 
:.'. ::~:.i~:~ which involves public informa- sufficient length to provide pro- 
lion meetings and several stages per bonding for the kind of 
of reports, paper Orenda wants to produce. 
, Orenda  wants  to use The company now has ap- 
L~l~"~d.~n ~!p~.'r,O~i'di~.~:as"~.,th'e~:~)roximately 150 people  
F =:~=' ' '  '~ ~ ' ~'~ " "E  . . . .  =~,~l~achi~'g p,!~c~ss, f~r ' t t~. ' l~  ~mployed.m the logging end ot 
~.~'duct, doing away with chlorine its forest " licence and  says 
::(iu'se in fraditional kraft pulp" mfll' ahother 143jobs will be"~*dded 
,i Operations. when the mill goes into produc- 
i~. :,:-lt says the hydrogen peroxide ti0n, 
~, process, developed by a Finnish Copies of the prospectus are 
~i/ company, will mean a zero It- available at the library. 
:i .quid effluent production. The filing follows a review.of 
i i The paper mill portion of the an earlier prospectus by govern- 
': facility would produce 173,000 ment agencies. 
H-poles, thasmark the existing 
line, while other areas will 
employ taller steel structures m 
bridge key creek crossings and 
ensure stability in marshy ter- 
rain. 
Gwiiliam said B:C. Hydro 
has Submitted its application to 
build the line to the B.C. 
Utilities Commission, and ex- 
pects approval prior to beginn- 
Safeway ponders site 
line will have to be shut down • 
for up to a day at a time at' 
several stages of the construc- 
tion,'he added. 
But ~ he said that won't affect 
power service to either Terrace 
or Kitimat, because Kitimat will 
he supplied by Alcan, while Ter- 
race can still be supplied from 
Prince George, 
TERRACE --  Safeway is look- stantly looking at ways to ira- 
ins at a number of locations prove service and not only in 
here, including land just across Terrace," said Bell. 
the street from its cnrrent store, "Terrace is one of those areas 
for future expansion, says the in which we would like to make 
company's pokesman, improvements," he added. 
Bell said it was too early to 
Don Bell said it has had say when any kind of change 
discussions with Okanagan- could take place. 
Skeena Group, the owners of a Safeway is about to start a 
large parcel of land on the other major project in Prince Rupert 
side of Ottawa St. which sees the closure of one ci- 
"But we're looking at a ty street and construction of a 
number of options. We're con- large store. 
No ,-criticism intended 
i'/*How: harsh and critical a 
~few words can be When, they 
!lie bare on the, page without 
iany:background information 
i to~cushion:their ffect. 
!,;,~;illam referrin= to the article. 
ing . . that .we  - -  the 
her~G:ithe board and ad- 
dst~,ation: o f  School 
:rict 88 - are still work- 
in the "old ways" and 
not coming tO. grips with 
ioadiust to what We will 
S:comm~nt iwas part of 
erview that l had with 
results, Students are more in- 
quisitive, more confident, 
more gregarious, more ac- 
tive, more demanding and 
noisierl 
What l was trying to com- 
municate was the reality of 
the problems,we farce andthe 
pressing., need to Challenge 
some of the ';old waysL' such 
L as long established/com- 
munication patterns that are 
no longer appropriate, union 
contracts that protect past 
practices,: budget' priorities 
that: should be  be changed 
and  othei structures wiihin 
• the ~ system,,i that 'i we don't • 
eVennodce because ~e are so 
, I ,ETTERS " 
. . . -  
91 neederd here 
Dear Sir: 
Why don't we have an 
emergency "911" phone 
number in t h~Terrace area? 
As a motlier of two young 
children, I feel that this ser- 
• vice i s  imperative to every 
community. 
The user.friendly simplici- 
ty of•this system has already 
, proven itself to be a life- 
. saver. In Terrace, however, 
when "911~' is dialed - -  a 
0 f .  the Standai 'd's used  tothem, thatare blo~k- 
ier~: about my percep ,  ing  the ~ay~to'prbg~e~ ii !' ~ 
~0f what ,the school . i, HoWihen,wlll~wec~me to! /, 
:t, would, be facing in  grips With the ne~'Ways?ii.: 
tureand what, as chair- think the most tmp0flant' ' •, recorded, message will in- 
3f theboard, myplans • step of all is to recogn|~ that 
J.i, ibe 40 meet I:the , we a/e restricting'qurselv~s i f  form you to "hang up and 
; '~i:: ~ ':, ;We,' d ins / to  p~t/:iI :~,dlal, the emergency agency 
"~!ihtibn WaS c~flalniy ~"  :,:b~aUSe Of~hal~lt:~ i Ur l - i  ii :"~, ~,, .... 
is~ fi~any people a reput .  •=~ • : :We' ~viil Im~e to!~h~ienge :i?, ~i: more •trusting, m, 
~an ~[ i  a sincere:and .suc -~/~ ::  thOse!~ ractlCeSr ln,iiovd~,: to ~... i '  di~pectful  of • 
~:i"- '~t^*,t 't~ k~nW t'tt In t t " t  :'. :. ~niea '~ J~eA. th~mq;  gtlUi ~i I IA  : :  i :r,sl I~ '~anA ~ n~,,d!t a t  
direct  or d ia l  O for 
assistance". It's a response 
that a child or panicking per- 
son may not be able to deal 
with. 
I f  "91 I "  saved one person 
it would be worth whatever 
little extra I had to pay on my 
phone bifl. 
So i  as  1991 begins,  
perhaps implementing "911"  
should" be  our new year's 
r~o!ut ion ,  as  it is mine. 
enner,, 
B,C. 
!i 
;L; (d " 
Ski road cost 
draws comment 
Dear Siri 
There is a subject hat a lot 
of people are mumbling and 
grumbling about, but they 
are reluctant o say anything 
out loud', 
The Shames Mountain ski 
hill is now open and 1 wish 
the corporation well in its 
endeavours, but it must be 
noted that a great amount of 
,publ ic money has been 
poured into support for that 
private enterprise. 
The road to the mountain 
ate up $4.9 million of that 
money and it is not yet 
finished. The shame of that 
is the fact that the road was 
funded by a blank cheque.:' 
That concept is contrary to 
If the province wants to 
spend tax money it should 
consider spending it on ser- 
vices vital to tax payersnot 
on private companies engag- 
ed in recreation~ 
The hospital board would 
surely enjoya blank govern- 
ment cheque, but they have 
to prove, at great length, the 
absolute neccesity o f  every 
nickel they spend. This has 
resulted in the Dr. R.E,M, 
Lee Foundation having to 
raise ¢omn~unity dollars for 
theC.T, scanner so needed in 
our local hospital. 
The Queensway Drive sec- 
tion of Thornhill with its 
health concerns related to a 
lack of a sewer system would 
make good use of a govern- 
all sensible financial dealings ment blank cheque instead of,. 
and to the rules that apply to :' what we got; an'.: MLA '~who ' 
all other government depart-, seems, to be mote a/part o f  
ments, The road .was. built:~ the problem ' that afii ~t~. of '. 
with all equipment paid h"~: ,~A o,,~,,,;^,, " " "  ~ 
the hour, no matter~ h 
much or:how little was 
c0mpl[shed In those hours 
• .] 
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With the RCMP? ii 
TERRACE - -  After nearly 29 
years in the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police, Staff Sergeant 
Woody Woods is retiring. 
Woods, second in command 
of the RCMP detachment here, 
has his last day of work Jan. 1 !. 
He'll be moving to Burq: 
Lake, a place where he once 
served, to do some forestry con- 
suiting work with a friend, i 
" i 'm looking forward to the, 
move. l know lots of people 
there and enjoy the hunting and ~ 
fishing in the e.rea," said 
Woods. Woody Woods 
Woods:joined the RCMP in airport (where he was promoted. 
February 1963'with Vancouver to Corporal), Courtenay, Burns 
being h!s first posting when he Lake, Boston Bar (where he was 
completed training in May promoted to Sergeant) and then 
1962; to Merritt. 
He then spent ime in Nelson. Woodswas transferred here, 
Cranbrook, Fernie, Grand with a promotion to Staff 
Forks, Squamish, Vancouver Sergeant, in May 1988. 
Kitlope makes 
it on calendar 
TERRACE - -  The Kitlope 
River valley south of Kemano is 
one of the regions howcased in 
a glossy 1991 calendar produced 
by the Western Canada 
Wilderness Committee. 
. The organization, which says 
it's committed to the preserva- 
tion of several B.C. wilderness 
areas, has identified the Kitlope 
as a high-priority area for pro- 
teetion. 
The calendar - -  entitled 1991 
Endangered Wilderness calen- 
dar --  features the Kitlope, 
along with seven other B.C. 
wilderness areas, including the 
Carmanah and Stein valleys, the 
Tsitika River-Robson Bight 
area, and Clayoquot Sound. 
Describing the Kitlope as the 
"largest intact temperate rain. 
forest watershed," the calendar 
labels the remote valley a 
"global forest heritage area." 
"Though only 2.7 per cent of 
the rugged Kitlope is suitable 
for logging," it says, "cutting 
the timber would require an ex- 
tensive network of logging 
roads and clearcuts throughout 
the most critical valley bottom 
wildlife habitat." 
"Native people and en- 
vironmentalists have vowed to 
defend this global wilderness 
treasure," it concludes. 
Skeena Sawmills managers 
cancelled plans to begin logging 
parts of the 317,000-hectare 
watershed next year. Delays in 
getting approval from the 
forests ministry and the federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans was cited, along with a 
growing move by various con- 
servation groups to have the 
valley preserved, as the reasons 
for delaying logging until 1994. 
+Shames lodge 
should be ready 
by month end 
TERRACE - -  The Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation 
should have its ski lodge open at 
the end of the month, says its 
• construction manager. 
It has already moved two sec- 
tions of the lodge it bought as 
part of the Kitsumkalum ski hill 
purchase and wants the remain- 
ing two sections on Shames as 
soon as, possible, says Mark 
Grabowski. 
Skiers have been using two 
mobile trailers containing food 
• and beverage services, changing 
rooms and ski rentals since the 
mountain opened in mid- 
. December last year. 
,"We've about done as much 
month. 
That involved putting in win- 
dows and some panelling but 
wiring and finishing work must 
wait until the final two sections 
are in place, he said. 
The sections arc moved at 
night from Kitsumkalum 
because their size means the 
highway must be closed. 
In the meantime, workers 
have been hooldng up water and 
sewer lines from the lodge to the 
mountain's ewage treatment 
system and its water plant. 
The plant, it's equipped with 
modern aeration and mulching 
systems, issufficient for current 
and expansion plans, said 
Grabowski. 
as wecan do with the two sac- Eventually the maintenance 
tions already there," said 
Grabowski ofwork done last building will also be hooked up 
to the system, he said. 
Twogiven 
, TERRACE-  Two Prince 
i Rupert who tried to rob a 
Prince Rupert corner stere in 
;~ 1989 were sentenced to jail 
' terms in Terrace court. 
Keith Wilson was sentenced 
Dec.  5 .to five years in prison, 
dHector Hil l  was" sentenced 
to one year in prisom 
i Hill, armed with a pellet gun, 
and Wilson, armed with an iron 
bar, donned masks and entered 
P-J's Midway grocery store on 
Dec. l l  1989( "" 
:They, tried to hold up the 
store owner,% but'a', fight bet- 
ween the two bandits and the 
three 'store owners ensued. 
• Coim'eVidmce indicated the 
re©lee c0ntinued ~ fo r  several 
.. minute, and dmln~ihestruggle 
.the pel let  gun" shattered On the 
'. floor.and', Wi lson  man~g~ to  
.i!~dental_ly whack Hill' .tWice 
,ou.=oc,=,o.o= [ I lCBC 
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A taste of Greece right in your " L " " " ' ' " ' 
own neighbourhood! 
THIS WEEKS SPECIALS : ::.' I • ' 
-Wed. - Sonbadas Ribs .............. ; .......................... $!.2.95 
Thurs. - Chicken Cordon Bleu ............................... $13.95 
Fd. - Steak end LoMIIr ....................................... $19.95 
Sat. - Steak and Fantail Shdmp ........................... .$13.95; 
Sun. - Lobster TIN .............................................. $14 99 
Men.  - S teak  and Lasagne . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $14 .95 ,  
Tues. - Pepper Steak ..................  ...... :................ $11,95  
COME IN AND ENJOY DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
Open 7 days a week. Lunch Mort. - Fd. -- 11:30.2:00 p.m. Dinner 4:30• 11:00 p.m. 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 638-0644 or 
638-1503 
4402 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETING 
ORENDA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
ProPosed Paper Mill 
A public meeting will be held at the High School in Stewart on Thurs- 
day, January.10, 1991, al 7:00 P.M., to outline 0renda's proposal to 
develop a 500•tonne per day paper mill about 50 kilometres outh of 
Meziadin Junction. 0renda's proposed project is subject to review 
under the Major Project Review Process (MPRP). 
Representatives of the Company will provide interested parties with 
general information on the Project, A representative ofthe Major Pro- 
ject Steering Committee will also be on hand to explain the MPRP, and 
how the public can participate in the review process. 
A Prospectus document, which describes the Project and its potential 
impacts, has been released for .public review. The Prospectus is 
available for review at the Prince Rupert, Terrace and Stewart public 
libraries, the Vancouver Public Library and ihe Smithers Office of the 
Ministry of Environment (3726 Alfred Avenue). Members of the public 
wishing to submit written comments on 0renda's Prospectus are asked 
to do so by February 8, 1991. 
Please forward your written comments to: 
Mr. David Parsons Mr. Frank Foster, Vice President 
MPRP Coordinato¢ 0renda Forest Products Ltd. 
B.C. Environment 265.25th Street 
Environmental Assessment branch West Vancouver, British Columbia 
3rd Floor, 777 Broughton Street-. VTV 4H9 
Victoria, Bntish.Columbla ' Te1:.926.4445 Fax: 926-7963 
y.8v,1 X5 1 " P. . " ' .1 ~ . . . . . . . .  
Te1:.387.9677 Fax: 356-7183~. ,, 
-P i c ture  Th is !  
"My Children's Photo Club" 
Portraits 
By Dan 
=This membership paqkage includes: 
* ~ year member p~ bOoki w.h ecoupons 
(1 per year plus 3 bonus coupons) 
* Your child or children will be photographed st your 
convenience In the privacy of my studio 
* Each member will be entered in a 
"Children are Beautiful" Photo Contest- 
* No sitting fee or waiting in line ups 
* Each coupon entitles you to the following portraits: 
,.,o " '99  00 2-5x1 For A One 
4-4x5 Time Price I 
3-wal let 
or 3 payments 
of $39.00 plus tax 
*Great Olff ideal ~: .. 'Some restrictions a~y 
'SUREEXPOSURE 
PHO'IrOGRAPHIIc 
FRAMING STUDIO 
4617 Lazelle Ave.. Terrace {Beside Sears) 635-9714 
I 
III 
ABBEY'S ANNUAL 
GREAT WHITE ,SALE! 
I All'white and off white :!>:~,., : I 
IIORIZONTAL & VERTICAL BLINDS 
" • 30%OFF . 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
Si- 
lH£ CffF OF 
• TERRACE 
As a Senior in Terrace, you're invited 
to 
participate in 
SENIOR'S SAFETY WEEK 
January 13 - 19 
A series of informative presentations will be held at the 
Happy Gang Centre. 
January 14 - -  Fire Safety with Fire Chief Bob Beckett 
January 15 - -  Traffic and Home Security with Constable 
Jane Andrews, Crime PreventionNictims 
Services office -- Terrace RCMP 
January 16 - -  Prescription and Alcohol Safety with Patti 
Chapman. Northern Healthcare 
January 17 - -  Oral Health and Hygiene with Shidey 
Humphrey, Dental Hygienist - -  Province of 
British Columbia 
All presentations begin at 10:30.and end at 11:30 a.m. 
SenlO'.fS'i'equirin'g; transportation can Call Curdy Grundmann at 
the Happy Gang Centre at 635-9090. 
Watch for the Senior Safety displays 
Co-op - January 16 - 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Skeena Mall - January 19 - 10:00 a.m, - 4:00 p.m. 
Terrace -- with a whole lot in store for seniors! 
Dairy Queen Salutes 
Games Volunteers 
Dairy Queen salutes Nor- 
thern B.C. Winter Games 
volunteer, Laurie Ramsay 
whose knowledge of com. 
puters assists in the ad. 
ministration efforts, She 
earns a 
FREE Single Full Meal 0eel 
from Dairy Queen. If you 
would like to be s volunteer. 
please call 
635.1991 
Laurie Ramsey 
Computer EntT~ ..,, 
--,~'" r =-- 
- 
NORTHERN BC~ WIHTER GAMES 
I~ l  ~ e l  I~.*~eB g~ + s ~ 2 ~e,se Ave. 
Welcome Central MOuntainAir 
. " .  . ~ , r L ~ i 
LA','a~.. 
. . . .  ,.~p. /::'31ti75 
, ; - ;Q  
?'.Q.~;I;:~,I :>!!, ~.v +~> 
• ~:~i~. r,~', ". ,:~.:: .. . . . .  
Early in thisnew year, we would like to take the opportunity to express our appreciation Iof thu 
ztronage ~ ind support we have received from our fellow Nortlierners, . . . . .  
) thosepeop!e who have shared with us the bonellts tirol our s0rvlce offered tllonl thnltk vcm loP. .~ • 
tUng.us know~ Werare pleased that ore' offered fa=ie savings enabled your students"cum ii|l~ ti~.ii'iiij. ~'/; ':~! 
rChrlstmas extra dollars towards skiing and other.important hings, during thelr holiday, * '. :"~"~ ':;~:,.: 
e;tH~i",:at.eertaln times of tim year, plays havoc Wi!h .at~s~hedu es In the North=~ Oui'azrciafl'a~=/= ' '~'i 
,dilated'to certain flights: When the weather dOes n01'allow Schedu led  del~drture, Ihealrcr~.dt '!'"-:: 
~ti~a'vallable todeliver those paesengersi0 thetr destlhatlon when weather pern~lts. O0rlnilth'i:i : " 
r!Mmae season ! t meant our passenger s were gdarantea d their'flight. " "' <' .... ::~ 
~ur commentsand gestures In appreolafl0n confirmed o ur'c0'minittment Inservicing Iliii' N~,ii" > ~. 
i.h air tr=nSporlatlon. !.:~,..' ~,. " . . . . . .  " : ............... :~Y 
,'~k~ .... 
NTAI 
N o r t h w e s t .  Connector : ~ ~ ~' ~ ' :" "~ ' .~  r :':~ ~ 
Id offering dally: service to Vancouver/:4! >'ii~i~!i:~ii!/[. ~ i~rttt an : f! rlng ::dail , 
i~1~1S AND. I J~FORMATION ' 
~,~. ~ ~.~.~'2 -  .: ~!:+?: i ~, : :.' - '  . 
• , r 
Dempsey Bob 
• ~• ~.~ 
Art on the, move 
CARVED AT Kitselas, this four and half by six and 
half foot piece created by Dempsey Bob is now 
;;r.esting in a Vancouver lawyer's office. Made from 
-:fecl cedari/it'sa good luck story common to natives 
on the northcoast. Carvers at Kitselas are now work- 
ing in •a building compieted last ~,ear. 
• Mu-;- 
_ to  
and the Terrace Little Thee, ire' 
are combining effort~ tO: r~se ~ 
money for the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games. 1 ~  " " 
What's happening, says Gord 
Sheban from the Terrace Musi: 
clans Association, is an evening 
of music, dancing, door prizes, 
food and refreshments Jan. 19, 
"We're calling it a 
mega-gi8," said Sheban. Musi- 
cians will be providing the 
music while Terrace Little 
Theatre will be in charge of pro- 
duction. 
He said the evening in the 
Dolly Varden Room at the Ter. 
race Inn also provides bands an 
opportunity, to showcase their 
talents by performing rock and 
roll, country and western and 
pop music. ~ " 
Tickets arc on sale at Sight 
and Sound, the Terrace Inn and 
from the winter games office on 
' the highway. - 
There is a limit of 200 tickets. 
TA,LK  
' Your ~f ion  
Second traffic officer i : For Health. 
duties. Others are assigned to 
the highway patrol, investiga: 
tion section, crime prevention 
and identification. There is also 
one dog officer. 
At the same time, there is no 
word yet on a new mefiiber for 
the area's highway LpatroE It's 
down one constable. " 
At normal strength there is 
one corporal and four con- 
stables on the highway patrol. 
Inspector Yeske said the posi- 
tion will be filled and isnot sub- 
ject to recent measures to trim 
costs. 
But he said there is a lag time 
in filling vacancies because of 
i the training period .for new.al- 
l ricers. - L 
That didn't exist in previous 
~years when officers considered 
surplus to detachment needs 
were kept, 'at..various 
detachments to fill ;~acahcies as 
they arose, added Yeske. 
"But now with budgets the 
way they are detachments only 
have on strength what they pay 
for," he said, 
i~:: TERRACE - -  Drivers can look 
~: ~ :forward to more traffic en force- 
:ment with a second RCMP of- 
:ficer being added to city traffic 
:iduties. 
The new position was created 
- . ::Jan. !and~thatgives the RCMP 
-:. ~detachmen.t.. more •flexibility, 
~- ~say.S":lnspe~ior La~/rence Yeske, 
! ,;~itS ~6'fficef in chl/rge. 
"Where we need more traffic 
ili::: ~patrol is the Thursday, Friday 
iand Saturday period when a lot 
• . i" ;of out of town people come in 
• ' ~to shop," said Yeske. 
~:: - ~ "Now we'll have an officer 
(: . . . .  ~on during the daytime period of 
..~ .,~ !thosedays and one at. night . . 
.-'~ .1 . :when those people and peop]ejn l ns~or  . . . .  
i~: :"  ~not given to to specific officers have recently arrived. :
':".;: "~ ;i'brui the hours are merged in with One replaces a general duty 
:i: i:- i~that o f  the.;:, detachment's officer already here transferred 
: .  : .::highway patrol with the effect to traffic duties. 
,~ that there are two officer years The detachment's operating 
dedicated to city traffic patrol strength is 42 police officers, 22 
~in any 12-month period, of which are designated for 
• * * * * * municipal duties and eight of 
'( 'l'n, other RCMP news, two which aredesignated for rural 
Food ready for next week ! 
i;::! ~ITERRAC, E -- The Terrace 
~i~:: :(.hurches Fo0d Bank holds'its 
!:: ...... .(Second distribution of the 
,~7 .: :season.nexl week., " 
::.- :' Its first distributioh 'took ' 17 is !orpeople Wh0.1missed the 
nrst three days :i::~! --)!place-, in , Nqvember While, in .. , .  ,, '..,. ~, ,.: 
::" -.!Decembei", ,: t he~..Salvation . There."are I 1 m'elnb~r chur. 
:::":(,i:i ~Army:'s Christmas hamper pro: ches in the food bank and dana. 
~:.:i~': ~i:gram took place, , .... : tions of food and:m0ney~an'be 
made to the churches i ~'~:!*iii:The distribution takes place ' ~ :~  .... 
i:::: ~: !'Jan.. 14-17, said food bank Elkiw said the food bank 
. ::spokesman Terry EIkiw. 
')i !. . : i.-Foodhampers can be picked 
~i--i'i/p:at the green and white house 
~beside the. Evangelical Free 
Church on Sparks St. of surplus foods collected for 
Jan. 14 is for peoplewith las! the Salvation Army's hamper 
names fromA-H, Jan. 15 is for program. 
l-R, Jan; t6  is for~S,Z and Jan. The.bank will require.dona- 
tions for its Februarydistribu- 
tion, said another organizer, 
Micki Braid. ,- 
" "This month:we have quitea 
lot but we'll require donations 
for .February,".she said; 
Individual groups are helping 
out, Braid added, giving the 
won't have trouble meeting this most recent .example of the 
month's needs because of dona- Alliance church Pioneer girls 
tionsover the Christmas period, group-  which co l lected 
The :God, bank is the recipient foodstuffs. 
oming 
. .~-:V41 ;7;': 
, , i"![ 
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 HITE' 
::, :..i 
~, ' :  YourChance t6  Save me hey: ~':~ ;iafid:i"Wl N i 
• For : more i details see nextweeks Issue of the... 
" " . ;  ~ "'-  . :-.L : .  ".:~,,,,:, " - " :  " , ; . : 
SJ UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
,1702 l.akelse Avenue 
Phone 6.B~o302 
Licensed Peemlses 
HOURS: 1 
Monday 
to Saturday • 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday & 
Holidays 
8 a.m, - 3 p.m. 
I GOOD FAMILY DINING AT i 
; I  
Terrace Standard, Wednesday; Janua~ 9,d 991 -- PaoI A7 
Jack Phalen celebrated another Birthday 
• on January 2nd. 
AT THE INN oF THE WEST 
BIRTHDAYS ARE PRICELESS! 
Good times, good food, good friends. Let us take care of the 
details. 1 " ' P " : ' " ~ " 
Bring in your partyof 4 or more for luncher dinner onthat  
special occassi0n~and your honored guest wilt receive any 
menu entree of their cllolce at no charge. 
Make :your Party A Succasa...Call Ust 1 -- ~'Reservati°ns'O'il~Rec°mmended ; : : r~.. 
LM,uEST] e38-e141 
HUNGRY FOR RESULTS?. 
Try  the Act ion  Ads!  
• Buy • Sell • Rent • Trade 
--:.: ...... 1TERRACE STANDARF~ 
• .. ...... SAn  
• 4847 ~en~ Ave . .  Ter race .  B,C, 
Make your home a castle 
See the experts in this special 
. advertising section! 
~TE~CE STANDAR~ 
4647 L.I, zelle Avenue a~2a3 
": ,': i~:"" 
~" All 1991 ~kS • ,~ ~i . . ~!~, ,  ' n o w m o b i i e s  ~ ' ~ - ~  ,~0~ 
~i!~ i:i~,, ieftiin: "' ••"our'mventory are to be sold : 
" " ' : .  '" at DEALERS COST lus frez ht . . . . . .  
 RAC l tRAIL EQUIPMEN_ : 
• ad, Smithers ' 
1-800-663.4598 
/ 
,2:. 
+;)+ 
+;+!I 
~! 
+4?; + 
;?,? 
TERRACE -- School board ~ ~ +  Enough teachers have+been 
• +++~ 
~t¢+hairman+. Edna+ Cooper got a .• +. ++!'~~~+~' l, assistantCieshiredthatt° fillsc oolsexistedmOStsuperintendentinOfseptember,the ~,acan-, 
lhat role+i~+++:? :i ' • ++i~ ..... 
• +!:+Trustees~iKris.m,chapman , nd Skip Bergsma told trustees; But he said+a nation-wide 
"John Pouset'te' L nominated ~i~ teacher shortage means the pro- 
' . spects for the future don't look 
:+good. 
P~oA8 ,---Terrace S~.  Wednesday.. January 9;. 1991 . : . . . . .  + , +. 
,~  i i i i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ '-. +'~  :~ :i," . . . .  ~+ ;~ ' .... + ' +~ +':+++:+++++:++ : + ' ' ~'' + + m' ;1 : '~ : ' "+ : ~ '+ . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' " 
i ' r+- - '+- -  1+'~'+++++' + ++ ' : '~+" " +~ +'  ~'" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ~ !!!i . . . .  ~!i! ]'i!~!i! n + w ~ i t n  + +re[urnec+++ !!i 
- ' :  .... ': . . . . . . .  , + • ++:L +=+;+:# : : 
~:~'~ +: '+ ~'. ~ '~ ~' ~+ " . '  + 1~ P + : , + " nn " ~:' : +']+ . '':J: :~ " '+:''++ ....... 
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;unanimous endorsement- from 
fellow trustG~s =to continue in 
*"We're moving into a time 
when it's going to be harder and 
'Cooper atthe board's' inaugural 
D~. 4 meetiog t0 serve again as 
Chairman. No other candidates 
were put forward and Cooper 
took the post by acclamation. 
Trustee Wayne Braid, now 
.serving his::secoiid .term on the 
board, W~ also elected by ac- 
clamation to  become vice- 
chairman. 
Chapman was again named 
B.C. School Trustees' Associa- 
tion provincial councillor, and 
Cooper was named as her alter- 
nate. 
The school district's policy 
for smoking in schools is being 
Tcconsidered again. ' 
Debate. among the trustees 
.+came at  .the Dec. 4 meeting 
following a le t ter  from a 
Hazelton school principal urg- 
,ing the board to make all 
:district buildings and properties 
non-smoking. 
Several trustees voiced sup- 
Port f0.r making all areas, in- 
cluding staff rooms, non- 
smoking, The issue was referred 
to the education committee for 
discussion. 
The.school boardand public 
health officials must learn to 
work together better because 
their fields overlap, according 
to the Skcc, na Health Unit's 
: medical health + officer. 
Dr. David Bowering told the 
new school board that taxpayers 
are beginning to "expect and 
demand that their public ser- 
vants act in a coordinated 
wa" " 
Public health awareness has 
tO begin with students in the 
schools; he said. Young people 
~.  d~to get basic information 
~ou~'t~e~iything fromdrug and 
a~oh61 a~vareness to sex educa- 
tion and the avoidance of sex- 
Edna Cooper 
uai ly transmitted •diseases  
(STDs), Bowering said, or else 
they "may never survive to 
benefit from the education they 
receive." 
" I t ' s  becoming more and 
more difficult to divorce educa- 
tion from health," he added, 
noting the two are interdepen- 
dent. 
The problem with joint pro- 
jects usually arises when work- 
ing out who pays for them, he 
said, noting that it's only 
natural for the school district o 
feel threatened by Health Unit 
initiatives that might affect its 
budget. 
But Bowering said both ~sides 
must work to overcome that, or 
else local citizens won't get the 
degree of public health care they 
deserve. 
The health unit already works 
with the school district in the 
schools to: provide weekly visits 
to each school by a public 
health nurse, take referrals 
from teachers regarding 
students' health problems, pro- 
vide vision and hearing screen- 
ing for all kindergarten 
children, help older groups with 
teen pregancies as well as deal- 
ing with topics like AIDS and 
STDs. 
Bowering was in part lobby- 
ing for the board'ssupport fori 
th~ health unit's 1991-92;proj~t :! 
to combat' teenage. 'smoking, ~
called "Flame-out". 
harder (to replace teachers)," 
~:he said. "It was predicted, and 
it's here." 
He said other school districts 
are now having great difficulty 
filling positions. 
,k ~t 'k *" * ~r 
School trustees approved a 
plan, to help a Cedarvale 
historical group acquire school 
district land there for a 
museum. 
The Meanskinisht Village 
Historical Association -- which 
has been runnin~ a museum on 
the property for several years -- 
asked the board to sell it the 
land for $1 so it can do bettei" 
long-range planning. 
The school district has no 
plans to use the land, trustees 
said, adding they are returning 
it to the province with the 
recommendation that the land 
he granted to the historical 
association. 
Trustees approved a learn-to- 
ski program proposed by 
Shames Mountain for local 
school students. 
The ski program will be run 
at no cost to the board, and 
would involve no more than 
four half-day sessions per group 
of students. 
Emphasizing students in the 
beginner category, the program 
is limited to students in Grades 
6to 12. 
The package isdesigned to in- 
troduce local children to skiing 
at Shames Mountain. 
Lessons and bus transporta- 
tion is~.to .be pro~Ided by the 
m0unt~. S-~gde~Stfld ge~a 
full-da~; l i ft  + tick+t:, a" fuil-day 
equipment rental for $25. 
Do:A Number On Your Garbage. 
For information how, what and where to recycle 
I~ Grt~ttr I ' o~r  rail Or tall to# frtt 
R-E-C-Y C-L -E  1-800-667-4321 ~~ 
in 
++++++++~i 
+ 'prices it's st i l l  
+;j: :+  
l ists o111  o r tl 
1.44, 2.44 days has been a 
popular Canadian tradition for 
~++ over ,..,., ~ears~ +; :+,  ~, ,+ '~, ,+ + 
Even with the GST, 1.44, 2.44 
days will not change. They will 
continue to be the best two 
+ shopping days of the month. 
! 
Last Chancel 
. . . .  to take advantage of the 
LEARN TO 
SK I  . , ,k- .o ,, 
That's because Woolworth 
includes the GSTin 1.44, 2.44and 
more prices and still keeps paces 
at their absolute minimum. 
$1k(ii Smithers 
i! JAkUARY I 1-27 - $13 .95  
+ Includes rental equipment,  a group beginners'  ski lesson 
~':+  and a lift pass. 
~; Skiing• is for everyone! If you've always wanted to learn to 
: ski or you have a friend who would l iketo  learn, this is 
the winter to  do i t .  i +i+!iSi!!i + • + +IY  
Pre-register  today at: 
Sml thers :  + Family,+Ski:i:alnd Spor t  
+ + ++ i ~ + OsCar'sSPort!ng Goods& 
+ ' " ++~' + ~+ ~+~.~11' ,Qr wmterland • Ski & Sport i 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
+~+ SUndance'Ski; 
winterland Ski 
,: Give a friend the gift Of 
I 
Ski Shop 
self ++°+++ ++!+ I : + 
 "SmJt  °" $1k(d i J  +: 
, , ,  ~ -! ~,i~+,~ ~ 
,, , • ,  
? " .  i 
; i  • i 
•! :•  .... • / :  :•i•ii• • i : ; (  • :••: +'. 
: : I=AM{LY FOOTWEAR :: i: L . . .  . 
F k 
Ladies AnUe Socks ~ AA 
Reg. 2.99 .............................. . - , '~r  "tr 
Ladles Brushed eoot 9 AA 
Linen Reg. 3.99 ................. ,. .,- ."w-w 
61141 WOrk Hose 9 AA 
Size e.9~ Reg. 2.99 .............. ab , ' - r '~  
Qmmn ~x Pan~ Hose 919 Ad 
Reg. 2.79.,..., ............... - -~- - . ' -w~r  
9rk.  K,oo R~lhe 9 AA 
Rdp.' 2,99.+. ~ ......................... r . ,  ' 1 "e  
PerSon., Panty Hose 9 AA 
Reg, 2.79....; ......................... L , 'n ' ' f  
- .ua - .~ l~ . , 
6 Pk. Face G0thS _~ AA 
Reg, 3.99..J ........................... v -v -v  
Wata~ed Condl~oner ,~  ~L A 
Reg. 2.9g ......................... ..... -..-, ~ "3  
1991 Cabndar Tea 1.44 
Towels Reg. 2.99 ............... ,... 
Embroidered PlUow ~ AA 
Cases Reg, 4.39 ............. ...... v , . .T . .1  
Twin Vinyl Mattresu _~ AA 
Cover Reg. 4,16; ................ . . .v  . -a '~  
SlmpllcllV Palms _~ A,4  
4,95.8.95..... ...................... u , - ,P i r  
Rennet.tie Special 
2.99/m 2 /3 ,44  
..................... !.72/m or 
Fab~ Special 1 dAIm 
Re°, 2.39/m .................. I n~r 'T#i i l  
Leo, spa,,,, ~ ,.,...-.-.mm.~A 
4 m/2.99 ................ '-a' 
Lace & Elastic 
3.,,.oo 6m/1,44 
3m/72¢ or 
Red Head Chunky 
w.Ho,.2.,, 2 /3 ,44  
.................... 1 72 I1. m 
WJcmt Cmhet Co,on ~ ~A 
'Re 9, 3.69.., ....... ,.................. - . . .  "T'~r 
Toatow~ 
..29, 2/3 .44  
.................... 1.72 so. er 
6 Pk. BIh Cloths 9 AA 
HOg, 3.00.' ......... ,;.,,;..,......., "..-. "m"-m' 
TO 2.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ," . . . . . . .  e . "94  
sm nose sets 9 A A 
4 Pk. Reg. 3.4P......, ............... at,,, '-a,*'-ir 
sags, eow~ 9 AA 
Re°, 2.99 ............... , ......... ; . . . ' - - ,  "0 " l  
Cromer (For A~vs) . 
neg. z.39 .... ~: t J l '~  AA 
........ ;....... :;..1:7Z iO. W: L#v,~ ' i r  
:!: :.o , , ,  
z.49;1.9~,...,j~i,i;;.;',;,.,...,.. 11,11,,,i, 
s.,~te +=,, . .  1 .44  
. ll!g. 1,99.~i".!;.;;..+...,..,.'....... 
9..,..,,,,,~ 1.44  Cops Reg. 1.99,.,,..,~..;.,,;,,;, 
Stocflbe PO~ '; 
"`¢mwave Cenhdaers 
H.,2.09 2 /3 .44  
..................... 72¢ so. or 
Androck Potato PeMer 1 AA 
He°. 1.79 .............................. i ii"n'in ' 
su,.ta,.,.. T+~ 9 4 4 
Reg. 3.00....., ........................ " " ,  ~ 
Substee,m ~ 911 dd 
HID. 1.00 ....................... a~# uu ,-nr-w 
ReD. 99¢ .................... ; . . . - - - ;u  ,-ur-ar 
Fallen; demeor W~,~k ~ A ~  
Gloves Reg. 2.~P ......... ,......... arm ,-'m'-'ur 
moo o,,.~,, ~se q dd  
Reg. ?.74.99 ................ , ......... V . "v 'v  
Just UkO Pdde Wock Hose : ~ AA 
Size 8.10~ Reg. 2.29....,......, ' ' , '~  
C~ksn elm m~r  & 5 44 
Sm.,ii ~vt ra0o  .......... ~ ........... v , "~ 
knn s r~,,  sma 9 AA 
Coffee ....... ~......; .............. ...... Ibu - r 'T  
Pit, W TIny ~IpU~I 2.44  
Reg. 399 ...................... 
Shoe Laces 
Re° 199 ..................... "1,44 
4oo " ndul Used 9 AA 
Paper R~. 2.99 ..................... L . - - r - - I ,  
No. 8 & 9 Envslem t AA 
Reg. 1.99 .............................. l , "PT  
9,,.., ................ 3/1,44 bndl.6 Ant.  S~es Rag. 79¢ 
100 Sheet Rdnd W~q t AJ  
PM ~m S x |Re°. 1.60 ......... o , ' P~ 
Coin Tubes 9 dd  
~,  2.99 ................... ' .......... i . ~  
lO + e ed em 9 ::~A' 
Reg. 3.19 ............................. ~ - l -~"a' 
Tdmiinl He hncgs, t AA 
Reg~ 1.17 .............................. i . '~ '~ 
mm~ T~pe 
" ,19  ....................... 211 ,44  
,~ , ,  w~a ~ 9 A A 
8,H,L Reg. 3.09 ..................... ~- , "P~ 
~ edefs 
s,.,L" ~ .  .................... 3,44 
L~,  OS ~ .'4 dd  
Rq. 4.~'7..........., ................ v , , '~r  "-,r 
L~s ~.~.  9 A A 
Reg. 3.20....,.....,,...., . ......... Ib  , . . I t  ..~ 
u.l~.:unt 1 AA 
Spray Reg. 1.94 ..................... l ,-'lr "lr 
~dd P~mher ~ 9 AA 
Opener Reg. 2.99 ................... , r - . "v~ 
stem m ~m w x,m, 9 AA 
~m Remover ~.  Z.pO....,.,.."-, ~ 
~-r~ ~,,ter 
,oo ,m " .  ,.,9 213 .44  
.................... 1 73 oo. e~ 
) 
4 
SAVE 14% 
• ON CHRISTMAS OVERSTOCKS • 
Includes !+ 
* All Glassware & Crystal ,A l l  Lamps 
* All Cookwaro . All Stereos 
* All Blowdfyers & Cudieg irons : All Pet Cages &Aquariums 
. All Microwaves " All Telephones i " ~" 
, All Cameras Not On Sale, ~ i ..... • . . . .  • 
CITIZEN 14" MONITOR 
COLOR T.V. 
Reg. 399.00 - Sale 
344.44 k 
• CONCORD 110 CAMERA 
OUTFIT OR VIVITAR 
35 MM 
Rep. 29:87 - Sale 
24.44 
Mo~zamtls Cheese * 9 Rd 
Per pk8.........i..: ......... , :hmv- - -  
Cheeso,)oc 100 ° ............ "~  V 
, , .  ::\ ' .: ! ' .  
' i  <, . : 
o . .  ~ .  9 14 
.900 g...'.~+;J.,....,,.....,,...J"" 
L ' . '  
,,m Steaks 9 ~4 
Ma~e Leaf 176 | ........... - . , , v  
, ~ I I  IV - I t  W pi.c.,,., ................ 
~nn~to 9 ~A Mens 8ubstandanl Hose 1 ,94  
Reg. 2/4.99 .................. 
Jovux e~h 1 QA 
3.6 L Reg. 2.29 ............. O U~- l "  
A f t  LlUdlV D~1 
11de S I.. 11de Faro ii L 
TId~Wlthikmeh4L A AA 
neg. 4,09 ..................... "~."P~ 
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: - I ' ' "  ~ .44  son ~ ~o, ca.~, 1 dd  nag. 1.99 .............................. u 
,,., , .  .............................. - . - .  *.,.n0,'..,. 1 .44  s~ ~., He,. 1.99 ................. 
• ~,k CaV~ 911 44 
2~ grog. 1.19 .............. ~ lO  .-mr 
s~nd.~chc.m+m KI1  AA 
Rq. 3~.OO......: ............ yea  . ~  
B~ Mix 460 0 9.AA 
Reg. 2.89 .............................. - -  - i r~  
,~o.,L--.-,.to-,. 9 d 4 
3~9 ~g. 2.99..... ............... ab, - i r  
Asst. A~ha Brand 1.44 
cmn~& mm lO9" .1 .99  
,~.,.,.,Ho... ,~ 4 4 
caadtes 300 9 HOg. 3.0 O ......... Ib . 'T  
. ,~  ~ e~ 1 dd  
Pies IReg. 1.79 ....................... u . - f~  
9,~, - ,  2 .44  Reg. 2.79......, ...................... 
~st  Value Pack 9 dd  
~ n t  mp Reg. 3.39 ....... - -o ' - r 'w  
Pmlmun ~n,m 8 9 AA 
~ r  ~ Reg. 3.60 ........ ,r--.-~-a. 
U,~k~ Sm~,  1 4 A 
1L Reg. 1.97 ........ g .  - r  
~.~ 9 ~ut  ~ 1 44 
~T~ms Reg. 1.49 ....... , . o  ,, 
G~, ~ b ,  8.14 _'4 dd  
P.~:  3.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u~r -v  
Sids Bd4ds ~S 4-6X _~ dA 
H~. 3.99 .............................. v , 'T "~ 
Gh4s&BoysLoegs&, * 9 AA  
TOpS Reg. 2.99 ................... , ,...."m,'~ 
8 X 10 E~em~ ' 9 AA 
Ce~m Ondy Reg. 8.99 ............. ab ."or ~ 
5 x 7 ~ment= 91Q AA 
C0tew Only ..................... , , . . . l  - . - .  " i t  '-tr 
SCotch BJnnk 2 44 
Cassette Tapes Reg. 2.88 ....... • 
v.~ Ubr~r~ Case, 911  dd 
Reg. 97¢ .......... ,....; ........ ,,-.#m ."1"~ 
s~w o~ c~ ~p~ ~ 9 dd 
hn~u Reg. 3.29 ................. " - '~  
RUkO 22 L.K. 9 dd 
Shells Reg. 2.99...~ ................ - - , '~r"~ 
6 Pk. Tobte Tennis BaRs 1 AA 
Reg. 229 ............................... u ,--w--~ 
rmm'dv, p.r~ 919 d A I ~kuy P~kn 911 dd 
Rq. ?./3.99 .................... L . ; - - , - - , r - , r  Reg. 1.49 ...................... - . - In  , ' - r - r  
Crest oc r,~p~m 1 AA I mack HOc~ Xm 9 AA 
T~te  100 mU~.  1 .~. . i  . "~'ar  19 mm x 18 m Reg.2.9O ........ i b , -P i r  
u,,. & u~,  ~ 9 AA.  Swim,In0 ~ G~,  1 AA 
HOk Reg. 3.490 .................... ,,-.o'~'u" Reg. 1.99 ....... ;...................... l . ' v 'v  
, wudmm usuawJ Fro: !9  AA + 
. Ceps  Rq; 8.1L',~.~.....,.,.~.~. ab* ,'1''w~ ' 
WN~mm 2o Pm,c PUte, 9 AA 
Reg. 1.07 .............................. ,.-,"r-re' 
w~m~ wu ~ 1 A 4 
ROg. 1.57 .............................. n ,'-3' 
w~em,~ S.mh~h B~,9 /9  A4 
100S Reg. 1.37 ............... " -~" - .  "v  
Tqm Candles 
, , , .4 ,1 .oo  .................... 711.44  
~, u. kum, 1 AA 
Rql, 1.97 .............................. m.  "qr ",r 
m~.?~,49 ............. 212 .44  
, , ,~ , .~ , ,c , .  1.44  
Reg. 1.o9 .............................. 
m.~. .x~ ca,, 9 dd  
Rol.3.OO .............................. " ' - '1"  
h.y  "P.mm~" 9 AA 
Ods Reg. 2.99 ..................... s . ,~  
CaW m bdec~ea 
s.m, a, i~Idm, ~,  ,to. 9 AA  
Reg. Z.98 .................. , .......... ,,-,-.'-,r 
ca l l ,  rite Yo-Ye 1 dA 
HOg. US.... ..........................  .1~.  
bmIMe ca¢ab & 
* " ' "  " "  4/1,44 ............. ....... 36¢ so. or 
,am cedar smJ 9 AA 
A~mai UH~ Reg. 3.89 ........... m.... -v  ~ 
wH}crost muv . . . . . . .  9 AA,'  
. ,++,~s~m .i:aat 
Rap. 1.79.......,., ............... , .. m . '~  
Cat Yum Yums 
.,,,+ .eg 2 .  213 .44  .................... 1 72 , .  w 
c~,,,,,, . . , , .~ , ,~ , .  1.44  " .  2.00 .............................. 
anew ~e Packed s 9 A A 
Reg. 3.49 ............................ ds.,'-l'"ir + 
Bags fw Rack S n l  
Garage System. Reg. Size 1 AA 
Reg. 1.98 .............................. o ."1'-I1' 
Hock.Unnd 
no.mr 9to., 1 dd  
Reg. 1.99 ......... . .......... ,......... u ,,-,r -,r 
EteCt~ Lint Shaver 
21,oo ................................ 1,44 
mass or Wh~ Cup t 
Ho. , ,eg ,19  . ........ ,......44 
Pm~c 10 W 30 1 AA 
o, Reg. 2 .29  ......................... - . ' , ' ,  
"AH" Car Air Fn,d, mer 1 dd ".2+9 ............ _ ............. . - -  
}co Scraper 15 8nJish 9 AA 
Reg. 2.99 .............................. or--. "V'W 
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• . ; .: " _ __  L .  _ ": "';~ ' " |  i":OUEEN CHARLOTTE, STEWART. TERRACE B.C. Application (903098200) by the I;U~ I0 
' . .m, , . i f~ l l~ l l~ l i l '  ~ l~ l~Ni l l l l l i~ IP~i  " " '+: :.: " :  ~ '!~Ii' ~:renewthellcencestocarryontbebroodcastln9tran~m tlngundertak!ngf~CFP~+:~ 
+ : r r ,  ~ U ~ ~ "  " '* : ' " :  i+"~:~l~!'+:Rupert"and I s/ebroadcas~ng stations CBYA'FM Alyansh, CBKL Alice' A~, ~mu-: 
• " " ',' ,; . " . .,':',.~, ,' L.,'".I+. :' '. +/ ' "  ~ :1 " CBYB-FM Port Cloments CBYO.FM Ooeen Chanotle, CUKA ~tewan 0no ~u,n.rm e .,..- 
TERRACE- ,  Loea l :eonserva  - t isn ar ia  wuon le , ,O l l lC la lS . l taVe" , : i . l  '+race expiring31 August" 1991. Examtnat go of application 222-3rd Avenue Pdnce'~ +,: 
. joined +B.C.'"officials in "the ~ ; ~ Rupert B.C. Post Office Klncolith. B.C: (for Alice Arm) Post Office Hazelton,'B.C. (for : 
ti0i~ Officers say a Washington .~.ooa,, seven:month Ion- :": ':'~ ': 'Klsplox)PostOfflce450(~/CentreKtmat, BC. Post Office 3232 Emmerson Terrace, 
State man Paces charges for the ,,,,.,-~ , - . - ~ ,,u- .. +,: e.c, Post Offices In all remaining localities, 54, TERRACE AND KtTIMAT, B, C. ~ppllcqllon, 
poaching of a grizzly bear near vestigation of Strange's ac- : (902859.800)byOKANAOANSK.EEN.AGROUPLIMgEDtorenewthelleencest°c.an'y.°nu 
Kitwanga in the fall of i989, tivities, . . .  , • the broaocasUn 9 lransmittlng unoe~aklngs for CFTK Terrace and CKTK Kltlmat explnng' 
READY FOR action is the northwest's Provincial Emergency . 
Program's .operations centre. That's zone Program director 
, ' + . . '  f Rod Salem w=th.one large working table, The centre is part o 
the emergency program's of[ices here and will be used when 
emergencies or disasters require communication and coor- 
dination of various relief efforts. 
: 31 August 1991, Examination of application: 4625 Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B,C, V86 
Bill : Strange, of Vancouver, He said mounts of a sheep .1S4. This application and Information  the IntervenUon process ts available on tape 
Wash., was charged last month 
with several Wildlife Act of- 
fences, said: distric( conserva- 
tion officer Peter galina. 
The . .charges  include 
unlawfully hunting :.grizzly 
bears, huntingwithout t~equired 
guides, hunting without licences 
and hunting, without species 
tags. 
Ka l ina  sa id  W~hington  Sta te  
l s s lng  sKte : :: 
found: on Shames 
TERRACE-- Askier Who went 
missing after skiing out-of- 
bounds on Shames Mountain 
last week spent a Cold evening 
on the slopes before being 
rescued. . . .  
. 'The skier• , -  an off;duty 
Shames grooming machine 
operator --  was found aroundl 
and mountain g0ai seized from 
his Washington state home are 
also believed t0 have been ii- ! 
legally taken f rom:  B.C.; ii 
resulting,in further~ .!nvestiga-~i-.'+i 
Kalina added that:the grizzly-? 
poaching offences could be 
dealt with out of court if 
Strange agrees to pay fines 
totalling $800. 
: Richard Stone w~ n0ticed 
missing after volunteer ski 
patrollers carried out their final 
sweep of the runs and left the 
mountain. 
.Local search and rescue 
Workers were alerted and Were 
about to lea~;e for. Shames to 
help in the search when Shames 
Mountain's pro ski patrollers 
found the lost skieL .. - a.m. Jan. 2 by mountain staff. 
" • t , . . 
Moose poaching ftgure s ,
,,i;:!•:+;ii ~:~++ :.~:,:. 
. sa id  loss to the economy i+: 
; tERRACE - -  Thirteen the area, according to one en- 
vironmen~ ministry survey. 
More than $1,500 is injected 
into the 'local economy every 
time ,a moose is leg!timately 
taken by. !icensed non-resident 
hunters, •says Dr. ROger Reid, 
who carried 0tit the study in an 
attempt to place an economic 
value on B,C.'s wildlife. The 
dollar .• figure represents the 
amount o f  money per moose 
of~f¢~W'..~h~fnte~ on'- -guld~,~ 
equipment, food~,  meals and-ac- 
commodations while hunting 
here'. 
"We're talking about theft -- 
a theft.from the lecalcommuni- 
ty of more' than $13,000," 
Kali'na said+ o f  the recent 
poachings. '+It's :no. different 
than someone breaking into city 
hall or stealing from the bank. 
That wouldn't be tolerated and 
neither should this, ~ : :, " :  
iA  limlted, eh/tT. draw .System 
was plpced Onmoose;'hunting 
this i~t  sc ion ,  he added;, and 
Said more drastic measures may 
be needed ill stocks decline fur- 
ther. - 
servation officers stand a 
chance against poachers is i f  
they get help from the public. 
He urged pe6ple to report any 
moose kills they see to the local 
environment ministry office at 
638-3279. 
"Rewards of up tO $1,000 are 
0ffered by wildlife conservation 
6rganizations for information 
leading to the conviction of 
=p0achers. Kalina said infor- 
~!s,',-~eptities will be kept 
¢onfidentiah-:+, ,. -~+~ . 
. .  Peter Kalina 
lion officers haven't got enough 
information to lay charges in 
murders in the Terrace area 
over the last three months. 
That's how district conserva- 
tion officer. Peter Kalina sees it 
when he counts the number of 
+moose-falling to the guns of 
poachers this ,winter. 
? And he: s~ysl it will probably 
get a 10t ~ot'se ifithe Con~munity 
doesn't wake.up to what's going 
On. :'/-: .... 
• ,we'~;e!!~aLi,.i3 reported and 
.~:+~ ~i~+:~!legal m0ose kills. 
: " '+"  ' , " " ,  :++"+~ ; • ~"  ; , . , '  DL ' . ' :~ '  " : I I  
slnc+ ..hunting. season ended; 
Kaiina Sai~l lint week. "And it's 
still early. What worries me the 
most is that he high snow depth 
season is yet to come." 
The deep snows of January 
and :February. :are when the any of the incidents. 
region's'mo0se p0pulations;are "We t~eally needthe public's 
most Vulnerable, he said, ad- help this year,"Kalina explain- 
ding that conservation officers ed. "People need torealize it's 
from :tht~oughont the northwest more than jUSt an' animal bein~ 
~l"e planning saturation attacks shot-.0ut-of:s~on~ lt..impacis 
with numerous officers to hetter sev~i'al +sectors, of.the Ioeai.Ter-. 
patrol the region and •deter race econ0my." 
~achers~ .The Skeena district,, in par. 
~i Hesaid manypoachings took + tic'u!ar, enjoys substantial 
pJace in the Kitsumkalum River economic spin-off benefits as a 
and ~as.~ River valleys north of resnlt of the wildlife that at- 
through CRTC, Central Building, Lea Ten'asses de la Cheudiero,,1. Promenaeedu porlage, i, 
Room 201, Hull Oue,; and through the CRTC regional 0ffiCes:..Westorn RegionalOffice; 
Suite 1380, 800 Burratd St., Box 1300, Vancouver, B.C:, VDZ 2G7: Interventions will be, ~+ 
: accepted in alternate media a~.q mu.¢t be tiled with the Secratary.General, CRTC;Ottawa,, 
i. Ont,. KIAON2. with proof that a cow has been servedon the applicant on or beforp 23 
," Janu Iiq 19 o I..Fur more Information you may also call the CRTC Public .Hearings Branch 
+,,,at (819)'997.1 ,~128 or 997-1027, CRTC nlormatloo Serv ces in Hull at (8t9) 997.0313, ' 
"Fax: (8! 9). 994.0210, or the CRTC regicna! office in Vancowe! (604)66.6-211 !, 
' |q lp i  " Oarle'l,lr, Raeio.telev,sion ane~ Consoiide la radiod,ilu+,on el des 
;| i Te eco~r:-.~un%~ons C q.r*: o=sston tel(~communmahons ca,~?.31ennes 
. . , !~: ;:"+~" ,-.;:+ :'.: , . , . . : . . .  - . . 
. DL ES 
JOY 
?+:'::':! IIII~1 I~  Cyier Hathan : . !  "+ 
- Bm &T im of B~:  December 3, 1990 at 10:58 pm 
" ~  8 lha. 6 oz,. Sex: Male 
" " :  : Norman & Michelle Hebert " 
. . . .  BIWI Nlml:  Daniel Walt Sweetlng : 
Dil l  & 11me of g~h: Oecernber 16,+ ..1990 at ,9:!3.am 
"WfltOhl: 7 I~. 14 OZ. "7 ~ l{  M=I'"~C.:.;: -' 
• PIglI~I: Gold & Fern Swelling;',/'':+. "
Bib,S NaR:  Mogens Groth :'~=. . . . . . . .  v+:~ 
:;-: ++~.: ,~.~.i~+ D~I &'Tirol of BIrtb~ Oecember 5~':.1990 at 7:35~am . '- 
. ,  . , . ~ ~ . - , . . . . . ,~  
: " : +- BlblfS ~ .  S<Tnanthaknne~'. '+ ".. 
': " ,  .. Dati It "llm= of Brffl: Oecember 7; 1990 lztt ~24 am 
; ~ " " WltOht: 8 I1~. 2,5oz. lklX: Fe~e,T 
" " : Pmntz: Mon~ & Juno Koopmah~" 
Terrace, But he said conserva- tracts out-of-town hunters to Kalina said the only way con. 
-..Fourcharged in sting . .  
TERRACE -;-. Four local men The offence -- known as wildlife.deoy, and fired shots 
have been charged with night- "pit-lamping" - -  involves at the decoy . . .  -~t, '. -. ~ I•n  I ! II1:: f l t :W T t::~n u r r  n m n  , ,  
hunting offences inconnection hunters shining vehicle Charged are David Storey, - . .~ m 
with asurveillance operation headlights or high-powered Terry Gordon,• and Mike 1 ~ 29!  
conducted by northwest censer- spotlights on animals to Barnes, all of Terrace, and An, O / 0  FINANCING 
ration 0fficerslast fall. paralyze them before shooting, drew iRejezek, of Kitimat: . , " 
The four: were arrested in a District conservation officer • • . ,12 - 48 Months 
Nov. ' 10-i 2- - environment Peter Kalina said several groups Kalina Said three other . i on all small, mid size 
ministry Lsting operation. The of.hunters were videotaped and hunters are Still under investiga- . . . . .  " 'c~s ai;id light ~rLicks 
Wildlife Act  prohibits night photographed as they stopped, tion, adding mere chargescould 
hunting with lights, shone lights on a mechanical be laid.. , Festlva r " 
I " PObel Taurus/ T.Btrd/. :. ,.;r~er es_ Ranger ; i . . i  i B .  BB-  i_emPo Sable:Cougar/ .... ~:; Fs i  :Aerostar- 
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ES +' : ...... 
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IANUARY '10, 1991 -- The 
Pd~fic:N0rth,;vesl MUsic Festival .' 
Coi~iitee reminds competitors 
: :deadl;ne and, teachersthattht 
date for entry into the festival is 
J'an; I0, The festival dates are 
March l0 - 23, 1991, Syllabuses 
and entry forms are available 
from Siaht and sound in Terrace. 
: and~ Kitimat, and f rom the 
Secretaw,!::BoX- 4S6 i .Terrace, 
B~C:IV8G 4B5 ..... :, ::' 
JANUARY 9, 1998 " Registra- 
'ti6n for Tales for T~vo's for two- 
year.olds- and preschool 
StO'rytimes.f0r ages 3 to5 start 
~Wed,~,The's(orytimes; which will 
(run:for eight weekswill start 
• ]aW.:23;'Tales for Twos will take 
:place Wed.imornings at ;10:30 
i'a.m, and pre;school storytimes 
~i~ill take place Thursday after- 
ons at 1:~0 and Friday morn- 
i sat 10:30 a.m. Call Terrace 
i r638"8177 for mblic library at 
further information. 
• A" *,A'* . 
'~::'~'JANUARY 16, 1991 --/ViSit 
L~ ~Australia through"Teresa 
~'::Brinkac's travel talk and video. 
Free, all welcome, at Terrace 
,: .~public library, 638-817"/ 
• ,k 'lit 'k '# 
.~ADULT FEMALE SUR- 
~'., VIVORS OF SEXUAL 
:~ ASSAULT GROUP. Every 
• Wed. 7 - 9 p.m. Call 635,4042 for 
.:, furthe~"info, 
***~Yr  
I!iBATTERED WOMEN'S SUP- 
~ PORT GROUP. Every Tues. 7- 
:!.i: 9-p.m. Call 635.6447 or 635-4042 
: for further [3fo. 
~•'~TERRAEE DUPL ICATE 
II! 
'BRIDGE CLUB meets at 7:15 
~eV¢iy Wed. at Caledonia Sr. Sac. 
in _:the,: cafeteria, Everyone 
~Icom~-'For more info. call 
Ellen Smith at 63¢.4096 or Dave 
~:: ~ Comfort at 63~-4875. 
.TERRACE CO.DEPENDENTS 
Anonymous. Meets Monday 
Evenings 8-9 p.m. at Skeena 
T Health Unit. the only require- 
meat for membership s the 
desire for healthy and fulfilling 
relationships. Contact Mary at 
MOO. rtight~s 8 :p,m, at Mills -I 
Memorlal;~qspital,psych. con- 
feren¢¢ room: Contacts: Noreen 
63~.6938 orSharon 638.1836. 
THE OVEREATERS ANON-- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday t 7:30 p.m. at 
the Terracs Women's Resource 
Centre; 4542 Park Ave,.Ph. 
6D-6~10 or 638-0664.for'~more 
information. N e ~*lcorm er S 
welcome. 
THE KINETTE CLUB OFTer. 
race hold their meetingsOn the 
second and fourth Wed. of the 
month. Anyone interested in 
more information about' 'the 
Klnenes or meetingsplease :call 
Gait at 635-9253;* 
CO.D 'EP  E NDANTS 
ANONYMOUS, is a - 12 ~step 
fellowship sp~fi~ally designed 
fo~" tliose~who Wisht0 improve 
their' elationships with'others, if 
you1 have problents forming'or 
n~alniainlna intimate ! relatlon~ 
ships, these meetings may help. 
,Videos .and educational material 
a~o part of theTormat. Meetings 
t[r~ 8:p:m. - 9 p;m. Mondays at 
the Health Unit Auditorium. For 
:more: information phone. 
635-5518 or 638-8714.; 
Newcomers very welcome. 
d r * ~ *  "~ 
WEDNESDAYS COF- 
FEEBREAK; a women's com- 
munity bible study begins its new 
'seasdn.We meet Wed. 9:301-1| 
'a'.m. we offer free child care, a 
story hour program for 3,4 & S 
yr. olds, an,opportunity to meet 
new friends, s'mall 8r0up discus-' 
si0ns:!*over a, cup *of. coffee. ', 
; !:!~ :: , i ::' ~:" r ,'; ~, Terrace Standard, WednesdaY, January 9, 1991 - Page D1 
MUINITY NEW  
:'Week focuSeS r on seniors' 
• , Although Seniors .Safety 
Weeks are  not unknown in 
other communities la the  pro- 
vince, next week will be the first 
time ihe event has been staged 
here. ~ 
The proposal to hold the 
event - -  it runs Monday, Jan. 
13 to -Sunday; ..Jan; '19 - -  
originated'withthelocaiseniors for seniors • as much : as 
.r~dvisory, co~nmission~ establish:., possible," he emphasized.That 
ed by the CitY laslt jul);., ' .;'.:~: was best achieved by"increasing 
awareness among .. Senior~ off  
he said, it was hopedmore Of out of those sessions to council. 
those individuals 'could be  in some cases, he added, the 
reached. Theweek will featurea commission also ensured its 
series of talks, to beheld'in i he views were made known at the 
HappyGangCentre,coyeringa .provincial level. An example 
range of safety.relaied.(0plcs 'was  the lobbying effort  to 
plus two public [hf6['m~ti0n • establish a supportive housing 
displays . . . .  project in Te~:race where the 
"We've got to pr0m0ie safety commission had serit a. I~tter 
directly to, the appropriate 
governmenl minister with a 
copy to the provincial Seniors 
"- Advisory group (Gair is also a Although the local ,Old Age 
Pensioners association branch 
has in the past invited speakers. . 
to address its memhers'on safety 
issues, commission chairman. 
Lou Gait said it was felt the 
concept should be extended. 
However, while the OAP 
branch had 230 members at pre: 
sent, Gait pointed out estimates 
placed the seniors population in 
Terrace as high as i ,800, 
By staging this special week, 
what .the potential dangers were 
attd what they cou ld  do t6 
minimize them: ' " ' :~ - • 
Gair said the eight'member 
con~mission held :~:egdlar mon- 
thly meeting which wel:e also at. 
tended by an alderman and two 
city staff  representatives. 
Discussion focused on matters 
of interest or concern to the 
community's eniors and the 
group passed on ideas-coming 
• member of that body). 
"1 think it'S' a very good 
thing," he said of the commis- 
sion, adding recc~mmendations 
-put forward by a group often 
had greater force• than when 
they came from an individual 
only. 
Anyone reqfiiring more infor- 
mation on Seniors Safety Week 
can contact city administrator 
Bob Hallsor at 635-6311. 
) 
l 
, - - - -Event  schedu le - - - - -1  !: 
. .  r " [  ' i 
, " " . " "  . . ;  . " ' :  
MONi)AY, JAN. 14 tO THUILSDAY, JAN. 17 ' '  ' i ' . " '  ::. " :  ! !  
Dally presentations at IheHsppY*'~mng Centre on Kelum: ..[, ~! 
St. on differeht safety topics. They~wHI begin a t  10:30 m:m.;._i ' ~il 
each day and are scheduled to last nile hour. Each scsdonwiU ~| '  '~'i 
influde an address by a guest speaker followed by a quesflon~:, ] ,: i 
period to allow those attending to raise anyxoneeru  they: | !i!: 
might have. . ' ' ,. [ ': 
Speakers/topics will include a member of the loud f i~  ] !~ 
department On fire safety; an R.C.M.P. detachment officer 
onJrafflc safety.home security; and health care represen: 
tatives on prescription-alcohol safety and oral health.hygiene. 
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 16 " : -  
A display at the Co-op attended by members of the Senl0rs i 
Advisory Commission. Information, pamphlets wi l l ,be 
available. It will run from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
SATURDAY, JAN, 19 
A second information display, this One to run all day at the 
Skeena 
r 
. . .  • , 
Number one 
TO BE LATE is usually to be last. But not in the case of Kirsten Earl. The recent addition to the Ea~'l fami- 
ly was due Dec. 28 but postponed her arrival for a few days. Long enough, In-fact, to become Terrace's 
first baby of 1991, She eventually made her appearance at Mills Memor al  hosp tal at:1:13 p,m.i' 
• Wednesday; January 2 and weighed in at 81bs. 4oz. Kirsten lathe second child for mothe¢'Robin and 
,,.~/..,, :~:~ .;,! ,. ?: ~. 
father Kevin and a new sister for Melissa. ~ 1, ~ ,: ~ :- ~ ~1;: - -~  ' " 
What began as an informal gathering for a music teacher's 
yearly recital has taken on a more formal flavour with a con- 
cert of local talent Jan. 19. 
"We're a group of friends - -  we decided to do it," explains 
Andrew Brodie, a flautist and one of the organizers. 
Appearing with him at the concert at Knox United Church 
are pianist Kevin Higgins, Jim Ryan on clarinet, mezzo 
soprano Marilyn Brodie and french horn player Michael 
Wen. They'll be accompanied by flautist Rachel Reay Porter 
and pianist Steffan Wegner. 
Brodie said the group got the idea for performing after they 
appeared last year at his annual students' recital. 
" It  gives us an incentive to practice," he said. " I t ' s  
something we enjoy doing." Most of the selections will be 
classical but there will he some jazz. 
The concert begins at 7:30 p.m. and tickets are available at 
Erwin',s Jewellers and gem~QAiei Trad!iig,,!t!S. sPo.'nsofed.by 
* the Terrace C~oncert So~ety~i~it is'not part:of its L eason, fick~ 
package. ~ :~' " 
New faces for CDC 
The Terrace Child Development Centre has received money 
from the social services and housing ministry to hire two peo- 
ple, says i°.s program director. 
Margol Hayes said the half time infant development 
worker and preschool teacher/assistant positions will hdp 
meet a demand at the centre and give it more flexibili~y; There 
are already five full time preschool teachers at the centre, she 
saM. 
"We were able to make a ease and receive special pro|acts 
money," said Hayes of its application to the social services 
ministry. 
in other centre news, it has Just receiv~ the last instalment 
of n $18,000 provincial lottery grant to do some renovations, 
rewiring, install 8 new phone system, buy new rugs and put in 
new windows. Hayes said the centre now wants to buy a new 
van in which to transport students. 
Off and running 
Local B.C. Seniors Games Society organizers ay they're 
off to a good start on fund-raising to attend the next games in 
Coquitlam next September. They raised $1,000 from a raffle 
set up to kick off the campaign, said Bob Goodvin. 
Merchandise winners in the raffle were Brent Verstraate 
and Gall Munson. A restaurant dinner for two prize went to 
Jeff Muensch. 
Goodvin said organizers are happy with the results of the 
raffle and thank all the workers and residents who supported 
the effort by buying tickets. 
~The local zone organization has also elected its new ex- 
ecutive. They are: Bob Ooodvin, president; Keith 
McNamara, vice-president; Andy Avison,2nd vice-president; 
Neat Nordstrom, sports director; Fran Lindstrom, treasurer; 
Evelyn Francis, secretary. Bud Kirkaldy remains the zone rep. 
There's a place.for I/6u with us I 
.~ join usl,':Terrace Christian I 
oo.,,. {;Ca:lendalr . . . .  se foundat ion  
• '~: TIX Terrace Standard I !i:offeN Whai~s Up u n 
/publk; se~iee,  to  :: lID 1" 
; ! i~der8  and those com.  
~i: reunify organitmtiont In  
' ! i tem ;for thb aeeflon 
~:ttre fo r  non ,pro f i t  
i 'orauJzaiJ0ns ud  / fro' 
~th0se events in wbkh '~ 
~ ~e N h nO " COSt "r tO 8~ O 
: tdnd~on.  :• 
~,.i: To me~ Our produc- 
!finn d~dlines, we mk i 
:.lh~i' i l l  items be stabmlt-' '; 
• ,~i|ed, by noon~ ou  the . :  
L~FRIDAY pre~l ln8  the 
;~ foUowinll week% hmuc 
~ We also ask that i tem he 
While themore than 4,000 purchasers of .... expensive" selling price of thecalendars 
R.E.M. Lee Foundation Cash Calendars and uncertainty how the community would 
now wait to see if their: names are pulled in react to  this new concept prompted its 
the daily draws, the Foundation itself is members to budget "conservatively" for 
..s;=...,..../~.t, ...:... . . . . . . . . . .  o....t.= . . . .  rust S.000 sales. ; -r ' 4" ~ : q~P&JJ~ ~ ~ "% . 
Leisinger said approximately 4,400 ly delighted with th. 
,calendars had been sold whi.ch~ at $30 each, also reinforced 
meant gross revenue from: the pro]~t-had, - It be fldence it would 
heen $1~2.000: ' : -~ ,  . . . . .  :o:.,. ,,,.,,~t nr ~:.: 
Individuals and clubs in the community 
were also providing substantial boosts to 
the drive. A number of local organizations 
had made unexpected donations of money 
raised at events uch as dances and "not a 
da~' goes by that we don't set a few cheques 
in the mall," Leisinger explained. 
: :Casl/~Calendar draws will be made every 
dayduring 1991. Winner in the kick-off 
- , _  
",7, 
MichNI  Le is inMr  ~=~ 
a 
+-;.+' r J 
: r .  " :  
. ,  . . . * . . . . . . . . .  . 
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 WHAT S YOUR 
' '+'""+Y+ f+ ly .  andthiS. ---..festive,.endsSeas°n"gathered. +~'nat ~ U H '  ' " "   1 - -1 - -  ' " ' ' r " " k " 11  [1, . . . .  ~ ~  : " 'q. ' + + '1  " ' EV ' ' "  ;~m~'~ :~ : '.::~ "1'71 ~: I :'': .~r:: " 1 nnua , +-: "": '!, : 
theM.0n icHa l l fo race lebra -  Tnero ' "  ' 1 ~- . =~' l  ~I  P" TL~n?::efverthe~hrlsYt+~er~oln l " i  q __ ,  _ _  . . _ _ - - 1 "  " l ' "  p , " 'L l: 
ti6n 1,which included_breakfast; . ' "  . . . .  . ' ~ -  " , l  . ~Y  ;~Simt:~g Evdyn was alsod-aughter'Btenda " m ~"  " 
giftopening and Christmas din- D y  - - I l l l ,  . ' | / / '~"  • "Y '  +:+ + + B IG  BANg UA t ; , .  
. net ; :  .:.+~:i: .>-+:•.(+: .•-'..•; .. ~ - - - -  "-. ~ - , ~  • 
~.,To: complete the occa~ion,a , . . . . . . .  over on  me. l  ! nd:!td."ViSit:.: " : .. " '  . ' . "  , ,  • . " . :  ,::.+ , r 
family portJraiL had als6 beerier- L ' : daughter Tracy ahd family. ~ d . q q T ~ r " ¢ "~:  " - - '+  :--2) q ~ ~ " A ~ ~ ~ 'r ) = 
ranged but::, . sometimes hap, " I q .  ' " * * * * * ' ' " reoruary  ] o, .==, . - ,  " .... Kay Haughan, is  apparently . . . . .  
~ns"evenLwith .the best :laid the hospital where he was Family members present in- doing very well in Victoria.FIo .m~i  =ll~l~[ 
• ~plans; alldid not go as planned, presented with his gifts., They cluded daughter Bea Thain and says she hears from her often. 1':111 • Caledonia SchoOl : /;'l)ilP):: i 
+ l:+'+:'orvilleSpenCerhadbeen0yer/ were a l lstuf fedinaiongsuitof  children; sonBen, wife Laura ** , .+  ~ W ~  . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ ' ~ '1 .~ : ~ :'1 
+ Cocktails 7:00 p.m., Dinner O:OO p.m, .,,, + .  at'•;ithe hall helping get it ready red underwear made up to look and children; son Dan, wife Vi- I was talking to a family from 
foii+ Christmas Day. Because " " ' . "' ' " : '  +"" 
some snow clearing was needed, 
" h~ : L h~d~d fo r  home to get a 
shovel. Unfortunately,. he slip- 
pedOn some icein his driveway, 
fell heavily and broke:his leg - -  
this just two hours 'eefore the 
photo,session was supposedto 
take place. 
Orville's landing in hospital 
on Christmas Eve threw the 
Whole clan into a stew, but with 
special he lp  from everyone in 
the family and close friendsthe 
Reids, Bill and Ethel Procyk 
and Des and Dawn Germyn, 
things still went ahead. 
:~On Christmas Day every 
fami!y member visited Orville in 
like Santa. "Santa" was then 
satin a whedchair and rOlled in- 
to Cramps Spencer's room by 
his grandchildren. 
The two youngest children, 
Lindsay Spencer and Audra 
Procyk, sang Jolly Old St. 
Nicholas and Rudolph the Red- 
nosed Reindeer. 
The family then headed back 
to the hall where a turkey dinner 
was ready and enjoyed by all. 
There were more Christmas 
songs here and Dab, Vivian, 
Lindsay, Mike, Shane and Ryan 
put on a skit - -  The Shin ingest  
Star  - -  with six-year-old tan 
Procyk acting as sound techni- 
cian and janitor. 
vial) and children; daughter 
Trudy, husband John and 
children f rom Vancouver and 
Rob, Deb and family. 
Bee Thain received a special 
gift for the many kind and 
thoughful things she does for 
all. Thanks went out to each 
family member for..all their 
help, especially Bill and Esther 
Procyck  f rom New 
Westminister and Rick West, 
andto John and Trudy Procyk, 
Ben and Laura Spencer and 
Richard Spencer for travelling 
here to make sure all the family 
were present. 
Here's wishing Orville a very 
!Smokeless still dangerous 
By SHIRLEY HUMPHREY 
R.D.H. 
ii Registered Dental Hygienist. 
Did You Know That ..... The 
use: of smokeless tobacco by 
teenagers is rising? Between 
1976 and 1982 snuff use increas- 
ed from 4 per cent to 33 per cent 
for youths age 13, and chewing 
tobacco use increased from 14 
per cent to  21 per cent for 
youths age 16, Record numbers 
of teenage boys in particular are 
starting to use snuff. Promotion 
o f  smokeless tobacco products 
by athletes and teen peers are 
two factors that have encourag- 
ed the boys to start using the 
substances. In comparison to 
smoking, snuff is less expensive 
and is an easier habit to conceal 
from adults. Regardless of the 
factors that may cause the rise 
in~ sm0keIess tobacco' use, the 
users need~to;be aware of,:the 
health: risks they may face. 
What is Smokeless tobacco? 
There are two major forms of 
smokeless tobacco: 
*Chewing tobacco --  The 
tobacco is chewed by placing a 
j~olf ball size wad, (chew), bet- 
ween the cheek and the teeth. 
The individual then chews and 
sucks on the chaw. 
*Snuff  - -  Often snuff is 
sweetened, flavoured, salted, or 
scented. Snuff  is "dipped" by 
placing a pinch between the 
gum line and lower lip. 
Is chewing tobacco and snuff a 
safe alternative to smoking? 
The answer is definitely not The 
level of nicotine in the blood of 
Did you 
know that . . .  
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
smokeless tobacco users exceeds 
that amount found in heavy 
cigarette smokers. Frequent 
users of smokeless tobacco 
become quickly "hooked" and 
require the stimulating effect of 
nicotine every 20 to 30 minutes. 
What are the Health Risks? 
Cancer: Smokeless tobacco 
contains large amounts of 
chemicals which have been 
associated with cancer. Long 
term use of smokeless tobacco 
increases ,the,,visk ~,or, gum :an~: 
cheek .cancer ,be,;5+0, l~¢r cent, ~,[. ~ 
• Dent/d Problems: The tobac- 
co discolors the teeth and causes 
bad breath. It hastens tooth 
decay. Sweetened smokeless 
tobacco is common. Sugar, 
honey, molasses, syrup and 
licorice are commonly added to 
smokeless tobacco use. The 
gum area where the tobacco is 
placed commonly recedes. As 
the gums recede the teeth will 
eventually become loose and 
may be lost. 
• In addition the individual may 
have loss in taste, increased 
blood pressure and experience 
nicotine poisoning. 
What can you do? 
• Don't start chewing tobacco 
tion and/or physician for hdp 
in breaking the habit. 
• Contact your doctor or den- 
fist and have your mouth ex- 
amined. Ask these professionals 
what the signs or oral Cancer 
are. " - 
• Become famdmr wRh .your .... 
mouth. Examine your mouth  
qnc¢+,a~i(.~oq!~,~andi+~,not~r.~any; p 
~sp:cm~s~,ehanges, to,Your;+~en-',+-~ 
dst or doctor.as~soonas possz, ~+ 
l~le.!Early dete+¢fion of cancer i s  
Crucial in its successful treat- 
ment. 
• Pass of health risk informa- 
t ion concerning smokeless 
tobacco to others especially 
your children. 
• "Be critical of  all adver- 
tisements promoting the use of 
smokeless tobacco. Even if 
samples are free don't start 
because you may "bite off more 
than you can chewI" 
What are your questions and 
concerns? Write us at: "Did 
You Know That . . . ? "  c /o 
Skeena Helath Unit, 3412 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2. 
l i!!: :>: !:: 
Join us for an evening of fine dining in our elegant dining room. All dishes 
are preparedwhile you wait, so relax and enjoy an evening of fine dining at 
it's best. 
~:rime Rib - -  Yorkshire and au 
Served with baked potato 
(organically grown) and 
two fresh vegetables 
Ladies cut and gentlemens 
Thursday & Friday only 
=5:00 p.m. til 9:00 p.m. only 
Stuffed Filet of Sole 
Stuffed with crab and 
shrimp. Cooked delicately 
spiced and smothered 
in Bemaise sauce 
Beef Chausaer 
Braised, then cooked in 
muslvoom end wine sauce 
Served with noodles Romanoff 
,7.:/; +++,+ ;~;:,:, ':'~:.~;,~;~ -,  :~ 
,: RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED 
' ' /  HOURS: • 
ISunday-+Thursday - -  s'+O0~p, m, • o:00 p.m. 
Friday.& 8Murdey-  6:00 p.m,- lO:00 p.m. 
MOUNT LAYTON : +- % # ~m r " " 
HOT SPRINGS . . . . . .  = 2 . . . . .   :,798 2 14 
:+  •~ 
+• . - 
i 
Petersburg, Alaska (it's a 
13-hour ferry ride• from there to 
Prince Rupert) the other day. ,  
Theyrhave been coming south 
for, a few winters now to ski in 
Smithers. This time, however, 
.Hudson Bay  Mountain was 
"closed so they headed for 
Shames ipstead. 
They said they loved the new 
hill so [ asked them where they 
would be skiing next time. They 
said it would be Shames again 
as this hill was better for  their 
type of skiing. 
I hear from others as well 
how great he Shames lopes are 
- -  happy skiing to all. 
DO YOUR PART 
Please put yukkles 
~:"in their )lace 
PITCH-IH 
+•+.  . , 
$25,00 Per  Person , • 
• . "<  . . 
Tickets available at Sight & Sound 1 
" ++amoo lOCUS 
0 
O 
O 
¢ 
B 
9 
O 
D 
O 
Moisturizing Spray 
Gel 
Alcohol Free 
Biodegradable 
I'4o Tears 
INTRO DUCTORY OFFER 
20% OFF 
Jan. 9 - -  Jan.23 
4711 D Keith Ave., Terrace 
635-3729 
¢ 
9 % 
,£ 
: \ :  
Congratulations :i 
TO BE LATE!is usually to be last: But not Inthecase of Klrsten Earl. The recent addition to the 
Earl family was due Dec. 28 but postponed her arrival for a few days. Long enough/i n fact, to. 
become Terrace's first baby of 1.991. She eventually made her appearance at MillsMem0rial 
hospital at 1:13 p.m., Wednesday, January 2and weighed in at 81bE. 4oz. Kirsten is the second 
child for mother Robin and father Kevin and a new sister for'Melissa. " 
Gifts Can Be Picked Up At The Following Sponsors • + ,-' 
I S my Pane m=r mary++ 
I raFT clnnRcAm.fon z Vrr~xS 
• OF flEE OIAm 8F.RVICE :: I
i X~LeUe a.m mmu~ 
l 
~ Elwlns House of I a ~ 
• , Fine Jewelry. ~ I 
. ROYAL DOULTON ' | ~' 
, . BUNMYI(18" HAPPY BIIlilDAY " I 
.Overwa l tea  I .+: T r: , + h+< 
1 PAeKA|E OF NEW I1~ '. 
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: ..... :_=_. ............................ k and:risistant"brusl~;. I felt 
: :  ,' , bigger than I'd thought} i :  " ":!the~"river ' 0w.ed"me. a few good 
• :,We'd been close ona few oc- Ones. " : 
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rclearly in a clearcut; When the: + 
pickup roared up, so' did he. + 
The Shot Wa~; an eiis~ One;even+ 
though the'trigger man was a lit; i !' 
tie 'out of focus f rom the..' .~ 
didn't know fear. " . . . .  whiskey he'd drunk on his way- 
passage of a g a nt 
felt that mysterious presence; 
fishing downstream this time, 
been chasing could stay in the swimming a minnow under 
river, banks  and logs. Some fine 
His coat is thick!and •dark, harvest rout had smacked the 
but without lustre noW ~that the fly a couple of times, going to 
powerful muscles behind it are the air with a sizzling sound. 
no longer taut; + no ~ longer ~ 1 followed the sweep of the 
animated with blood from that :~ ' line until it hung directly below 
' ..... me and there, further ing out of the wet ground a few sandy bank above White Creek. great heart, i " " 
weeks earlier --. were now taller . Beside them lay a: male: hump- downstream, I saw him. At first 
than a ~ tal~ll ma 'n ,  ~ The '  ~back, recentlYyaiiked from the That dark Coat: was the pro- 1 thought he was a stump. Then 
huckleber~bushes Wei'e heavy waterand still twitching despite minent feature the last time we he moved and I made the con- 
with frilit(which, I Suspect, was the large bite out 6:f:itsback. I almost met. It was+ fall, early ' nection between the force that 
why he Was there) Everything looked furtively up~trean~ ~ but fall with the leaves just beginn- had made fhe trees sway, that 
was, green and dense, the uptut'ned roots of a fallen ing to turn. had left those large prints, and 
I was there for trout; after the spruce blocked my view. I was only a few feet from the him. 
sweaty struggle through the All of this ~Vas enough to send 
casions, though it was never his It was when. l rounded the 
intention or. mine. • The. first ' first bend. wading upstream, 
time, 1 saw his wag:e +in the concentrating onthe fly drifting 
alders: a ~ green ~wave, moving downstream, I saw that wave 
tl~rough +the brush like the kind moving away from me. I didn't 
a: summer wind makes know the :engine of  that 
sometimes, but concentrated phenomenon then, but I knew 
and accompahied by the sound from its purposefui motionthat me back on the trail from 
of dead bi:anches napping and'  it was not;frightened, simply whence I'd come. The coho I'd 
leaves brushing against  moving instinctively. It made 
something of real substance, me shiver. .- • 
I t  Was JuiY, iEverything was His claws are long, worn on 
growitlg wildly in the long,/ the tips, extending from i~awsa s 
sunlit days. Skunk cabbage fill ..... big as pie p la tes . . ;  i: 
ed the swamps to overflowing I saw their'ilimprJnts before, 
The ferns - -  fiddle scrolls pok- filled with water, sunk deep in a 
place where I 'd frst seen and He was the size of a buffalo. 
• 
At that moment, I did:. But 
the sight:0f hiifi ' : -  Of all that 
, power -  was stronger than the 
urge to retreat upstream. Fear 
was replaced by fascination and 
the apprehension that his size y 
made him seem closer than•he 
really was. + . . . . .  
• He explored the logjam, 
looking for a fish carcass 
perhaps, then moved on with 
powerful, fluid motions. 
There was •a time before we 
invaded,'l<thought, when this 
giant wo~d have b~en otie of 
many; ithad to be that way on a 
stream that .still carries more 
than a million salmon annually. 
Here we are, meeting for the 
last time, face to face. 
His great size and lack of fear' 
ORTS NE 
i n.  • " :  <! : -  ' 
Now the great bear is in'the? 
pickup, f i l l ing the box:+with.his' '/ 
bulk, not ferociousany:ih0fe; q~ 
with his massive head draped i:~ 
over the tailgate. 
He'll take down no more 
moose, slap" no more Salmon 
from the stream~, swagger 
across no more spring slides, :~ 
uproot no more skunk cabbage 
along the valley bot toms.  
Now his death will he cOm- 
memorated' by a line in the:i': 
record book; his Carcass may be ':' 
a rug. Or, maybe he'll be+ 
mounted in ~ some • ferociouS" 
pose. In that case, the best of-: 
taxidermists will be hard press- 
ed to capture a shadow Of his 
terrible :magnificence. 
, JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
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-SPORTSCOPE- 
Soccer in 
the snow 
COLD AND CRAZY - -  that 
was the order of the day at 
the Caledonia soccer field on 
New Year's day. 
The event was the annual 
soccer game in the snow to 
ring in 1991. 
It's Terrace's version of 
Vancouver's polar bear 
swim, and since nobody's 
crazyenough to take a dip in 
the Skeena or chop a hole in 
the ice at Lakelse, the snowy 
kick-around at Caledonia is 
the next best thing. 
Organizers  said the 
weather was perfect - -  crispy 
cold an d+ bl~ing :sd~l~pe) 
:About"+35 pe~:~ple+t t~Jl~.,1~ut 
to +ake part in the g~ljm~'that 
Saw 'yellow '~ defeat 'red' by 
an 8-6 score. Fraser Dodd 
and Carlos Sturn both col- 
lected hat tricks. 
Midgets hit 
Hazelton 
Terrace's midget rep 
minor hockey team handed 
the Hazelton Devils a 3-1 
defeat Friday night in exhibi- 
tion action at the Terrace 
arena. 
The local midgets lashed 
open a 1-1 tie with a pair of 
goals in the •third period to 
'clinch the vvin~ : • 
On  Saturday it was a dif- 
ferent St0~y, :~vith. Hazelton 
busting'ilo0sei" from a ,3:3 
third period tie to take home 
a 5-3~ vi,ct~ryi, ;~~i.-/. +:': 
• HaZ'elton (Scorers AI 
Tolmiel ~ and Mart Hillis led 
the. way with two goals 
apiece, 
~ The Terrace goal scorers 
wet'e Denn is  Bannister, 
iRichard Piatoni, and Link 
"Baker. 
The weekend double- 
header were their first home 
:icegames in nearly two mow 
,ths, according to Coach Steve *
!Smyth. 
: He said competition has 
been few and far between 
because of the ice time shor- 
;rage at the arena and the in- 
~activity of the Prince Rupert 
midgets . . . .  
Grads duel 
: at hoop 
T~VELVE ~iEARS worth of 
Cat" edonia ~Kermodes ~ in the 
same gymnasium. .+ 
il The ultimate :nightmare 
'ifo~ Kiiimat's:high school 
.basketbal|,.team? No,i t  .was 
~Caledonla'sannual battle-0f, 
ilthe-grads reunion basketball 
i game, : ' + '  : r 
The six teams worth of Cal 
~grads faced'each other on the 
t icourt and in the end i t  was :the +'82 to  +'85 grad team rhimnhina Over the rest, 
in the f ln~ 
Kansas Wade hanging tough 
TERRACE Wade Flaherty from there," he said. "As a free 
- says he's trying to keep his head agent, I want o get a contract in 
:++ ::+'++: +Batt l ing  Devils 
TERRACE FORWARDS invade Hazelton territory during their 5-3 loss to the Hazelton Devils 
Saturday afternoon. The teams split a pair of games, with the Terrace midget reps coming up 
with  a 3-1 win Friday night. 
up and his stats respectable 
amid the chal lenges of 
backstopping a cellar-dwelling 
club in the International 
Hockey League. 
The 23-year-old Terrace 
goalie went to Kansas City, 
Missouri this year to play for 
the IHL's  Kansas City Blades 
after a spectacular finish in 
1989-90. 
Last season saw a nearly 
unbeatable Flaherty play an 
MVP season to boost he under- 
dog~:Oreensboro'Monarchsto a' 
playoff >chalffl$ion'ship:" in '.the 
American East Coast Hockey 
League. 
This year it's another league 
and another club. He's starting 
goalie for Kansas City, and 
marked his l lth consecutive 
start for the Blades in a game 
Friday night. 
Flaherty calls his 10-14-1 per- 
sonal record and his 4.29 goals- 
against average "not great" but 
it's still respectable given the 
the NHL. And with two more 
expansion teams coming in next 
year, it's a possibility." 
" I t ' s  really competitive. 
There are so many good hockey 
players that don't ever make 
it." 
" I 'm aiming for a contract," 
he added. "But we'll have to 
wait and see what happens." 
The key now, he says, is to 
stay healthy and concentrate on 
the remainder of the season. 
Friday's game--  a 2~1: loss to~ 
Albany "'-' ,saw"l~ansas'rCity's' 
coach pull Flaherty after two 
periods. "They figure I'm get- 
ting mentally worn down," he 
explained. 
He says he k;oks for the high 
points amid the league's 
82-game grind --  like one 
adrenalin rush of a game that 
saw him take 55 shotsOfregula- 
tion time, overtime and a 
10-shot-a-side shootout before 
falling to the opposition. Or 
club's last-place division record, another game in Phoenix where 
" I 'm just hoping to finish off he faced a 53-shot barrage to  
the year strong, and then take it pull out a win. 
Nancy Green 
skiing sta rts 
TERRACE-- If you're schuss- 
ing the slopes of Shames this 
winter, you may be sharing a 
run with a group of miniature 
Steve Podborskis and Todd 
Brookers. 
Junior racers are getting in- 
volved in the Nancy Green Ski 
League - -  the ticket to non- 
competitive, supervised racing 
fun for six- to 12-year-olds. 
Local organizer Mike Zylicz 
said the league gets underway 
rU  Hendry stats lse again 
TERRACE--  Michelle Hendry 
and the Simon Fraser University 
Clan women's basketball team 
are facing league games the rest creased and now stands at 26.0 
of the season, points per game. "That's third 
... 
than 
Ided. 
like 
, but 
Midmlle Hendry 
. . . . . . .  , . . .  + 
proves to I 1 and 3, while 14en- the three games against the 
dry's stats oar to new heights. Californian schools. She scored 
Her scoring •average has in- only 10points in the first game• 
because she fouled out 20 
minutes into the game. 
.McNeil ~d!Hendry's ohe of 
the few top athletes she's coach- 
ed that are incredibly adept at 
mainta in ing  the  athletic, 
academic and social aspects o f  
their l i~  without going crazy. 
And she's expected to start 
lts~!n 
this weekend. The Nancy Green 
program this year is expected to 
be the start of other older junior 
ski programs in future years 
organized by the Shantes Moun- 
tain Ski Club. 
"The Nancy Green level is the 
grass roots of the juvenile ski 
system. It's an introduction to 
racing for kids who are compe- 
tent skiers," he said. "We try to 
keep it non-competitive - -  it's 
about a lot of kids skiing and 
having fun." 
Kids don't have to be racers 
to join, he says. "They have to 
be able to ride up both lifts by 
themselves and be able to get 
down +the mou.ntain alright." 
Zyliez said there's no 
deadline for registrationi but 
noted that helmuts are required, 
and along with the • modest $10 
entry fee comes the expectation 
that parents will help with races. 
The club is organizing 
numerous races, race clinics, 
coaching clinics, and interclub 
meets between Terrace 'and 
Smithers, he said. 
"They run gates agtd we set" 
up slalom courses ~and GS 
hem" z iicz add courses for t , y. 
ed. "So we,need a lo t  Of:baSic 
help fike gate-keePers, ,a  well ~ i 
coaches.". ~.. • :.-'.:!+ 
AnyOne iffi~ested can con- + 
or, Brian 
• , . f 
/ 
"L  
.+ 
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iByMARY ANN BURDETT 
199I:'~. the. year of.the Nor- ..+.. 
. them B .C .  Winter  Games  in .... ' Terraceland they are now less "ewume~ 
than a month' away. ~---.:- _ /~  
: So; ~how/are things shaping +'. +tl i~d4ml'~'~ " ,~Onmm-~ac_ =', 
Up?-AS c0Uld+be~ expected With ~'i • ~=~, r~""" ' - - " -  
the  cal ibre of  Committees that ,~ " :; ....... 
were!:.~mck to:orgdnizethese" .~ , - i i . ,  " , " -.,.+ " -  
game~:! ! in? 'Terrace, things ~are,,+ . F~iday and ' Saturday, skeena Time is runnin~ 
-Shaping:up:very,.vei'y Well.'~ -.,~~ school on Fri . ,  Veritas School up- that  . phone 
• : Tile.Venues have all been con, on Sat., Caledonia on Sunday; Games office at 6 
firmed :artd are as follows: at- : Swimming -~: Terrace Aquatic fer your home foz 
chew- - .  Thorhhil l  Community Centre;- .  vo l leybal l  - -  Mr .  dozen i f  you can manageit. As Any t ime a wrestler:succeedsl . 
Centre; badminton"  Thornhi l l  EiizabethSec. Sc_hoolin Kit imat you can see, things are set to go in p lac ing  b0t f i  o f '  h is  "! 
Jr. Secondary, basketball --~ Fri. and Sat. ,Thornhi i l  Jr, Sec. now and. all you have. to do opponent's shoulders/ .on the 
CaledoniaSr. Secondary; black on Sunday; water polo - -  Ter- (at'ter you've called about the mat simultaneously, he wins, 'or  
powder.,~- Terrace Rod and race aquatic centre; wrestling - -  billets) is decide how many anytime he ach!eves a point 
GunClub ;  bowling - -  Terrace : Thornh iH  E lementary and eventsyou wish to attend - -  spread of lTBi, . ' rnbre abovehiSl 
Bowling Lanes; boxing • - -  Thornhi l l  Pr imary schools. The perhaps one of your choices wil l  opponent, hewihs.~i'The .Wir iter 
R:E;M;I. .Lee Theatre, carpet  Special Olympics events wil l  be be ,... wrest l ing .  Games coo~'dinatorsays th'ere 
bowling~-- Happy Gang Cen- at the  bowling and swimming Wrestl ing is perhaps the had been a great deal of interest 
tre; Chess - - l ib rary  basement;  Venues. oldest, most widespread and in the wrestlingeve, nt and they 
cribbage - -  Carpenters' Hall; The approx imate arr ival  primitive of sports, are expecting a large entry and 
curl ing - -  Terrace Curl ing times of the buses from the Wrest l ing goes •back in keen compet i t ion. '  
Club; darts - -  Royal Canadian various regions have been deter- Canada as far as can be traced It sounds like one of the 
Leg ion  in Terrace; duplicate mined ,  wi th the Ter race  and was in some societies a very venues that many of you will 
b r idge  - -  ca fe ter ia  at Kitimat/Stikine buses arriving :significant sdcial function. The wish to spend somet ime at, A 
/o - , ,  
Caledonia; figure skating - -  between 4 and 5 p.m.; North Chippewayan code allowed any very  tmpress tve  
Terrace .and Kitimat arenas; Coast  - ,  5 ,*o ~ 6 p .m. ;  able-bodied man to challenge "torch-l ighting" ceremony~has 
lad ieshockey-  Ter raceand Buikley/Nechako - -  6 to 7 another for.his wife. been confrmed for .Friday, 
K i f imat  arenas; karate . . - -  p.m.; Fraser/Fort George - -  7 Since there were no weight January 18th at City HalE From 
up i~nds,  Elementary school; to 8 p.m.; Peace River/Liard - -  classes, strategy andwi le :were  the  executive, commit tees  .and 
rin@tte - -Ter race  and Kitimat 8 to 9 p.m.; and Car iboo- -  9 to  very important to small•l= con-  'staff of the WinterGames goes 
~enas;  cross-country sk i ing - -  10 p.m. tenders. These same things ap- out our gratitude tO the Citizens 
Onion Lake;downh i i l sk i ing - -  Several hundred billets are pear to carry through to modern o f  Terrace fo r  their co-, 
Shames  Mounta in ;  speed still required - -  come on Ter- day. operation in the preparations 
skatihg --~/: Terrace and Kitimat race, do your stuff - -  let's get Wrestling in Canada today is for these Northern B.C. Winter 
a renas ; .  ; indoor  soccer those young people somewhere an international sport played by Games and our best wishes for a 
Centennial Christian School on to stay. strict rules. Olympic freestyle happy 1991. 
S.C0 RE__ B 
Brant Rogers 1721 Gary Swanson 10 1424 
?..:f,.:~;i: . , ,  
,~ ,;..:., . , ~ 
.;t;,'... ¢%. 
nan 6,mKAWAV ........ s.6.06 
FEBRUARY 20-2§ ,  1691 ill.;:: 
PRICE INCLUDES: 
Round trip,air transportation from Terrace 
, One nights Vancouver delux e accommodation !..,i:.// 
. In.flloht service 
, Accommodation Comstock Hotel . .  Singles welcome ,~.. ,_. 
. Transfers ." -": . - . Limited space..Book Now !/ 
. Luggage handling ' 
. Room tax 
. Airport tax 
. G.S,T. 
. Funl Funl FuN 
. Tour escort 
For more information call the girls at Elan Travel 
/ i  
• . Llmo transfer from Vancouver 
Airport to deluxe hotel " 
. Elan Travel t-shirt 
. Bonus coupon book $200.00 U,S. 
. Fiesta's Reno ~ackpoUfi 
Chance to Win Flights 
Goaitending Averages: ] 
Alex Gordon 9 il 20 Dick Shinde 9 9 18 
Goalie Team' GPAVG Convoy  Supp ly  Ken Gordon 6 1117 ~ " " : = :": " " I [~ .~IR1  " 
Gary Schatz "IT 73.29 Jim Hollins l0 919  Dick Springer 4 1014 L - '~~/  . ' ! - -7  . . . . .  
K. Giesbrecht NMI 33.33 Glen Kathler 10 818  RDe• lde  Auto  Wrang lers  ~ ]~4~"  " ! ~' !': " +! ~!'/ " " i ~ " " 
Rick Joachim RAW 223.55 Dave St Thomas 2 1618 Jean F. Malenfaut I 1 1122 |~ff'~l~K_ ~ : L k ' " ' " ~ ++ ' ~ I.: ,+ ~ .:~ . . . .  
Kevin Hill AT~ 324 331677 i SGeve~[aLO~aX . " ~0 : 155 JP~:eSrT~;Y 171 '102 2119 ~ ~  ~ I C B C  ' CATCH THE. SP IR IT  AT . 
Run Marleau SH 243.92 I nn  o f  the West  Dave Sarsiat I0 8 18 .. ~ " ~  . " ' .' ~ .  ~- -  i~m,~ 
Woody Miller INN 34.00 BobDempster 26 3157 ion Gordon . 11 . 4 ,15 ' ' . .. ~(  . j r j  . ; 
Ross Smi th  NM1234.09 Gord G Ills " 18 2543 Skeena Hote l  .i. _ _ _- - - . " ' . . ~ ! ~  j . • 
Gerry Lammins INN 174.24 CharliePorter 17 2037 Norm Heb=rt 20 ~."1838 ~ a ~ l  [a .1  [ | t ~  " " ' j~"~,, ,~ jv  A ' a~ lm ~,~,m~m . 
Tony Pavao NAR 234;52 Mike Leblond 19 1534 Emile Gagnon • 19 1635 l~  | ~ | ][ i 1 | ] ~ ~ ~ ~  U ~ D " U ]  O ! .  
Carl Beaudrault CS "" '25 5 60 . . . .  nt~hmnHavnes- ....... 3 17 "20 .... . .  Bruce Ganle~on i6'i":'~'19'35 ''~ - J -  . -=: -__ . . . ,  + ~ ~ ~ ~ k e e m i  M011 
"'7 86 . . . . .  ' oRe nlshln Ton~urn~r ,  ~.I~. l~t~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mckM  o ' , . .  , . . . . . .  l+ . ' J  ' rH  '. = I l l  : ..... . • 
. . . . . .  ~ Gre=lnkster • ~ " 9 , 22 31 '(..;R01feMcCo0eY ~:''' ,7 .... 16 23 : _ . . w - : _ _ _ _ .: . . . J[ J[~ j '~V/ . .a  'jr_~, . . ~';'~: 
• 7 Terrace T lmbermen Scorers Each Team• WilfTakeema 16 112 " . • - - - - - " - - • Tops  ' - " " d ' J " ~ . . . . . . . . .  ' r  " ' . . . . .  
Al l  Seas¢ .m 4 ¢ . Ken Strymecki ~ 5 II 16 Rino Mtchaud 14. 8 .. . 
Darcy Mallet ; ;  ; ;  2; Nonhero  Motor  Inn Okles Brian Miller 2 1315 i ' . - - ~-  • = 
PeterDureau L ki 3 8 ,Ill . i McEwan's Weekly Spec=al Gerry empster 7 1724 J. Duben 13 1225 Rick •taws , : 
Recreational Hockey League Scores: Oldtimers Division Standings: :.- ' ' ' " 
All Seasons (defaui~ wi;~) ove~" Northern Motor Inn Okies Riverside Auto Wranglers 249 12392 94 21 ~. [ [  ~ ~ [ J J  ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ~ ] l i J  ~ 
.... Norms. Auto Refinishing 3 .  Dee. 163keena Hotel0 • . . ' NMI Okies 246 .12673, ~ 8618 ~ . . / ~ - ~ [ ~  l - -  .... " 
Terrace Timbermen 8,Convoy Supply l TerraceTimbermen 178 .7271 7518 ~ V~l  / ~ i ~ ; ~ l i L l l  
Rivers de Auto Wranglers 4,NorthernMotorlnnOkiesl Convoy Supp ly  25514675 140 16 ~ ~[A I i  I ~ ~ ~  ~ 
S~r~:rnHM~t~'r IC:nnO~D~!~!lYv:rside AutoWranglers 2" " Recreational Division Standings. '' R A N G E R 
Inn of the West 8, Terrace Timbermen 4 ' .... . - - ' --- - ---~ -~ - - - • - - - - ' 
: Dec.  20  T~m G WL T Gr 9A Frs *STXSpor t  Package ~ ' ~  -~ " = - - .  
Norm'sAuto Refimshmg6, All Seasons 2 ' All Seasons 241563 11384 33 . . . -  -- A - 
" - • 1 Monlessorl ~ a¢. ql ~ qa V I I  •~ • q~ . ,I ' • 
. " : .  I . [ I [ ' ~ ~ en  tempi 4X4 F150 ' ' 87 Chev Cavalier ] ee Isuzu Sedan ,. 
• , l ' • J J J. 'Asso~ a~n ~' : . v.~.Ul~.er20oO00 km's ear CoM. eSta!lon Wagon ~AM/FM Stereo , ' .  eLoxo~.. Edlti~..*TUd~M_. lel 
. • " ' .  ' ,  I " I , I I J ' £ " ' ~ ' ~ - -  ' s t i l t  • P , ,ndgs  • AM/ I=M ~aSS sP.UIO/r~s Tilt Steerl~ I LOW m s warranty at any u Lea " , lerrace Figure ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " 
,..+ +oo on s on , '10  990°°  
- ,  . . . .  18 350 6 990 , .  • | | . , .:.~ " , ~ ' Canadian Terrace Lift e • $ = ' 
! !~Ktne_tt Theatre • . +.Te!!ace t,=P.Terrace ' ' rKermode: "Terrace J "  747 : J= ~sa~==~n eCu~of 81Z16Camsro  ' .' RgBu lckCentury  ' .!  88B~lOorks~d~l|.rLse&Tilt ' 
.' Ale!sue Minor Frendshlp ' PeaKs J Air Z Ntsga'aT!!bal " .i.~e._r~ce ] . '. 'T.l~_fs o AIr.Co~,.. .4 Dr_, ~.a.n *,FullLoad ' •Po~verLocks&Windows '
; Association ' " . uounc, momer~ e= • • se •Power LO¢lCS & Wln0Ows •ursat Pare y uar . . Hockey • : Society Gymnastics J Cadets I Tenace Local %0 Sisters ~'j Tilt ~ .Great Looking Car , 
i ' ,  i i .+,o s . . . .  no s on s on 10 11 12 ,13 ,14,.,.,,. 15 : 13,675 . . . .  10,990 .13,995 
• Ter r~a e " . . ¢ Terrace Kermode Terrace Order of ^.o~ue, Kin.~nen Club of :. 
• Athletic ' Minor Friendship Blue Back Royal msoa'acounellTl'ibal Terrace TerraceFigure ~, ~-7~86, =.-,.F~Temp°*AuioTra~ Air c~:   ,i: ii e6 HyundelE.,tcel GLS. ' 86 Cavall6rcass. Z24 •AM/FM ) of [k,:Hatchback. eAM/FM Cikss. o0nly 23,000 km's 
". Association, I H~key . . . .  Society Swim Club Purple 'Terrace Local : Skating .__ . . . . . .  . . ,. . . . . .  , o4, Dr, Seda~ ,i. •O~ly 551000 km's ' eYear.Roond. ~ Car 
990o o . ,16  !17Terr' ace 18or o 19.Terrace ZO -=?lCa~dimAs~m~parspleglc ' ~TerraceLitthm,,,ie. P r ntsTheatre' :. . . . . . .  i.,'6, s5,9500° : '16 ,95000 
Terrace • ' ed  ' ' . . . .  
Athletic, . Minor ' Friendship . Peaks 747 Nisoa'aTrl~l For~nch , ' "-'86 Chpleler Laser, . i 66 Ford XLTLer let  . 04 GMC Creweab . . 
. Association Baseball , Socleiy- Gymnastics Air Cadets coum, ' •Turbo Model eHatchback " *F150 eFull~ Loaded . ,DaM Powered *Auto'Tran~, -.  
r " , . . - .  T~oaceLoCal Big_Brothers . . . .  / ... sW/ca~...sO~lyBOOOOkm, s ,Under12,000 km' s eBeautlfulTmck . -, •A l rcaM, , "  
f 
" " i1 '  " i1 '  i " ' 
I 
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TATS. 
Feature 
home by 
l 
:Well priced family 
Many appeal ing you like to participate in
features put this home a daily walk, , . 
high on the listasa good This home has been 
choice for  many home 
buyers, steadily upgraded over 
: the past" few years, 
The area is located tastefully decorated and 
very conveniently on modernized. The ex- 
4800 b lock  OIson terior of the home has 
Avenue within a few a lso  been upgraded as 
blocks from schools and well as the landscaping 
downtown. So you can which has been attrac- 
leave your car at home if tively developed in lawn 
home : 
and flower beds' trees;::~: 
scrubs:~, :*! i r!~ 
0that features include 
3 bedrooms, :full base- 
ment, natural gas beat, 
newly decorated interior, 
family room, lots o f  
storage, workshop, car- 
port, two large decks. 
• We l l  priced a t  
S73,900. 
For  viewing call 
Laurie. 
Pr.TRTIEII 
LARGE FAMILY HOME 
This spacious 1,800 sq. ft. home 
comes with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
rumpus room, and a family room. 
Kitchen has oak cabinets, built in 
dishwasher, counter top range and 
wall oven, All this sits on a 84 x 
100 It lot, with a double Garage and 
15 x 20 ft workshop, It is a must 
sou. Carl Shaunce today, Listed 
$110,000. MLS 
NEW REMO ACREAGE 
L74 acreage in New Remo. 315 
feet frontage on Nelson Road. Has a 
well and power off Nelson Road. For 
further information call Ted Garner 
636-5619 MLS 
"AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
• 1,028 sq. It. - basement 
• 4 bedrooms - 90 x 130 lot 
Asking $49,900 MLS 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
Secluded small acreage with road 
development and building site• Ideal 
for future investment or just the 
spot for your new home, High 
assumable mortgage "makes this 
4.4 acres yours with a low down 
payment. For more into, call Gordie 
D/son. Priced at $25,900. 
KEITH ESTATES 
- 1,250 sq. ft. • 1 woedstove 
- 4 bedrooms • 60 x 190 lot 
~ i ~ .  A~ing ~30,000 
PRIVACY PLUS 
o~n:h,~nl~and',.bave somebne e!se J '~ .~out  tt!Is 5 year old quality 
help" pay tho omortgage~ to[. you, of J---built 1 ~250 sq, ft,, 4 bedroom family 
" Iinan interestec perhaps yOu are just , home on 66 acres. Features large 
investment. Each side rents Ior I $5501month. Located in Phase I ol country kitchen, 2 full baths and 
Thornheights ubdivision. Call Hans l feature wall central brick fireplace. 
for more inlormation or your per• I This home is a must to view if you 
sonal appointment to view. I are in the marketlor acreage. Call 
Gordie Olson Ior your appointment, 
1584,900, MLS I Priced at $99,800 MLS 
1 
' • 4 . . i :  
KITWANGA BEAUTY ~ 1 ~ ~  
This beautiful home comes com . :  ' L . , ' , ~  
letely finished up and down ant l BUYER WANTED I 
Dines wilh a separate pool house. 
.isted at $175,000 and also "1,040 sq• It. • 3 bedrooms 
available is a 2 bay 34' x 70' shop " 49 x 100 lot - well maintained 
at only $75,000. Can be bou0ht as Asking $54.000 
a package or separately. Call ~ H I L L  DUPLEX 
Sbaunce lor more information. MLS Let the rent pay the mortgage. This 
duplex on the 84 x 200 sq. ft. lot, 
comes with stove, fridge, washer, 
dryer in each unit, Natural gas heat 
and hot water and In excellent con- 
dition. Call today for more informa- 
tion. $74,000 Shaunce. Excl. 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just nodh oi Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreages. One of them is 16 
plus acres tn size and the second is 
10 plus acres in size. For maps or 
more information, please give Hans 
a call. Asking $22,900 each. MLS 
IDEAL STARTER HOME 
Cozy 2 bedroom home with V= base. 
ment located in the Horseshoe area, 
10 ACRES 
.ecated approx. 7 miles south of 
Terrace, 10 acres level land. Reduc • 
ed $28,000 
"$31;90O.MLS ' ~ ............ :r Sp'~ioOs"'r'dh'=bling home offering 
PRIME BUILDING LOTS | over 1,900 sq. ft.'on the main floor 
I All these lots have all servicesJ plus 800 sq, ft. upstairs. Family 
available: room with fireplace, five bedrooms, 
250:3 Kalum- 78 x 256 double garaqe and many more 
Lot 28 Mountainview - 75 x 200 features. Very secluded setting of 
1Lot 4 Mountalnview - .31 acres 1.94 acres minutes from 
/ For more inlormation call Sbaunce. / downtown. Call Jim today for your 
~MLS ~ appointment. EXC, 
ATTRACTIVE 5 BEDROOM 
HOME 
With good assumable mortgage. 
Asking $84,900 MLS 
LARGE HOME LOW PRICE 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. is provided in this 
4 bedroom home which consists of 
a ~ 2 x 68 mobile with two large ed. 
d/tigris 12 x 24 family room, 12 x 
30 addition - large foyer, p/us 2 
additional bedrooms situated on 
fenced and landscaped lot on 
Hemlock, New natural gas lurnace. 
Great opportunity ar $32.000, Call 
Laurie. 
GOOD,AMItY HOMEIN 60',~ 
Located.in quiet area of,towo clo~.. 
to schools, parks and'Tios-pital,"t~i'~ 
.4 bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, 
bright & recently finished basement. 
Situated on attractively landscaped 
large corner lot with lots of room to 
spread out. Greenhouse & storage 
shed. Listed at $69,900. Will con. 
sider trade for property of higher 
value. Call Lanrie. 
Stan Parker Jin, Ouffy Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson Hans Stach Shaunce KruiSselbrink Ted Garner 
635-4031 635-6688 635-5382 638-1945 635-5739 635-5382 635-5619 
: ' :L': 
. ,. ;If, 'II 
. A rENTION B=LBEBS I DREAT VALUE 
;,1,270 sq, It. 4 brm full bsmt Located at 4712 McConneg is this 
home on'a.360 x 144 foot lot in bright "& sunny family home• 
!town, Preliminary. approval Ior You'll.find {argo eat.in kitchen, 
~ih,lot subdivision; M:ip & details vaulted ceilings in the living area 
'available: Asking $69,000, Con. and a goed-sized back yard with 
tact-Gordle Sheridan. MLS solar heate~ greenhouse~ C al;~ 
Suzanne or Joy for'details. 
PRICE SLASHED $89,900. MLS _,-:~,~.\ .. 
HORSESHOE * " I,. eo so, 
pgra'dlng :Includes n,g. 
.bathroom, kitchen 
Lame rec, Ira'. 2 baths. 
brm home near 
MLS, Contact 
I COZY & COMFY 
2 brm home with third one down. 
Located in good neighboorhood 
with excellent mountain view, 
' Some of the special features in. 
I clude carport & sundeok, n.g. 
i -  heat. and natural fireplace. Call 
, -  :~,~ .\ .. I Erika to view this home ieady for 
• Immediate possession, MLS. 
TnAHSFERREO on MO~)IRG: NEWLY JiUILT IN 1990 
out of! Terrace?.: Let Suzanne, 
Gleason provide yoo.with'-lree- Beat the GST and have a new 
housing information country.wide, borne'for.1991. 3 .brm full bsmt 
For personalized help,., call' home, Listed at $102,000, Call 
,Suzanne, at 635,6142 .or. fax. Ed.ka i!/)r lull details. EXCL 
635.4628. " 
BE READY FOR SPRING 
Havela now home.built just Ior 
ACREAGE NEAR ToWN ~" you"at 1990 pdces, Choice ol 
Choose one. ol these .lO.acro several view lots, Plus'the added 
parcels only minutes Lfrom town incentive ota contractor's partial 
and enjoy nature. In your GST,diScount*. ~Call Erika to 
backyardI Call Joy or Suzanne for diSCUSS the new. home 
moie InformaUon.t~ay, Make and possIblities,-'LImited Time Direr 
oilerto $25,000,MLS Jan.:-3119!,' 
 PRUDEN & CURRIE 
'~i~I " 
lurrle 
I I l -TO I8  ~' . .~: i  . . . .  
LTO. 
: .k i . .H ,  
L " 
P 
PRICED IN THE SEVENTIES J 
Over 1,800 sq. It. of living area in 
this 4 hrm home in the 
Horseshoe, Large 90 x 122 lenc: 
ed & landscaped lot, Home was 
upgraded and an addition built 5 
yrS ago, 2 baths plus ensuite _ 
make this an ideal lamily home. 
Now priced at $79,900, MLS Call 
IESTMENT 
." ].,.:...-~. . v~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  ~.~ -;.~:..;-... ,~ .:~:~.,~:~. 
LUXURY AT ITS BEST EMPTY BUT FULL 
in oojong Crescent. Many OH. of lots of special features. Move 
cellont features in this spacious right nto 5222 Mountain Vista 
home. Call John Evans for further and enjoy superb view of the 
details, $164,900, EXCLUSIVE. mountains & valleys below. Con. 
venient to schools and buses. 
• - Reduced to $119,000, MLS 
FORGET RENTING THE OUTCOME IS THE 
INCOME For $14,000 you can flve ln this 2 Enjoy gross oPiM)RTUHITY bedroom mobile home ol your revenue el 
Motel/restaurant .complex on 30 own, Set up in Pine Pad' Good $1,0Ogling on this newly 
acres, Highway 37, Iskot, B.C. condition, Call John at ~35.L, T 42. redecoratedup & down duplex, A 
Court,orderedt,ordered sale.sate. AsKIngAsktn~ PLS • : ~ sound investment at an alfordahle 
$150,000, Call Dick Evans. MLS - * price, $59,500. MLS. Call Joy. 
' JUST LISTED ' . . . . . . . . .  " 
An excellent Investment or 5re in "I 
one unit yoolself. Fourplex, 2 TO $69,900 
units up,2 units down in a good REDUCED: . 
central location, Both upstairs Call 'now~omtll~s:3 brm family 
units have a fireplace and have home in the Horseshoe,N.G, heat, 
lull bsmt new Cl v had recent renovations, For com. irpetlng & ne~ 
pleteEXCL into, contact Dick Evans, kttchenMLS CaO./~:John. ~,~1t...~i638.8882 
John Evans 
ii311,1111S| 
ASSUMABLE MORTG/)GE 
3 level split on quiet street on the 
6enoh. Newly redecorated, Offers 
4 brms 'ups. 2 baths, fireptace, 
rec room, :Very open spacious 
design, To view this EXCLUSIVE 
listing, cell Joy. Asking $99,500, 
... , ,,,ii!]i: . -  • 
CLOSE TO LAKELSE LAKE 
14 x 70 mobite home on a 76 x 
200 lot at Lakelse Lake. Extra 
load roof, extra insulation thole 
storm windows. Asking 
$34,9000. Call Mike, MLS 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
eatures 1,230 sq, ft., furl beret, 
brms and 2 full baths, Patio 
doors off dining rm. Wood stove in 
bsmt. For more info, call Dave, 
Asking $48,900. MLS 
JUST LISTED 
3 bedroom non.basement home 
w th separate garage/workshop 
located on a largo trend ot tn a 
quiet subdivision, Asking 
$36,500, Call Mike, MLS 
• HORSESHOE LOCATION 
This 4 brm home features bard. 
wend flooring, 2 fireplaces, n,g, 
heat & 2 baths. FuO finished beret 
with family room & gas fireplace. 
1 O0 x 122 fenced lot, For more 
details on this well kept •homo, 
carl Dave $85,000. EXCLUSIVE 
ACREAGE AT LAKELSE 
LAKE 
Ideal for homes/to or recreational 
property• Hydro and telephone 
services available, 6,42 acres 
$19,000. 6,13 acres'St9,000, 
4,9 acres. $21,000, For more in- 
formation, call Mike. MLS 
PRICE REDUCED 
on this ~ atb'~U~ (L'~lhn home, 
Ideal s ~ n  a large 
park l ik~f"~n-quiet  non•thin 
street. Price reduced to $38,500, 
MLS, Vendo~ motivated, Call Dave 
NOW! r : 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
a 
' Ed~ PelleUer 
oa4m. ,  
Mike Richardson 
: .  633 iqOn '  
~:~ ~ ~,-. -~ 
Suzanne Gleason 
635 ,6952 .. 
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NOOK 
9-0x11.-6 
2743x3505 
~] t2"SUNKEN il - 
FAMILY ROOM II-- 
15.-0x12-0 I 
: DEN" ' ~ .  
IOOx9-0 
,2G8x27,~3 
wo~,~, ~L~ 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
20-0x20-6 
roO96x62Z,8 
I 
I 
FOYER up 
DINING 
11-0x11-6 
3352x3505 
L IV INC, 'R~ 
13-0x19-0 
3962x5791 
PORCH 
Main Floor 
Plans include full 
un~inished base- 
mont ._not  shown. 
CHINA 
; ~-,7"~'~ '~ :: 
Second Floor 
House Plans Avai lab le  Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe.  Terrace 
635-6273 
A 
Salute 
to  our  
bestse l ler  
JOHN EVANS 
JOItN CURRIE 
PnESIDENr OF NflS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
( IOTRI | ID 
- • w l ih l l  1o exlend 
:~N CmlOtSlullllmll Io 
EVANS on attaining the position of 
.TOP OALIESMAN for the month of 
December, 1990, 
.. If yo~ have any real estate needs, 
would like InforrnaUon reoardlng today's 
market or would like e ~ catalogue 
of Homes Across Canada, Please contact 
'JOflN, he would be very pleased to assist 
you. : '  B :' FOR ASSISTANCE WITH ALL YOU 
: REAL ESTATE REO~REMENT8, CALL 
OUR REST SELLERS TOOAY " 
~, NRS PRUDrdl & CURRIE :- ,, 
~ (1976) Lid. 
i~ '  635-6142 : /  
FORMER HIGHWAY6 
YARD FOR 8ALE 
The British Columbia 6uitdings Corporation 
invites offers to purchase the following 
land and improvements, 
LOCATION: Good Hope Lake, +1.40 
kilometers Northeast of Casslar. 9.C, 
I LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 
LEGAL DEBCR~TION: D.L, 2983 and 
Block A of D.L, 6738. Cassiar District 
IMPR0VEMENT DESCRIPTION: Former 
Highways maintenance buildings Including 
service garage, warehouse, carpenter's 
shop, equipment sh~, oil storage, 
residence, vadous storage sheds, 
$ffE ~$CBIPTION: Irregular shaped 
+1-8,84ha (.I.21.8 acres) enjoys ex- 
cellent frontaoe and exposure on Highway 
No. 37. 
l TRAILERS FOR RELOCATION 
IMPROVEMENT D|eCRIPTION: 
(a) 4.1974 Fa~o Moldular Bunk 
House Triple Unit 4.145,02 m~:' - 
(b) 4.1974 Bdtco RESHall Trailer 
.:1:96.6 m e 
(c) :1:1974 Atco Kitchen Trailer 
• ::1:70,98 m~ 
Information/Oiler to Purchaso packzges 
may be o~t~lned from the office of the' 
Government Agent, Provlr¢lal Govern- 
ment Building, P,O, 8ox 340, Con~ll 
Drive, Casslar, B,C. or from Michael 
Sampson, Real Estate Analyst, B,C. 
BolMIngs Corporation, 3350 Dou0las 
Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2T4, a t ,  
387-7382 (Vicleda) or 1.800-742.6152 J
(loft ~)r  ~4 fzeslmlle particulars to 
387.7413, I 
, , I lt]z~=ml~,h,~,~,];,.jmt[,],- 
• , . " , , 
rAT ] 
• ~z~ ¸
• i 
.:.-: 
E ~::~ ~isi~e" •~ !Victorian AdaptatiOn: 
Hexe is a t ru ly  exqu is i te  V ic -  to ,  un.Eold as one ~ env lS i ;ns  : : : :  
todan  adaptat ion ;  The  exter -  ]do fam~yrs  * Ztvlng • pat teZna,  
,ior,: with',ttS :intereSting roof • The delightfully lar'ge': foyer: '~ 
lines., window treatment'land has a two-storey celline~'i ~' a 
Inviting :entrance pbr'ch; could beautiful ' Curvetl,~ ~. :staircasei:~, 
hardly morel: Mramatic..and controls !the flexible traffiCrl i
1Inside, the  drama really begins patterns. ': ~!~i:i,'~ : ; :  
Width: 42'-0 n 
: Depth: 56'-0" 
Main Floor: 1264 sq. ft. 
Second Floo~ 1001 sq. ft, 
i i  
! ? ' ,  
2 STORY WARMTH PLEASANTLY COZY 
Discover the comfort of this i;ewar. 
ding Copper Mountain residence. 
TreeJined street, fencing, deck. 
Right across the slreet from school. 
LIKE NEW CONDITiONff *$76.500" 
Cheery hearth adds to this 
hospitable 2 stonJ. Mountain views. 
Quiet street,' great family area, gas 
heat. Great location, freshly 
decorated house, just move in!! 
*$83,500" (900223) Joyce 
NESTLED IN THE WOODS 
A delightful trailer on 2 acres 
features: "4 bdrms "lVz baths 
*large addition "12 x 12 storage 
room. Includes 4 appliances, Priced 
to sell at $49,500. Please call 
Joyce Findlay for details 635.2697 
exclusive (900216) 
REVENUE HOME 
Fdendly yet unrivaled. 2 story, 5 
BRI2-4 pce, 1-2 pce baths• ALSO 
*Country kitchen *Pantry "Near 
schools - shops "Fencing. Great 
location, large home with revenue 
1 UUUU LUb~l  I lu l l  
Discover the comfort of this rewar. 
ding 2 story. Great lamily area, gas 
heat, fruit trees, deck, 3 8R/2 
balhs. PLUS "Near all amenities. 
Move in =hzmediately. $79,900 
suite, paved drive. *$82,500* (900224) Gordon 635-9537 Joyce 
635-2697 (900202) Brenda Erickson I i l  (;fO~2~ Joyce Findtay EXC. FindlayEXC, 635-2697 636.1721 I " ' ' - -  
A'MUST SEE nn=Aru  n,. =EAR OFFERING SMART • 
rk. rea drama Authentic 2 sto . ,....~..n . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  l GOT RENTERS BLUES? VALUE n 
Pan=a~ ,,,.,, t ~ . . . . . .  ~,~-' ,A cozy dreprace awaits.you m this U.  won,q -  a~.,.c I Lovely home ln the Horseshoe.Ful!y Mtn.,vi~w. lends c~a!m, tothis dan- I 
• '~;'~''~ "~ "~ ' ; '  "~ " '~" .~ "~""~': 'lar 4 bedroom home Great family S~,'t rancor offerp riresioe, glow. , . . . aths P US el: odin O; ear 9e . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ] landscape_d with gardens fruit trees dy Newly oecormeo ounga~ow, n 
b,~ , ; : .~ _..B~ .;.~;._.:, *qY~'t- [home onaquletno.thrustreet. W,th 12 car garage, counuy.x,.~=~,!,, o ! and ~'u~eck. This 2 bedroom Modem, k~tch.en. 2 e R/t.4 ~e; a 
010 uu/ezs~ouz Ud~l"~dll t ~:~il y Irec room, Sauna, dining room, 3 Ibdrm, 4pc bath. Near .scnool.s,.targ.e l bungal ~0w has been Wondedully baths, wooon.urning stove. ,vv_eu B 
L~-": ::",:~'.~" ,:;".~T;E~R'~" I baths this home is a must see at  I lot. Has guest house.wlreu • plum o. | maintained and its ready to move in kept home oniy 1U m]n~es.. ~ro~ B 
aoroon"U""~ o, Hammon'"°'~'""" ~;'~'=9"537o,~o-~ ,I $79,990. Call Brenda 638-1721 |. ed. $63 . . . .  500 (900215) Bracoa I to. MLS Jackie Collier 635.2677. tow n '$55n 630009;37(DUO]uz} o,uu, i 
(900029) MLS ' I MLS (900217) I Edckson 635-1721 ' I Paced $59,990 (900183) Hamdlo 6• n 
. . . . . .  :~, • . ~ 
, 
~n ~ ~, i  ~ ~ : ~ ' .  - -.  "~ ... ~-or'on U~mqt"- Jo,,ce Findla,, Cameron  S imon I 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erickson JacKte Uol,er . r: ~ ~ ~__~ ~"  ' ~ ~ " ' '  ~ '="  U 
L , • • D A | l i lOT I~A,  
- numla .a  w n u  
-~SYSTEMS LTD.~ 
• HI BOY 
• VAN. 
• FLAT DECK ' 1,, " 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE i 
• DAILY FREIGHT 'TO'KITIMAT .I: .... 
• SERVICE FROM ?RINCEGEORGE 
• LOCAL & LONG •DISTANCE ...... 
CHARTERS : ~ ! ..... 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON :, -- , . 
HIGHWAY 37 N. , , i 
o.DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM 
VANCOUVER': ,-i =/:i:i 
,o DAILY FREIGHTSERVICE TO~!~/~ 
STEWART ' " : ' ' ' : . . . .  " " " 1 ] :  .T 
IMmW of 
KITIMAT TERRACE::  
::.632:2544 635-2728 
272-  3rd Street or 635-7102 
Kitlmat 311~¢~:  Um 
ii i i  
YOU CALL THE SHOTS! 
REPORT A DRINKING 
DRIVER TO POLICE. 
Provide car type/colour, licence, 
location and direction, 1 
,~4 DOffUP 
- mm, e( 
! SAL ISMAN OP 
THn MONTH 
i 
cHRISTEL 60DUNSKI 
THEWORLD 
IS YOURS..;IF 
:YOU KNOW THE:J , 
RIGHTPEOeL£:, : 
Who. reser you move the Wal~mt : • 
Welm hostess is the rlsht person to 
help you find a place in your new 
ram. mudty, ~,  ] J  1 n ' a P ~ 
The management ofTERRACE REALTY 
LTD, - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
CHRISTEL GODUNSKI u the Outstanding 
salesman for tim month of December 
1990. We value her excellent peffot. 
mance and service to the pubJk~ ;in ih( 
field of Real Estate. 
Chdstal's detaminal]on,and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OFTHE 
MONTH", 
¢ONQRATULATIONNI , 
~NBAae B~A|  qlquP |qP~ 
i ................................. NOTICE ..... : 
' .... + '~+'+' ;CLASS l  F~E'D :+ '*  ~ , .... }' 
ADVERTiSErS 
DU(}r'~to the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter+ 
race' Standard is compelled to adjust the!r rates ?o~ 
class!iied .ad'vertising effective January 2, 1991. 
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
First insertion (20 words or less) 4.70 plus 
1 2¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional insertions --  $3.10 plus 
9¢ for additional words : 
Prices include 7% G,S:r, 
I ? PENNYSAVER SPECIAL --  4 Weeksfor $8.95 
l ; '  i (r~ot~ exceeding 20 words --  non commercial) 
:I i. _: ,...:if: ': ~i. + :.': ' 'TH~+NK YOU r ' I ' " 
I.; ,.'ACTION AD RATES I 
i 638.SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holiday fall8 on a 
SItUrdey, Sunday or Monday, the de8dllne Is Thursday at 
5 p,m. for i l l  dlspley +rod classif ied ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B:C. VRG lS8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash. 
\Visa or Mestercord. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
20 worda (firm Inssrtion) $4.70 plus 12¢ for Iddlt lonel words. "(Addi- 
i t lonI I  Inalrt lonl)  $3.10 plus D; ior additional wordI. *$6,95 lot 4 Wl lk l  
• (not exce l l ing  20 words, non.commercial) Prlcws Include 7% O.S.T, 
rOVER 30  CLASSIF ICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2: Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent  14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
SELL.P ~ RENT V" TRADE 
6. For Sale Misc, ::! . . . . . . .  +" 16. Farm Produce 
J 0 350 LOAOER New engne new tracks :. C . . . .  . ,+ . . ~ .. BUT HERPGSreadytooo Sl:00per b ve 
etc $140000 0C3 craw ei,+' Cat ~a ee ~,weinht 1 6956484 , 4n3A 
o " ' ++ ' • - r - -  
~fCe~e8~ '/u°m~3uWm $ i~P:Oe 'v~++~rba~tr  +!i HA YFORSALE: Good qual ty+No ran. $.3.00 
, +' "' 0nd + per nae u+:~ :J~leu up;Ju • $19500, 82 lade 2.doJr auto:, oood + , + _ roam. t),Jo-;.tLmu ,; : r , upau 
$1500, 14 ft, Tri.hu sp,+ed boat. ;~ 80 ho~se ~n+r " f ' ' 
enk, trailer $2800. C~anDkanaga~Camper :"-. 18 .  B - - JR -  . . . .  hyd. lacks $2OOO. mw Ku~a m met ~ :: ~ ~" UUSl ..n~s ~ervlceS 
battery change $550. Ken Ailed ~ 00~-+t61 ..~~IT costs NO MORE tO Def the best, Over 20 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474,. ;,+ :~L:,P",!0tfn .. years In Professional Taxidermy. For free 
AD.LIB ~USIC BOARD with 'extra s0ngs a~l , estimate call Woifgang at Bus. 892-3003; 
utilities. Like new. $i201' Phone:"798:2551 Res .  692-7682 , • .rts 
after 6 . . . . . . . . .  p.m. - .". '~, .~,'+V tfn(7 
_ 
IT COSTS NO MORE to'get the best,,over 2 ' 
years in professional taxldermy.'l~or f ee ;. FIN£STESCORTSERV!CE" 
ostimate call Wollgarlg"at~Bus ,1,692:+3003...: 
Res. 1,692:7682 ' +... + '; ::.tie21 - We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
Terrace Standard, Wedn n 1 .  * I 
• •21;++: 
!: 
5 
•'+\ 
, , , . .  .._ , 
21. Help Wanted 
,A SUPERVISOR POSITION ~IS AVAILABLE in 
6urns Lak(i,.!effoctive January,~i1990. Ap, 
plicants must have professional training in d 
field related to eady childhood evelopment 
(e,g. therapy, education,, nursing) and should 
have'demonstrated practical, experience in 
working with developmentally.delayed in. 
rants, theirfamilies, and other professionals, 
Send full• resume to "Infant Development Pro. 
gram, Box 1 ! 42, Bums Lake, 6.C,, VOJ lEO." 
This position will remain open until a suitable 
applicant is found, 4p35 
JOiN THE WINNING TEAM United Buy and Sell 
23. Work W|nlid~ I~: 'i;,~: 
ILE DO. SEWING v*for OW~ +occasion. 
* Christmas, weddlpgS,-*~w Years. F '~!~ 
Information, call I~lthy 635.5426 "~ 8P31; 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cal~nets, pabos,"'etc:Call 
635,627T(leave message) 6p33 
24 Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to Oeser~i 
publI¢;-'videas:-pamphlets, lending lilx'my, 
dealing with human, lifo issues such as ibor. 
Ugh and euthanasia,.Stndent enqdd~ 
welcome. Ca11635.5427 er 630-0382.-- 5H~: 
WELLS. 8ARKERVILLE SCHOOL i 50~' 
Homecoming committee is seeking eve~ 
help. in locating ~students, teachers, p~ents 
ar~ theME for our Reunion FestivitieS; Juf~ 
20.29, 30, 1991, Write Box 109. Wells. B.C] 
• VOK,2R0 or phone (604) 994-3485 4p35, 
25. Businesa +!. 
22 - 250 REM NGTON VARMINT SPECIAL. 
Heavy contour bareeL 4 x 12 powei scope. ; 
~" ~- 29tfn 635-5323 $500. Call 635-4894 •
COMPLETE HO MODEL RAILROAO, layout.' " 
Totally remote controlled, To besold as Is0r 
piecemeal. Call 635-6146 or 635-2522 4p35 
WEDDING ORESS In excellent condition, Sell. 
ins fur $550 oBo: Phone 1~35.2343 or 
635.3158 4p36 
GRAIN FED PORK FOR SALE by the side or 
whole $1.2011b. Also weaner pigs ol various 
sizes. Call 842.5408 4p38 
T 
NIRVANA~ . . . . .  : 
METAPHYSICS ~ 
CENTRE 
Register now for classes starting 
Jan. 21, 1991 
Book a reading for the new year 
Unique 1991 Calandars available 
3611 Cottonwood Cresc. 
Thornhlll 
636-7776 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED COMPLETE ANO DAMAGE.FREE 
animal skulls raw or cleaned, All kinds, all 
quantity considered. Oilers: BOx 413, 
Cassiar, B.C. VOC IEO 4p38 
WANTED - Good used 4.wheel drive ATV. 
Phone gob at 996.7251 evenings. 4p38 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Ddve, till, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallngen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Clean! 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638,8654 even. 
TERRACE 
Main office Fort St. John 
785-2629 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL 
..~ 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
Reoiatratlon NO, 16573 
-8CALL------I 
-72991 
STOP SMOKING 
w.H LASER THERAPY 
. Sa fe .  Effective * Painless 
has openings lot 2 dynamic self-motivated 
and ambltj.ous manager.,~ainees-(no ex. 
perience necessary) but must be willing to 
start at the bottom and work hard, Great 
future with annual income potential of 
$50,000. No smokers. 635.4111 35tin 
SALES SERVICE AGENT REOUIRED to service 
Smithers.Vanderhsof. Part-time. We'll set you 
up in business. You must have adequate vohi. 
cle and storage space. Renumeration by com. 
mision. Autoaliowance. Reply t0 Household " . - Oppor tun i t ies  ~+ 
Rental Syste~ 3068 Beta Avenue, Bornaby, +~ 
B.C, VSG 4K4 4p36 FOR SALE: Muffler shop equipment and ~ven, 
EARN MORE MONEY THAN YOU COULD possi, tory. Top quality, Priced right, CaR Wayne at 
bly spend, Enjoy all the time. freedom yon 567.2602 after 6 p,m. or 564-3377 day~. 
ever wanted, Get out ol the ratrzce forever,-, . " , . 4p35~ 
Call 632.4450. 24 hr. recorded message. ,++~ 
4p38 - 26. Personals , i 
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE TECHINiCAN. EX: ~* 
perience in welding, fabricating, lu~ber 
iemanufacturino equipment necessary. 
Fulitime. No shilt work. Wages depend oh ex- 
perience. Please send resume by Jan. 25. 
Francois Lake Woodworking Ltd., P.O. Oox 
100. Francois Lake, 6.C. VOJ 1RO 2p38 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discdmmates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any informatioh concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of origin or poliOcai belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the corrnct hox number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, Terrace, 
B.C,, VRG 158. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality is assored. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
i 
From the BAHA'I HOLY wdttngs 
"Daha'u'Hah hath said that tho. 
various rices II human khM bad 
a composHe harmony and beasb/ 
of colour lethe whole," 
To e~ore these wdth~gs further call 
635.3219 or 636.9012 
27. Announcements 
MR & MRS. WAYNE MILLER are pleased to 
announce the engagement ol their daaghter, 
Connie Ludwig, to Troy Tymoschuk, son of 
Mrs. John Tymoschuk. The happy day will 
take place in July in Terrace, lp38 
• / 
• ! 
[ 
i 
i 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals ings. tfn 
For Sae M sc. 16 Farm Produce 27. Announcement,' 
• '. ,', * ' " ' "  ..... "~ =' "+ ";~*' ': :~ " ...... : ' "*" " i . . . .  ~:B~UEtoc(y/X~Iti(m~O81:S4~(~)pTOYOTAcauLANOORUISER638:Oi O?;:'-=!-+"!'8p3iin~9°° ! :Wanted+M0sc. ~ ,~.  ~r~,e,~.ales ~ , ,2~ 1 C~p..r.d[of.~han~: 
'7: For Reht:Misc. ',-~ 18.::B'usir, ess ser~;ices "29,'in M~mo?i~i'n' '. ~ .r-., . . . .  .......... , 
8~ Cars for Sale • : '  19. Lost & Found 30. Obitdari~s ~'' i969 HONDA.CIVIC DX. Under 30,000 kin. 5 speed, excellent condition. Asking SlO,OOO, 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales ca, 638.1032 4p35 
O. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices REPOSSESSED 1988 Pontiac Firebird. Opened 
1. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel to offers by sealed hid. Contact Bill at Prince 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted Rupert Towing, 624.4361. Man- Fd 9 a,m- 6 
p.m, . , ,- lc36 
Itcadmi Twine 
TIeD TIfflCI SlilI01~U le~I$  t~l n0ht tO ciissify ads 
t~l~ ~OPml~lte f~ l l~s  end to sit fates tll~efore and to 
• Oofl~mi p410e Iocibon. 
Tbe Tl~t~O S ~  risePveS ~ II~hl to revise, boil, 
C~fy~ re~Kt an~ idve~sment ind to reran anv answers 
d~K~ad to the H~ws Box R~y S4~Ke. and to repay ihe 
cust0mlr nle svrrl ~ for tho advlMtL~11eni l i~  box rlmtld 
BOx ,II~IS m "Hold" ias t /~t~ nor P'¢kad UP wilton 10 
;1lye Ol ex,p~y ol i1 adv Ient  vv~ be desb'oyed un4ess 
i~sb'ucUone Me IKOiveO. 1110SI Inswlm~ BOx 
. N~be~ am iIG~sted not to set~ or)Smote of documents to 
AJ I  c l~s  ol olrolS m bovertisefllOA t'zmust be received by 
UMI pu~shor  mlton 30 days liter U~ feet ~bl ic l t~.  
it 6 ~0~O41~ ~y the advsrbs4H IIKlusStI~0 5p~I  thit the 
I~kty  oi th l  Torr~e Ste~ in tile event Of f~lLfe i0 
publ~ in Idvl~bS4mlmt orMz the event Of an error llppearm0 
M iN advebS~IH~i M p+~h~ sh~l be ~mited to the 
im0~dlt ~ by thl  I~veftiser f~ Ordy 0111 t~orreci ~sor t~l  
f~ the pmbo~ of t~ adveCbsing space occupied by the racer,. 
rKI ~ oimnlKI itlm oNy. I++d that thore ~'~q be no lilb~qtY 0n ' 
any evlnt put~ ~ I~  i~t  paid for e~h advl~lZ~r,9. 
.... 1, Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
" imatelyG09 sq. It.available Ior sale on '4.24 
acres ol-leased recreational property,located, 
m Scum Lake, 32 miles south of Highway 20 
i'-and 55 miles west ol Williams Lake, B.C, C/W 
;~,-propane stove/cook stove and propane 
~ lighting. Finished cupboards and interior water 
,, system, No lield or well Lake has private air 
'strip. Asking $15,000 for quick sale. Call In. 
: .dra Gralnge(, at Crosi~a,RealtY Ltd. for further. 
~ ~intd. 302.4422 days ~; 398,7470 e;4enings, 
,:.,Property ol 4,24 acres is on an assumable 
~:lease or is available for purchase through the 
~'~B,C. Government, 251fn 
!~TRAILER COURT '~" TERRACE; 10 pads, cen: 
-,~:~ral Iouatlen.=Ownec will consider home In 
'~i~trade aspart paymenUcall 1.656:9564 2gUn 
.3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE. Nat. gas, fruit 
itrees, Immediate occupancy, Only• $55,000. 
L"{Phono 635.3385:**-~i'="~,ti:,~" 5p38 
'i-698"7463,~:,1"604'3435 4p25 
<4 65x~e Iov I~al onod s: Eby{Garden 
t room, double 
FOrRent "'"" 
)o+1 'and satellite T.Y,, 
• 3161':: : "-~..~i.. 31tfn 
,..,> ;~. ?.~.< 29tln+. 
3. For Rent 
1 BEDROOM DUPLEX, fridgelstove, wlw 
carpeting. In town, no pets, Call 
635.5464 4p38 
3 BEDROOM 1Vz BATH DUPLEX, Quiet, clean, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, draperies. $700 
per month 635-2556 4p37 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON, 
Phone 638-8293 4p38 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman, Has 
kitchen facilities, Call 635,5893 4p38 
3 BEDROOM.DUPLEX, Close .to town (Davis 
St,) Nat. gas, w/w carpet, Iddge, stove, car. 
port, no ptes please. 635,236'0, Available ira, 
mediately. ,lp38 
2 BEORCOM HOUSE FOR RENT at Lakelse 
Lake. Available now, Contact Box 39, clo Tar, 
race Standard, 4647 Lazeile Ave, Terrace, 
8p38 
OFRCE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq, ft., 525 sq, ft,, 580 sq. 
-,ft., prime downtown location. Air 
conditioning, Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638.1863 
evenings, 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
cmB~uui  ~ .cm 
CLOl lTOTOWN AND SCHOOL8 
Frtdoe,'s(O~,:l~at, hot waferand flOW 
:hydro I(l¢luded:*' Carpbti!ig,:,, laulldry 
• facilities,"s!m~e~ .space. ~ References re. 
quired, - , 
m.~ ~0i.s4o5.oo m,m 
2 Bedroom ~t .  $460,00. Avalalde 
3 Bedroom Apt,.$550,O0 ; : ~ 
• PNO~IE omc~ 635~6224 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1980 FORD BRONCO 4x4, Motor 302. manual 
transmission, trailer hitch, major front end 
repairs, new brakes, mulflers, paint $5,900. 
635.3752 4p35 
1989 EDDY BAUER fullsize Bronco 4x4. Fully 
leaded, 39,000 kin. $22,500. f-692.3738 
eves. 4p36 
1978 FORD BRONCO, Excellent body, rebuilt, 
ddve train, hrakes, $3,500 OBO. Call . , .  
638+8596 4p38 
1989 OODGE 050 RAM pickup, 4 sp., auto,, 
new winter and summer tires. Includeswar. 
ranlies. $11,200 OBO. Call 638-1103 or: 
632.6991 4p38- 
1988 GMC P.U, SLE SIERRA 1500, Complete 
with custom tundra canopy and beatrack. 
$13,000.1.692.3009 4p38 
13. Snowmobiles 
1985 SKI,GO0 FORMULA PLUS Very good 
condition, tunneled 40ram calbs. $3,300 
060. Phone 847.2901 4p35 
14. Boats & Marine 
15. Machinery 
1978 CAT 528 LINE SKIDDER. Serviced and 
:ready to work; mint condition, with many ex- 
:tras. Call between 6 and 9 evenings. 
845-7096 4p35 
1988 668D GRAPPLE SKIDDER still under 
warranty. Very good condition, Best buy 
846,5980 or 847.2299 4p35 
1978 D8K GAZER, S/N 77V9004. Unit has 
straight hlede & single shank ripper. Engine 
has approx. 8000 hrs since overhaul Rails 
are in good condition, Pall Endako Mines at 
"699.6211 local 254. 4p35 
L30 EUCLID LOADER, 3208 Cat motor, elec- 
tric shop compressor (3HP), canopy for fur 
sized pic)kup, Call 635,7519 4p38 
1988 TANDEM .AXLE JEEP ANO POLE 
TRAILER. Sold as a unit or the jeep separate. 
ly, Both in excellent shape. 1,692.7235 
4p38 
I i: Li'Y:i!' :'L iwoonalml 
* FoRSALE:OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
46,32 LAZELLE AVENUE 
: NaturaJ Gas Fireplaces; L Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes, 
• , Plush Carpeting. Balconies or Personal Pat osl 
+ , ,  Ceramk~ Tiled Bathrooms & Ensuites 
~:ii ::112 Blocl( from Skeona Mall & MacDona!de 
+., :~. :+,' . Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed. 
- ,"~ -.' ~ Res~t  Manager and Security En . t r~e 
,~  , ~~:i: i i*i,' Under~over Parking :' 
; * . .  , =~ .ii~iii!.!i:", i ~ ~ '  R inn  S~li.O00 to ~47',600 ' 
. + 
_, . ' . .  "~ 
Stop Smoking .............. $95.00 
,(Plus 2 follow-ups if needed) 
,I~et Control ... :... ~..:.$55.00 
~..';, '~"Fd~'mot~ inf~it~,!!~b "'*":~ 
and appointment call 
PRINCE GEORGE 
561-7170 
Laser Will Be In Terrace 
Non.. Jan. 14 
At 1"118 SlumbedodgI 
Ask About 0or Now 
• High Rbre "High Energy 
Bet cookies & Cakesl . 
(Distdbutor~ Wanted) 
] 
I 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
LOST: ONE MAN'S square, Gold wedding band 
in the downtown section ol Terrace about 2 
weeks ago. Call 635.3527 il found. 2p38 
20, Pets & Livestock 
SHOW OUALITY GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppies. 
Both parents champions and group winners. 
Guaranteed :soond.~:Sbew, homes prefened, 
Pet quality available, 993-443T 3p38 
100 HEAD good young bred cows coming 3rd, 
4th land ;5th calf. Approximately 1,200 Ibs, 
$11000 each. 20 older cows, $650 each. 
Ouesnel 1-249-5414 4p38 
ALL  BREED 
DOG GROOMING.  
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638'8018 
Mm'nlnos or Evenings 
2!:Help Wanted 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE WITH A 
vehicle on a call.in basis (weekends) to cover 
newspaper outes in .the Termce/Thomhlll 
areas,!,plezr, e Contact Teoy bt1638.7283 
:~:. ~.~ :.,, 343fn 
.+, 
+,. 
iF LS 
IH IN,  
~ SCHOOL DISTRICT No. ee (TERRAC E) 
School Dlstdct No. 88 is seeking e temporary fun time Pro- 
gram Co.ordinator for the Work Orientation Workshop. 
W.O.W. locates work placements for the etudent par- 
ticlpants. This position is 37.5 hours/week and will run for 8 
weeks. The hourly rate is $12.50. The applicant should 
possess :  
- -  the ability to  relate wel l  to  employers  with in the 
communi ty  
- -  demonst ra ted  abi l i ty w i th  young peop le  a t  r isk 
- -  good  manager ia l  and organizat ional  skills 
In terested appl icants shou ld  send  resumes  to: 
Mr.  Tom Hamakawa 
Pdncipal  
Caledon ia  Senior Secondary  Schoo l  +" = : :~  ,": ~. :".-: 
3605 Munroe  St reet  .. .. 
Terrace,  B,C.  
V8G 3C4 
Clos ing Date: January  1 1, 1 991  
i 'd like tO be a TERRACE STANOARO/I~KEENA ~ R K ~ C I  
- " " ,;+'t. . . i- ''~I' ~: ' I~ ' ' :  : 
Pl.medrop oH or m.l I~ o +~** , 
B 
265 - River Or., Clark :~ ~,, '~:i~! -y!? :'.~'Y , [] 
i30 -4800 Walsh~Pa~k, Davis; 3200 ;3300 ~ i !  ~ ,',il i
I 
to . 
~, ~::•, 4 •. 
:i 
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Prov id ing  L icenced  Day Care  
for 2½ to 5 Year Old Children ( 
All the cars and love that went into developing 
the KING'S CASTLE ia available for younger 
children at 
THE KIDS' CASTLE 
:~ Cam-is given on a ~ day or full day basis 
. . . .  To Meet the Staff and View the Facility, Please 
'Call and Confirm an ~vening or Day Time Appointment 
638-8890 
L .! " 91 J~ "We trusl you will rind quality care • • ~L~_, Ii1~#~"/(--,..~, and competitlvo odces by using Ihis ~ l r  (~dl~ ' /: new and exciting service, t i~ ,  .~i~ V 
: Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Would like to thank the following people 
for their continued 
service and contribution to minor hockey: 
RANDY HAIGH, BONNIE LUTSIAK 
COLLEEN MAITLAND, 
SANDY MARSHALL, BOB PARK 
I 
m 
The Responsibility is Yours. 
1-800-663-1441 
~NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING I T~'~tR~,C'EI 
.... ~:~!::'OFRCiAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT '~ 
AND REZONING APPLICATION 
OFFICIAL OQMMi, INITY PI,AN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace Offioial Community Plan Land Use 
Map (Schedule'B' to By-Law No. 905-1980). 
TAKE NOTICE AL~O THAT this amendment affects the 
areas, within the City of Terrace, described as:- 
Legal & Civic Descriptions: Lots 1, 2 end 3, Plan 3287, 
District Lot 361, (3B2S, 3627 Kalum Street end 4605 
Soucla Avenue) shown shaded on the accomn~nvinn .m.,~.n. 
Intent: The intent of the application to amend the,Offlcm~ 
Community Plan is to: ~ the Official Community Plan 
designation of Lots 1 ,2  and 3, Plan 3287, District Lot 361, 
(3625, 3627 Kelum Street and 4605 Soucie Avenue) from 
Low Density Residential TO PARKS AND INSTITUTIONAL, 
$OUCIE  AVE.  
~ ,'~,~ "~ ~,  
,:.!~::,::!i~/'::~:!  :~:- • ~.  
"." :" ! :  : . . ' / - : *PR( )PosEO ~MCNOiViEN'r  - "OFF IC IAL  cow. ,A~r~.  I~ ,  
" "~ . ~ ' ;  r +" pAR~S~MOINSI ITU I ' Io~Au (S~edodmeo) 
PROPOSED HEZONING 
,'~lted,l:- ANO IWO-rAMIY  flKSl0¢.HTB, L 0121P.J4~NCi:O I0  .: 
; '" : - : J~eSf f lA l lON ~ ASSEtO.Y  (XSTR~)'  0~0 I ~h~dod e, ee I 
o 
i ~ REZONING APPLICATION . 
".~:: I&KE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace Zonlno By.law No, 401-1966 (and 
amendments, thereto); 
TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT this amendment affects the 
areas, within the City of Terrace, described as:- 
Legal and Civic Doecrlptlone: Lots 1 ,2  and 3, Plan 3287, 
District Lot 361, (3625, 3627 Kalum Street and 4605 
Soucle Avenue) shown shaded on the accompanying map. 
Intent: The intent of this zoning amendment application is to: 
change the zoning of Lots 1, 2 and 3, plan 3287, District 
.: Lot 361, (3625, 3627 Kalum Street and 4605 Soucie 
": Avenue) from Single- and Two-family Residential (R2) TO 
! ADMINISTRATION AND ASSEMBLY DISTRICT (P1). 
I The proposed amendment By-Lawg may be Inspected 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Fri. 
i day, excluding holidays from December 11,1090 to January 
21, 1091, Inclusive, In the reception area at the City of Ter- 
race Publlo,Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. 
THE PUBLIC HEARING WILL BE HELD ON MONDAY, 
JANUARY 21. 1901. AT ~';OO P~M.. IN THE MUNICIPAL 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 3215 EBY STREET n TERRACE. D.C. 
Any person(e) wishing to voice their oplnlone regarding 
these appllP.,ations may do so, In writing~ or In person AT THE 
PUBLIC HF, ARINO~ . " 
THIS NOTICE 18 GIVEN IN ACCOROANCe WlTH'i~HE :,:'. 
• MUNICIPALIACT, R.8.B,C., 1 979 :(and '/~nandmente! I 
i I Q 
IO 
 BUY  'SELL RENT  'TRADE 
from B1 
What's 
FOR INFORMATION ON THE 
Girl Guide or Canada, Tall 
Totem Division, contacl Kathy 
Davies 638-1245 or Mare Cooper 
638-0609. 
**  *dr,N 
" AWANA CLUBS for boys and 
girls runs at Thornhill Communi- 
ty @entre very Wed.,e~,ening at
6:30 p.m. for info. call 635,3524 
or 63~-2761. . 
'A" * * 'k dr 
ANYONE INTERESTED in 
be¢ominB a leader & teaddng a 
stir-help program relatin~ to ar- 
thritis please phone Mary at 
635-2577 or Joyce at 635-5024. 
****dr  
,ANYONE INTERESTED in 
joining a support group for step 
and blended families, call Lee at 
635-9055. 
'k dr dr 'A" dr 
TERRACE .a~av MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 p.m.., 
Hospital Psych Unit, 4720  
Haughland. Sun. Women's 8:30 
p,m. Hospital Psych Unit. Mon- 
day nit¢ 8:30 p.m, Blue Gables 
Corr. Institution. Monday nile 
8:30 p.m., Knox United Church, 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Tuesday nite 
8:30 p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Ave. Wed. nite Begin- 
ners 7:30 p.m. Hospital Psych 
Unit. Friday nits 8:30 p.m. Ker- 
mode Centre 3313 galum St. 
* dr,k ~ dr 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons hoving an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support .from others 
in the same situation. Call Ter- 
race 635-5905 or Kitimat 
632-595 I. 
dr ,A..k dr dr 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" Im- 
munization Clinics Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m..noon and 1-4 p.m. 
Weighin$ and measur in$ 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more into. phone the Sk~na 
Health Unit 638-3310. 
,k dr dr*'k 
", ) .  
i i i 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MAI"I'ER OF THE ESTATE 
OF ROMAN SMEJDA, Formerly of 
Terrace, British Co!umbla 
Creditors al~l others having claims 
against he above Estate are required to 
send full partidu!ars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown & Amdt, No. 3.;4623 
Park Avenue, V6G 1VS, Terrace, Bdtlsh 
Columbia, on or before the 17th day of 
February, 1991,:after which date the' 
assets of the said Estate. will be. 
distrlbuled, having regard, only to the' 
claims that have been received. 
Marian Furmanek, Executor 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
PITCH-IH 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by 
way of Sealed Bid, the interest of the 
following Judgment Debtor, gwaneblql 
Eatarpdees Ltd.. on the ioilowlng Deeds 
and chattels, preported to be: 
1990 Western Sta~ Gravel Truck, c/w box 
& hoist Sedal No. KONDRHJ905224. 
Sold on an as is, where is basis: 
Vehicle may be inspected at Inland Ken. 
worth in Houston, B.C., during regular 
business hours by contacting Ron Meyers 
at 845.2333. 
Sealed bids will be accepted at the Court 
Bailiffs office, Suite 3.4554 Lazelta 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to t2:00 noon 
on January 12, 1991. 
Sale may be subject o canceU~tio, 
without notice. The Court Bailiff reserves 
the dght o adjourn the sale without notice 
and may apply to the court for further 
direction I1 the need ~ses. 
Terms of Sale: Cash plus Social Sen,ices 
Tax, Goods and Services Tax if ap. 
plicable. 10% deposit must he included 
with bid, 
Time of payment is of the essence. The 
deposit of a soccassful bidder will be 
forfeited if balance of bid is not paid at 
agreed time. 
R. Jones 
Courl Bailiff 
Terrace. 
WE :NEED A LOT MORE WARM TOES. 
Theg~ving begins with you. 
• . . . . . . : :  , , 
;Terrace "i.:i;:. 
following groups and indlv~duals for the!~" flnr;nclal support dur-~ 
. ~,- • ,,+ :,, :...' . - ' : : :  
ing 1990: 
Pacific Northern Gas ~ . Peoples First Society "" '~ .:*; 
• Terrace Bowling Centre.. Nodhem MotOrlnn: .... ~ -:;~ 
skeena Broadcasters " :; Wilkinson Business Machines :': 
Terrace Totem Ford . McEwan GM " ' - 
George Yeast~ :. '~' ; "~i ~Vesta Douglas L i " 
Farwest Bus Lines Order of the Royal Purple 
: G0rdie Howe Disabled Athletes Foundation 
Ladies Auxiliary of the Royal Canadian Legion 
We wou ld  also like to thank our many friends for use of 
theirfaci l i t ies,  for their volunteer t ime and most of all for 
their encouragement.  
GIANT STEPS WEST-• :, 
? THERAPEUTIC S0CETY 
EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANT 
Challenging opportunity for e qualified individual to provtde services on a 
multl-dialpllnmy team for children with neuro.lntergrallve disorders and 
autism, This setting provides intensive direct educational Intervention as well 
as outreach and consultation services. 
Successful applicant must have proven ability to work well with individuals 
from a variety of professional backgrounds, knowledge Of special education 
theory and practice; a high level of energy, enthuoiasm and creativity; ex- 
emplary organizational skills and exceptional interpersonal ~ld communca- 
lion skills. 
Qualifications; B.C. Teacher's Certificate or elegibllity for same. Proven 
record of commitment tochildren. 
Please forward complete resume and three references to: Personnel Com- 
mittee, $212-750 Cottonwood Drive, Kamioops, B.C, V2B 3X2 .by 
Februory 4th. (604) 374.0722 
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 
Building InspectionServices 
 he. B.C, ~ouslng Management~on is inviting sub- 
§l~e6ilon services foi" affordable hoi]si6~proJectS bn ~ Con- 
sultant basis. 
Your responsibilities will include plans examinations and site 
inspections to ensure compliance with BCHMC construction 
standards ~d the review of progress claims. 
Considerable related field experience ands  good knowledge 
of building codes and construction practices is required. 
Submissions should include details of relevant experience, 
education, references and professional affiliations, They will 
be received by the undersigned until 4 :30 p.m., January 18, 
1991. 
Mr.  Craig Crawford 
Development Officer 
British Columbia Housing Management Commission 
No. 1701-4330 Klngsway 
Bumeby, B.C. 
VSH 4G7 
" . BIUTI H , . ""' : ~UMBIA " ' " II 
I I I  II 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
ThoNAdS aR=ear tn men; than 100 N~q~oem ofthe B.C. and Yukon Co~murdty Hewspapem Association 
~zd math more than 1,500,000 potential p aders. 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
BgmNme OPlIORTUNml~I IDUO'AlION 
I I I 
8TART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT bladllm, oven upam 
Ume. No mo~y or ex~edan¢~, 
Sln~ le4s. R~e bmd~m: W~le 
Wodd Trade, de Odn. 8m~l k~. 
coon k~,~ D~ W% lS 81~gwsy 
Ave,~ To~ordo. OM.. M1 M 8Vl. 
CAHAOA'8 LARGEST OALEN- 
D^R-B~nea Gift Company 
nee~ m~mlemee~ Io kx~ 
mere required. O'BOfmg-DRO, 
487.18WEtly ~tdh, Ajax, 
Oat,, L1oaWo; (41~427-0~20. 
ll001day, Howtomyhome I~d 
ma~ $t00/dsY, P...~dl (403)4~S. 
60~4for amalitli me=dad rnei~ 
ssl~. 
BUOIIlD8 PlmSOHALO 
ORDER ~UR "LOVE STUFF' 
6Y MM.  FROM OUR NEW 
LOVEIRe IJ~NE CATALOGI 
You're 10Maid pdv~ m~l leeu. 
dW fern ow es~dhd~l ~o~1 
CfleeK ul ~ut w~h I~1 BEe IN 
~ eHOPPIIOGI BEaT BE. 
LEOTIONI OLREAT OERVICEJ 
W~ll lb~, LOVER'S LANE 
BOUTmUE. 1074 EHOPPER8 
now. ~u~mm. R~,eR, e,o, 
Wwaco, m.m.lOl0. , 
, ¢01~ B1/IRra 
FJ~LEOHAM TANOENT 
' (~  H~nO H~/  
~ ~ R~unk~, 
do#dl, cudom idem m~enm 
Inf~m~lon: Box 170, Be. 
etealmm. AE. TOH 1HO. 
• , ; - ~ . . . .  , • 
CHEF TRAINI[~3 PROGRAM. 
Mak~ your futwe timmd=tiy N- 
cure. Jo ln~ f~l~t grow- 
~ ledu~. C ~  ~a moea- 
Oovt funding. PIERRE 
DUBRULLE CULINARY 
SCHOOL. 788.at16, TOLL- 
FREE IN B.C. 1.800-687-7288. 
FN~I EXTP.A MONEYi L_m~n. 
Inoomo T~ Pm~u~ .Ira ~Uwo 
Bo~.~n~,  .F_~e_ Ix~nu~. 
No cb i~_  U&R TIX ~rw~,  
30S-1141 Pembbs HlOtivmy, 
W1.,miP~ MB, R3T 2B8. 1.OOO- 
~4"t~.  E.~u~e fn ,~o 
tml~r |e |~.  
HOW 10 P~JW POPULAR PI- 
ANO, ~ ~orn~ uc~t ~ur~.: 
Ted~nld~. Th~ had-~_ ~g...Y 
indulW ~ .mltff~d temn~/ 
da~, O,O.'e ~Y  Oo~mr~:  
~m ~ ~ T~hnldan 
~ ~a~., m=~? .~,,~. 
~, ,  ,u~,~_.,,~_,~,. '_.- 
et~V~o,~ ~r~ _ • ~Z~'-: _'" 
~ D"-.J~,, lO~O KS.O. ~'i;_~].~.~,, VlV 4xs, 
(B04)'Ra4~44o. ,,;; 
t 
41 
EOUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
I989- 628 Cat Grapple Skldder. 
Chains on four tlres plus rim/ 
m.  Hm-1684,7. Er, oograRde 
Model 47. Appraised $187,600. 
1169 - 215 Excavator with I..ako 
Head attachment. AIsonew~6" 
Ix.,d~t plus tempo nonby. Hm- 
1t67.7. Apl:mdsed$198,000. 2 
Mkhnd Ra~1os. 70 - 342 9XL 
~MT81,000 oJ~,o. 70.342 BXL c/w 
bean $I,100 ch.e. Double 
~Re~EM~O 
Dmnoll~on ~ three apadment 
hdk~ngs, Eldond, B.C. 900,2S 
fo~ tmssn, I;40 ead~, 
end out pipe, e i t~  willow% 
IUdrs, ite¢l Ituds, easel:Dam 
h~den~ 8(56-2770. , . 
SaM yam e~p~ed h~g or ~a+ 
In~ IMense (~holooopy a~pt. 
aloe) and 8.I,R. will m~ you our 
/w,~=d spodm= c=~og FREE 
plus ~18ale Rlere lot one year, 
8.LR.IV~lOnbr, 0q¢ ~12,1385 
BIk~ Avenue, Winnipeg, Magi. 
robe, R3G 3N1. OINt ex#me 
Mard131,11~t. _ 
111.600 ¢~ldit, cash I~lvanoe~ 
Ill/~F~ OV.,~Mr/~ECA~, 71e 
Ml ln  El,,. Esal,, HI~lUIml~ 
O m . ~  1 ~  "r q ,  p J' 
HELP WANI~.D 
TRAIN TO MANA~ AN APART- 
MENTICONDOMINIUM COM- 
PLEX, Tho ~ovo nr~e nUioe nssd 
homestudy canificaZ~ Indudea 
tr~ dammenl mmlsslan~. Fr~ 
brochu~: 161-s4a6 or ou~de 
Vano~r 1.e00-6~I.6~39 (24 
Iv=). 
FORESTRY RELD I=NOINEEFL 
S.syesm experience required. 
SILVIOON SERVICES INC. Box 
400, Endtham, B.C,, VOJ 2NO. 
Pt~m 847.3680. Fu 847-25S0 
for ~ Irionng~n. 
TAKE THE EHORTCUT. TO 
8ERVK:ES 
MAJOR ICBO and In]ur~ claim. 
Joel A. Wener ~ tawy~'fot 22 
yew,. C~ll ~ :  (s~)7'~: : 
~m up to $100,000 ,on yore :. 
h~lne m~tgega Md pray df yo~'. 
t~n up to 10 l~m monet m'  
• TRAVEl. 
^USTRALtA/NEW ZF.ALAHD; 
C4dl the DoEth Rsdflo apeda]~ 
ANZA Travel. Vamou~r/Auci~. 
SUCCESS, E~o6 in the Bcrr bJld, mtumfr~,ntD0791o$1,404. 
61JNOto $1,717, Vlmmuw'¢d: 
Cku~esl~01nevmy~k. 784-7T25. Tog4r~: 1-1004172- 
o ld  CBr ,  adten  bue lneu ,  aegke  
repremntat~ for mt~i 9~plsy CABO 6AH ~ -  Pdvalo V~f~ 
Earn pol~,~d Irl,SO0÷ 
wwNyimnw~lalely. (41~)756- nowfot .Nm July 
, 
i 
- - - "  i I I 
II pemmthrouo~ B.C. ~md Ihe YU~lor ~ $131,00 +O.&T, I I  
i lv~o.emu~otmc~m O ,T,: : I I  
II For motelnl~mmcli~lx~mr~r¢¢l(104) elmisu.,, II 
";; (,.: 
. : , :  - 
I TERRACE EXPERTS 
. _  , ± ~ I I 
:::: ~ ~iEiD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
:: .:- SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
• & MANUFACTURING 
. , / 
r; : :" i ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS --, TOOL BOXES . " 
• ' ; ' CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -.;. BOAT REPNR8 : ~ 
• RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS -- 10 IT, SHEAR : r,~ :';~ 
' !~ ;  " : : ,: • ~ 200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
I | :~(:/ 'L, , .~. ~ j J  • " ,  / ' (604) 635:"3478 ' I  
T/.V V ' .~  ~ i / I  . . . _ /  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
~ ~ :  . .  , -~ .  • TE..~c~, S:C.'~SG~Ye I 
:': yourrbUslness or service :centre!:: ! 
• Ca"ar"0ne°'°'"""vert's!n'C°0"!'ant'i':!""i' :1 
 TErl CE S a  A I-I I 
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This space available to advertise 
• :your business or:service centrel 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
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4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638'SAVE 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
, . . ; : , . ,  
/ 
SpecisIizing in 
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries :):-: 
Real Estate, Insurance-Inventory 
Movies and Slides converted to Videoi: 
Ron Clark 
Terrace, B.C,.Phone 635--2061 
: (  
I 
"Full Floral and Balloon Service" 
Silk4resh flowers, Tropical plants 
* Gifts, Plush, Balloons, Brockman Finest Chocolates 
, Balloon Gift Wrap (Magic in a Balloon!) 
, Puff Pack Gift Wrap [30 seconds or lessl) 
PERSONALIZED DELIVERY SERVICE 
• (tuxedo and costume deliveries upon request) 
Specializing In Banquets, Weddings, Funerals, 
New Arrivals, Birthdays and Much More. 
Come See Us Todayl 
3237 Kalum, Terrace 635-e 6312 
Do It Wi th  Logs . . .  
Homes, cabins, 
gazebos, post & beam 
shops & more. 
= ' ~ , , ~ ~  From main structure to 
, , , .m~ ,, completion call Pierre at 
i t 635-7400 
• .. .  ~.Bal lo, , . , . ,  ] 
] ' . . . . . . .  CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! i .,,~. ~ ' j  ~" ,,~, Over 100O balloons, -" .Jb.T.~ •| • -~" ~k~l~ w" . Birth(lay lun packs (juggling, magic & more) '~  • i 
, ,, ~,~J( ,., * Singing telegrams, costume deliveries '~" ~ I 
~ .  "P ,Jr Personalized gilt baskets ,'~k~, 111. l 
$ r... l 9 5 ANY 3 ROOMS [ [ .4<'~J~ " , Advertisngand Ingoba,ooos :: "IP'_: I 
• ,~  ' * Balloon decorating for every occasslon ' . ' (~¢ . I I I  ,N S,Z, II • " r0motional displays conventions banque:-~ - ~B": • ~ (P ' ' 'k ' I -~ i l~"  * Novelties. magic, jokes and tncs l~, ~ . -~ , 
I I Check our rates for other furniture and caqllits ',;11 ~ "1~' .  ):- . . . . .  We guarantee t0 make you smile ° tr~ ~, 1 
!] I I  . . . . . . . . . . .  i'f,ill"i' '" i ,i Liven up y0ur next occassion with us , , ,~ , . _e , l  2 | 
323T Kalum Ave. r . . . . . .  Tlr lra~ B C,; : ~,,-'~"% r ; .gO l .~  " i 
~q " . . . . . . . . . .  635-3944 1' ' ' 
.NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS 
( i i~  ~ * V.H.F. & U.H.F. Radios 
• Portable Radio's 
• Marine Radio's 
• Mountain Top Repeaters 
• Scales 
• L A N D  MOBI l .E l  RADIO 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No ~oo2 Po.le ~u-UZ~l  
Tl~q~ l l~  ".-~ 
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
' ,  , . .  . . 
. .  We Pamper & Tease 
-'Cause We Aim ,To Please 
6.35-5323 " 
TERRACE ' 
~al~'o~Jce . . . .  : GRAND OPENING Look for I~weon Creek Fort St John 
785-2629 ' ' . ' '  SPECIAL  ~e~.~ ~s~ 
1 MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
.,.,~." ~4 .DUe B~o~se 
I monum~'msn" Answering and Pager Service 
Ten'aoe. Kitimat. Smi thers  635-2444 
& Prince Rupert 
Funera l  Serv=ce 
A ¢soc~at ion  
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 MIn. Passports 
.Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Pdnts 
Laminating 
Bateman - Brenders 
Baron- Doolittle 
Lester - Danby 
Kennedy- Isaac 
Frederick- Parker 
Jo~'~ photo c~a~ 
460S I a ~  A ~  
lmlCe 
[ A.to=ass "W'n""'e'd" I 
I ' - . . ~ , ,  Glass Medic Repairs i 
Specialists -~,,, LC.B.C. claims 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre = • 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today1 
~~:'ERRACE STANDARI~ 
,6,7 L=~,,e~,enu~. 638-SAVE 
I 
Ha/ av  
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~ J= 
4044 Lnkelae Ave., Tet~sce, B.C, , 635-5727 or 636"4666 
~A JIIlt O ' rN  A 
gUU',J # ~1 .. ~,~ , , .  
TRA NSPORTA T ION 
~.SYSTEMS LTD. = - 
Dally freight sendce ex Vancouv M ,i , ,  
a TEL:(604)635.2728 :: 
FAX:(604)635.7197 .. MEMBE?F ~..=.~, 
IS,,,a~KeeURNST.. TER,ACE.8.C. V~ ] 
I I Ill i [  
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i I Call anyone of our Adveriising Consultants today! :: [ 
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';.':For resi'dents who have brav~ : roaming the 'ou'tdoors',inciuded/: ....... 
,~I.. the~ .elements each ,' Boxing.., HoWe :.: cieek~,~, Dutch:::;Yalley, ~:: 
lJay sifice' i963 to.take part in . New Remoand Eakelse}". '''~ .
!ihe: annual Terrace and area '",:. T0p;  ispeCieS?/iK: i~m'S o f  
~ird count, there is always the .:::nunli~i=rs was the'Oieg6n ~lunc0,'~ 
hope the~/ / 'might  spot  ~Alth0ugh::they': '  i ire regnlar 
! 'And  once again the 19~ and.attributed the increase to 
:6vent did not disappoint, turn- 
:i]hg up an osprey at the city's 
.sewage treatment plant lagoons. 
i:.Although ospreys are not 
mknown here, Weismiiler. 
Jointed out they are usually 
seen only during the warmer 
months. 
The same applied to the Har- 
ris's sparrow, two "of which 
were reported this dine, 
- - ! : -These were among 2,079 
:(birds recorded by spotters and 
~/l.though that is .300 down on 
the 1989 total, the number of 
'ipecies was the same at 43 - -  
that figure is also the 10 year 
average. 
• ~-.~Weismiller said 16 observers 
took par t in the  count, five .of 
~hom were householders keep- 
ihg. a watchful eye on their bird 
feedel's, .Areas covered by those 
more feeder counters this-time, 
• Unusually high also was the. 
number of varied thi'ushes seen, 
-While figures for the previous 
four years had ranged from just 
three up to a couple of d0zen, 
156 were spotted this year. 
Weismiller noted it is. 10 years .: 
since they have been seen here in 
those numbers on BoXing Day. " 
Other notable tallies included 
32 trumpeter swans at their 
Lakelse Lake wintering grounds 
" and an equal number of eagles'. 
' Weismiller said the.results of < 
the Terrace count will now be 
sent to the American Birds 
magazine, produced by the Na- 
tional Audubon Society, They -" 
will appear in its annual 
publication detailing the results 
fromthem0re than 1500 counts 
conducted across North 
America on Dec, 26. 
L 
., .4~ 
~' ),.  
REMEMBER THIS FEATHERED FELLOW? Rescued back in 
December by local resident Judy Chrysler, this varied thrush 
• spent a month at her. home recuperating•from a broken 
humerus:Although the bone healed, Chrysler Says the bird 
. still hai:l difficulty, flying• properly so was taken to the Wildlife 
• Rescue Association inVancouver. There it is underg0ing what 
can best be described as physiotherapy that should soon 
have it winging on its Way. 
I 
,' i ' i;i, ' : ' '  ' "  ' , . ;4  ~"  
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   DINNER/ 
  ,, -THEATRE 
NIGHT! 
Have Dinner* with us on Wednesday 
evening and we'll give you a 
Free Show Pass to 
the Tillicum Twin Theatres 
in Terrace 
".. , ~ 
ICity's 
brilht 
lights 
Inam 
I . . . . .  
A regular outing for many people during the 
festive season is a tour of the city laid. ng in the 
Christmas light displays put together by local 
residents. 
But one party taking the tour was casting an 
especially critical, and appreciative, eye over their 
efforts - -  the judges in the 1990 Christmas lights 
contest sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce 
and Northwest Real Estate Board. 
Charged with the task of piddng out the win- 
ners were Sylvia Griffin, .Joe Burbesa0 Suzaane 
Glesson, Myraa Rolfsen and Vesta Douglas. 
Competition co-ordinator John Evans sam the 
judges each assessed entries using a number of 
criteria including the number of lights used, col- 
our co-ordination and creativity. 
Evans said there had been 2S entries received 
nets in their category, he said he hoped more peo- 
ple would put their name forward next year. 
For those that did enter, the results of the 
judges deliberations were announced last week. 
The .winners in the seven categofles were: 
BEST HOME 
The ltichey residence at 2413 Cramer. 
BEST ORIGINAL HOME 
: The Allen residence at 4930 Scott. 
BEST STREET 
McRaeCreseent (the second time this 
street has taken the award). 
BEST RETAIL:STORE 
Heather's Balloon Magic, operated by 
Heather Graydon. 
this year and many offered "great displays.". BEST SERVICE STORE 
• However, he added, the Judges on their travels The Liquor Control Board.  
had also seen some excellent decorating jobs BEST COMMERCIAL WINDOW 
which had to be by-passed because the household Terrace and District Credit Union, 
or business had not entered the competillon. Sug- BEST SHOPPING BLOCK 
g.e,s.!i.g s.ome .o,,i.!he.~, m!ght e~inba?.p£~o?dw!~. Skeena Mall. " ' r 
• ~, .~  , f  
Join us in the new Kermodei Dining 
Room any Wednesday evening for 
this special offer. 
. / • - : .  , . . 
• Order.any dinner entree-from our 
menu or our "Special of the:Day,"to 
receive your Free Show Pass; 
Good every Wednesday. ` between 
5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p:m. You 'can:u~e ..... 
your show pass any day of the week• 
4551 Grelg, Terrace 635-8630 
A public meeting will be held on 
Jan. 17 at 7:30 P.M. at the Inn of The 
West, West Banquet Room 
To discuss Integrated 
Management Planning, 
Thunderbird Forest Area, 
Resource 
for the N 
tf t t 
~L 
The .Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, in :: ~ :""i:i:iiiiiii -~.~ 
cooperation with B.C. Environment, is seeking ' i !~  
public input into the development of an integrated 
resource management plan for the Thunderbird " 
Forest Area. ~,. - . . . : .~  
Plan Purpose ' " . . . . . . . .  " '  : " " " " : l d  TFL 
The plan wil! rec.ognlze::!4he~:,.imp0~ance;~:of • o . ~~/ . i~ , . .  
growth retention;f ishand wildlife habiiatl ' commer' / ~ 
cial, residential, recreational and historical useage;. ., .. 
as well.as timber management within the sect ion  . o f  :, L: -, - f~-  r 
. -  Cold.ati~ ,.: ~. .  the Lakelse River watershed. ,; " 
The planning process will lead to the selection of:~:! : 
an optimum management plan for the Thunderbird~;:<.: 
7Ministry of FOrests, 
: :200-5220 Ke i thAve , ,  . 
• Terrace,. B;C. V8G 1L1. ~.;~: 
Phone: 638-3290 .:,, 
Forest Area. . 
For further information contact ............ i=i! 
• . • .~. .  : i " -  ~>.~ , ~ ' l i  :, 
J im!Culp,. •PrOject. Facilitator."?~;~i~~ .- . ::..,~<,,.,~..,. '...., ,  ;, ~,~,/"""<~J~'~'J~ !~4~ 
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